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Abstract
This report describes recent improvements in the Global Reference
a
Atmospheric Model (NASA-TMX-64871 and 64872), originally developed as a
global scale (all latitudes and longitudes) model from surface to orbital
altitudes. The basic model includes monthly mean value's of pressure, den-
sity, temperature, and geostrophic winds, as well as quasi-biennial and
random perturbations. The newer version reported here incorporates a re-
vised two scale random perturbation model using perturbation magnitudes
which are adjusted to conform to constraints imposed by the perfect gas
law and the hydrostatic condition. The two scale perturbation model pro-
duces appropriately correlated (horizontally and vertically) small scale
and large scale perturbations. These stochastically simulated perturba-
tions are representative of the magnitudes and wavelengths of perturba-
tions produced by tides and planetary scale waves (large scale) and turbu-
lence and gravity waves (small scale). Other new features of the model are:
1) a second order geostrophic wind relation for use at low latitudes, and
which does not "blow up" at low latitudes as the ordinary geostrophic
relation , does, 2) revised quasi-biennial amplitudes and phases and revised
stationary perturbations, based on data through 1972. The new model is
better than the original version, especially in producing more realistic
simulations of vertical profiles of atmospheric parameters.
iii
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In response to needs for empirical model atmospheres of wider sco eand
 
_' application Georgia Tech recently developed, under NASA sponsorship, a Globalf
e.
Reference Atmosphere Model (GRAM) with latitude, longitude, and mon ly.-vari-
ations over a height range from 0 to 700 km ( Justus, et al., 1974 , `b, 1975,
fi	 1976).
1.1 Description of the Basic Model
The Georgia Tech Global Reference Atmospheric Model GRAM), is an amalga-
mation of two previously existing,empirical atmospheric m dels for the low
(< 25 km) and high (> 90 km) atmosphere, with 'a newly de eloped latitude-longi-
tude dependent model for the middle atmosphere. The h i gh atmospheric region
above 115 km is simulated entirely by the Jacchia (1970) model.- The Jacchia
program sections are in separate subroutines so that later Jacchia models
( Jacchia, 1971) or other thermospheric-exospheric models could easily be adapted
F	 '
and substituted into the program if required for special applications. The
atmospheric region between 25 km and 115 km is simulated by a newly developed
latitude-longitude dependent empirical model modification of the latitude de-
pendent empirical model developed by Groves (1971), which is described more 	 a
fully in this report. Between 90 km and 115 km a smooth transition between the
modified Groves values and the Jacchia values is accomplished by a fairing tech-
nique. Below 25 km the atmospheric parameters are computed by a 4-D world=wide
atmospheric model developed for NASA by Allied Research Associates ( Spiegler
and Fowler, 1972). Between 25 and 30 km an interpolation scheme is used between
the 4-5 results and the modified Groves values. Figure 1.1 presents a schematic
summary of the Global Reference Atmospheric Model program atmospheric regions 	 f
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The modifications to Gres model to produce longitude as well as lati-
tude variations in the monthly mean were accomplished in two steps. For the
original version, upper air summary map data for monthly means at the 10 mb
level for 1966 and 1967 ( NOAA, 1969b) and the 2 and 0.4 mb levels for 1966,
1967, and 1968 ( NOAA. 1969a, 1970, 1971) were read and converted to values fo
the 30, 40, and 52 km,levels. These upper air map values at the 2 and 0.4 rb
levels were extended around the entire northern hemisphere by subjective xtra-
polation. For the Mod 2 version, additional 10 mb data for 1964 and 1 65 ( NOAA,
1967a) and 2 and 0.4 mb data for 1964 and 1965 (NOAH, 1967 b T c) an
/
d 1972 ( NOAA,
1975) were also read and added to the earlier data. The 1972 2 and 0.4 mb data
extended into the eastern hemisphere, so no extrapolation of it' as necessary.
Next the 30, 40, and 52 km latitude-longitude dependent value were extrapolated
to 90 km by an extrapolation scheme developed by Graves, (19'3). All of the map
generated and extrapolated data were converted to percent eviation from the
longitudinal mean and these are applied as deviations (c-lled stationary pertur-
bations) to the Groves model values, which are taken as/ / the latitude dependent
longitudinal means.
The seasonal variations in the middle atmosphere (25-115 km) are assumed
to be the same in northern and southern hemispheres , with a six months phase lag.
That is, the southern hemisphere July is the same as the northern hemisphere
A
January. In the 4-D region (<_25 km)separate global coverage data values are
available for each of the twelve months. A set of annual reference period data
are also available for the 4-D and modified GY ;oves regions, If the annual ref-
erence period is selected, the Jacchia section sets the exospheric temperature
V	 to 1000° K to represent annual mean conditions.
+	 The monthly mean geostrophic winds are computed from horizontal pressure














FAIRING BETWEEN THE MODIFIED GROVES AND THE JACCHIA VALUES
MODIFIED GROVES (1971)
MODEL
INTERPOLATION BETWEEN THE MODIFIED GROVES AND 4-D VALUES
4-D MODEL ( SPIEGLER AND FOWLER, 1972)
K
Figure 1.1 Schematic ;umimary of the atmospheric regions in the Global
Reference Atmospheric Model (GRAM) program and the simu-
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second order geostrophic wind, which remains finite as f (the Coriolis para-
meter) approaches zero, is used instead of the usual geostrophic relation
(which approaches infinite values as f approaches zero). Mean vertical winds,
,f
	of the order of a cm/sec, are also evaluated from the slopes of isentropic
surfaces and the horizontal advective winds. Wind shear in the monthly mean
horizontal wind is estimated from horizontal temperature gradients. These
parameters serve as a consistency check on the pressure and temperature fields
of the empirical model.
In addition to the monthly mean values of pressure, density and tempe-
rature, two types of perturbations are evaluated: quasi-biennial (QBO) and
Ij	 random. The QBO oscillations in pressure, density, temperature, and winds,
empirically determined to be represented by an 870 day period sinusoidal vari-
ation, have amplitudes and phases which vary with height and latitude. The
QBO amplitudes are primarily significant at low altitudes (: 20 - 40 km) at
equatorial latitudes and at higher altitudes (50 - 60 km) at higher latitudes.
For the Mod 2 version, the QBO amplitudes and phases were newly evaluated
from a larger data set, which included MRN data through 1972.
For realistic simulation of actual atmospheric parameter values as they
would likely be at any given time, random perturbations are also computed and
applied as perturbations to the monthly mean values. The random perturbations
are evaluated by a simulation technique which uses empirical values of vari-
ation magnitudes and scales to generate random perturbations which have real-
`	 istic space and time correlations.
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scale and horizontal scale, and no attempt was made to insure compliance with
constraints on the perturbation magnitudes, required by the perfect gas law
( Buell, 1970) and hydrostatic equation ( Buell, 1972b). In an earlier report
( Justus and Woodrum, 1975), the revisions were described which improved the
data base of the perturbation magnitudes, and adjusted the magnitude profiles
to insure compliance with the Buell constraints. For the Mod 2 version re-
ported here, the use of a two scale perturbation model has been implemented.
This model simulates separately the perturbations of small scale (e.g. turbu-
lence and gravity waves) and large scale (e.g. tides and planetary waves)
effects. These perturbations are still treated stochastically, however - no
deterministic model of these physical processes is used.
In short, the major revisions in the Mod 2 version reported here are:
revised stationary perturbations (now based on 1964 - 1972
upper air charts),
revised quasi-biennial amplitudes and phases (now based on
1961 - 1972 MRN data),
new second order geostrophic wind equations for use at lore
latitudes, and mean vertical winds based on slope of
isentropic surfaces, and
a two-scale random perturbation model to better simulate the
effects of both small _scale and large scale perturbations
from monthly mean conditions.
The following sections give a technical.description of the Global Refe-
rence Atmospheric Model - Mod 2 with emphasis on the new additions, and new
users manual descriptions of the program aspects of the revised model.
5
2.	 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
2.1
	 The Jacchia Section
The Jacchia (1970) model for the thermosphere and exosphere was origi-
nally implemented to compute atmospheric density at satellite altitudes.
	 The
Jacchia model accounts for temperature and density variations due to solar and
geomagnetic activity, diurnal and semi-annual variations, and seasonal and
f
latitudinal variations:
	 The Jacchia model assumes a uniformly mixed composition
from sea level to 105 km, with diffusive equilibrium among the constituents
(nitrogen, oxygen, argon, helium, and hydrogen) above 105 km.
	 Fixed boundary
values for temperature and density are assumed at 90 km.
	 Alterations, described
in Justus et al	 (1974 a), were made to allow atmospheric pressure to be computed
from the density and temperature.
	 Geostrophic: winds (first order only) are
evaluated in the Jacchia section by computing horizontal pressure gradients with
c
successive evaluations of the Jacchia model at different latitudes and longitudes.
-^
2.2 The 4-D Section (below 25 km)
The 4-D atmospheric model, developed by Allied Research Associates
(Spiegler and Fowler, 1972) was designed to extract from data tapes and interpo
late on latitude and longitude, mean monthly and daily variance profiles of
pressure, density, temperature, at 1 km intervals from the surface to a height
of 25 km for any location on the globe. The data tapes contain empirically
determined atmospheric parameter profiles at a large array of locations. The
northern hemisphere grid array is equivalent to the NMG grid network. Grids
spaced at 5 degree intervals of latitude and longitude are used in the equator-
ial and southern hemisphere regions. j
(=-
Technical changes made in the 4-D program were; a modified latitude-
longitude interpolation method, previously described in Justus et al	 (1974 a),
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and a check routine to determine vertical and horizontal consistency of the
4-D data.
The method of application of the 4-D model in the PROFILE program is as
follows: at the first time that atmospheric parameters at a location below
£1	 30 km are required, a set of atmospheric profiles of monthly mean and daily
k	 #` t
variances of pressure, density, and temperature are generated at a 16 po'irr
grid of locations spaced at 5 degree latitude and longitude intervals (a
`r
	
	 slightly different grid is used near the poles). This grid of profiles, cover-
ing 15° x 15° of latitude-longitude is then stored in the computer and all
further atmospheric parameter values in the 0-25 km range are found by interpo-
lation between locations within this grid.
	
If the trajectory goes outside this
k{ grid while the height remains below 25 km, the program attempts an estimate of
the atmospheric parameters by an additional call on the routine which sets up
i
a the 4-D data grid.
The location of the grid points to be evaluated is determined dynamically
a
based on the position and direction of travel along the trajectory when the 4-D
grid is first required by a procedure described in Justus et al	 (1974 a).	 The
{ i
4-D data tapes normally contain data for the surface to 25 km in 1 km steps.
At locations where the surface is at more than 1 km above sea level the surface
value will be followed by one or more__c,o records, and the first non-zero
'i
y	 record above the surface value will be at the lowest integer km higher than
I the surface.	 For example, if the surface is at 700 m then there will be data at
surface,	 l	 km, 2 km, etc., but if the surface is at 1.3 kin the data will 	 con-.
tain the surface, one zero record, 2 km, 3 km etc. 	 In the Mod-2 version an
interpolation routine (based on the hydrostatic relation and constant lapse
If rate altitude segments) is used to fill in data between sea level and the first 1
non-zero data above the surface'.
	 Interpolation is also used to fill 	 in any
'r
missing data immediately below the 25 km height.	 The basic interpolation
J
y	





equations were described in Justus -et al (1974 a).
2.3 The Modified Groves Section (25 - 90 km)
The starting point for the middle atmosphere (25 - 110 W) is the lati-
tude dependent model of Groves ('1971). This empirical model combines many obser-
vations from a wide range of longitudes. Observational results, over approxi-
mately six years were used to compute longitudinal averages, which are presented
versus latitude and month. Latitude coverage of the Groves model is from the
equator to 70 0 or in some cases 80'. Southern hemisphere data were utilized in
developing the Groves model as northern hemisphere data with a 6-month change of
date. Tabulations of the Groves model are at intervals of 5 km in height, 100
in latitude (northern hemisphere), and one month in time (southern hemisphere
displaced six months). If the Groves values of an atmospheric parameter y were
known up to 80 0 latitude, then the 90 0 latitude Groves value was computed from
	
Y90 ^ (4y80 - y70 )13
	 (2.1)
If Groves values of the atmospheric parameter y were known only up to 700 lati-
tude, then the 80 0 and 900 latitude Groves values was computed from
	
Y90 = (9y70 - 4y60)/5
	 (2.2)
Y80 = (8y70 - 3y60)/'	 (2.3)
The Groves model data has only height and latitude variation for each
month. For longitude variation, the Groves model data is modified by longitude,
latitude, and height dependent stationary perturbations. These stationary
perturbations are derived, by methods described more fully in Justus et al (1974 4)
from 10 2 and 0 4'mb man data and extranolation up to 90 km The stationary
perturbations were evaluated at longitudes 10', 40 0 , 70',	 340' for latitudes




Originally, only the 1966 and 1967 10 mb monthly mean values (NOAA, 1969 b)
1	 were read and averaged. The 2 mb and 0.4 mb weekly mean naps for 1966, 1967,
and 1968 (NOAA, 1969 a), 1970, 1971) were read for the first week of each month,
and averaged over the three years. For the Mod 2 version, additional 10 mb data
for 1964 and 1965 (NOAA, 1967 a) and 2 and 0.4 mb data for 1964 and 1965 (NOAA,
1967 b, c) and 1972 (NOAA, 1975) were also read and added to the earlier data.
The 1972 2 and 0.4 mb data extended into the eastern hemisphere, so no extrapo-
lation into this hemisphere was required, as was done with the earlier data.
After the upper ai'r chart data were averaged, the next step was to con-
vert the readings to constant heights of 30, 40, and 52 km. This was done by
assuming that the temperature followed a constant lapse rate between each chart
level and the nearest interpolation altitude with lapse rates based on the Groves
model.
In order to introduce longitude variability at heights above 52 km, the
extrapolation technique of Graves et al. (1973) was used to project the 52 km
interpolated chart data up to 90 km. The 5 extrapolation height levels are 60,
68, 76, 84, and 90 km.
After the chart data were interpolated to 30, 40, and 52 km and extra-
polated to 60, 68, 76, 84, and 90 km, the stationary perturbations (relative
deviations to be added to the Groves values) were calculated. At each altitude
•	 and latitude the stationary perturbation s  for a parameter y (which can repre-
sent pressure, density, or temperature) was computed by the relation
sy = (y - <y> )/ <Y>	(2.4)
r where <y> represents the longitude averaged value of y (i.e. averaged around a
circle of fixed latitude). Note that the definition of s  makes it be identi-





added to the Groves value Gy to produce the longitude variable modified Groves
	
.,	 value G'y , according '`to the .relation
G1  =G 
y 
0 + sy )	 (2.5)
The modified Groves values, determined by relation (2.5) are used as the monthly
mean values for the altitude range 30 to 90 km.
2.4 Interpolation and Fairing
	T	
The 4-D data are available on the data tapes at one km height intervals
and at 5° x 5 0 latitude-longitude grids in the southern and equatorial areas and
at the NMC grid locations in the northern hemisphere. NMC grid profiles are
always converted (by interpolation) to 5 x 5° grids before interpolation to the
trajectory locations. The general interpolation requirements for the 4-D section
are height interpolation over l km and latitude-longitude interpolation over a
5° x 5° square grid.
A:
The Groves data are tabulated at5 km height intervals and 10° latitude
intervals. Interpolation is required between these tabulated locations. The
stationary perturbations are evaluated at 20 0 latitude and 300 longitude inter-
va"l's and at 30, 40, 52, 60, fib, 76, 84, and 90 km al'A tudes. Interpolation be-
tween these tabulated locations is also required. For values between 25 km and
30 km interpolation between the 4-D data and,: Groves-plus-stationary-perturbation
data are required. ` The interpolations are always carried out in the program by
doing the latitude (Gr\,)ves) or latitude-longitude (4-D) interpolation first, and
then doing the height interpolation.
The Jacchia model can be evaluated at any height above 90 km and at any
latitude and longitude so no interpolation is required. However, between 90
and 115 km there is overlap between the Groves data and the Jacchia model, so a










at 90 km and the Jacchia values at 115 km.
The method used to interpolate pressure, density, and temperature over a
height interval between heights z l and z2 is to assume linear variation of the
temperature and of the logarithm of the density. The latitude interpolation for
tL
the Groves data is done by assuming linear variation between the latitudes ^l
and 
^2 (which are at 4 = 100 apart). Two dimensional latitude-longitude
interpolation between a square or rectangular array of positions at 'latitudes
^ l and ^ 2 and west longitudes x 1 and a21 is done by the relation
F(^, a)	 Fo + ( F1 - Fo)4 + (F2 - Fo)4 + ( F3 - F1 - F2 + Fo )	 sa
where # is	 0/($2 - ^ 1 ) and sx is .(a - a l)/( a2 7 ^l)•
To accomplish smooth transition `ietween the Groves values at 90 km and
the Jacchia values at 115 km a fairing technique is used. This fairing techni -
que was described in Justus et al (1974 a). The fairing is done only at the
altitudes 95, 100, 105, 110, i.e, heights for which there are Groves values.
Linear interpolation is then used to fill in the remaining heights, as discussed
in the height interpolation section above.
,A new 'feature of the Mod-2 version is that interpolation of the random
perturbation magnitudes is done linearly on the variance (a 2 ) rather than lin-
early on the magnitude (a). This is because the Buell adjustment equations (see
later sections) are nearly linear in the variances. Thus once variances have
been Buell adjusted, their adjustment would tend to be preserved by linear
interpolation on variances, not magnitudes.
2.5 Geostrophic Winds
The eastward (i.e. blowing toward the east) wind component u and north-
ward component v can be evaluated from the geostrophic wind equations
u	 (1/Pf) 9 p/9y	(2.6)
11
v	 (1/pf) at
where p is the density, f is the Coriolis parameter (2 0 sin ^) and ;p/ax and
ap/ay are the eastward and northward components of the horizontal pressure grad-
.Ch	 dent. For evaluation in the model, the pressure, gradient terms must be approxi-
mated by finite differences.
Geostrophic wind values are also computed in the Jacchia height range by
evaluating the Jacchia model at 5 degree increments of latitude and longitude
and taking finite differences of the resulting pressure. This technique prob-
ably over extends the capabilities of the Jacchia model, however, and the com-
puted winds in this height range should not be considered precise.
2.6 Thermal Wind Shear






av/az = (g/fT) aT/ax
	
(2,9)
which is the usual form, leaving off a correction term in aT/az, which is nor-
mally small. The horizontal temperature gradient terms are estimated by finite
differences in a similar manner to the pressure gradient components in equations
(2.6) and (2.7).
Thermal wind shears are also computed in the Jacchia height range in a
manner similar to that described for the wind calculations. Again, however, for
the reasons already discussed, these values should not be taken as precise.
2.7 Second Order Geostrophic Winds
Since the ordinary geostrophic winds are inversely proportional to the
coriolis parameter f (which goes to zero at the equator), these relations give
12
unrealistically large winds at low latitudes. To overcome this problem, sec-
f
	 ,.	 and order geostrophic relations
u = (g/D)[a ap/ax + (b - f) ap/ay] 	 (2.10)
f
v = (g/ D )[-a ap/az + (c + f) ap/ax]	 (2.11)
are used at low latitudes, where D is given by
a
	
D = ad - (b - Mc + f)
	
(2.12)
and the coefficients a, b, c, and d (related to second order pressure deriva-
tives) are evaluated by the method described in Appendix A.
ak
2.8 Mean Vertical Winds
The Mod 2 version also evaluates mean vertical winds from the slope
of isentropic surfaces. On such surfaces, the entro!;y function 0 is con-
stant, where 0 is
^	 C  T + gz + (u2 + v2 )/2 = const.	 (2.13)
Therefore, on isentropic surfaces
@^/at + ua^/ax + va,/ay + wad,/az = 0	 (2.14)
and, if any/at is assumed zero, the vertical wind w can be solved for as
	
.W = -[ua*/ax + vat,/ay]/(a*/az)	 {2.1a)
f	 By differentiation of (2.13), with the assumption that u and v are the geo-
strophic winds ug and vg , and that au/az and av/az are given by the thermal
4	







 [u9 (aT/ax) + v9(aT/ay)7/
{g + CpOT/az) + , (9/fT)[v
9
(3T/ax) - ugW/ ay )a}	 (2,16)
tg
„ Mean vertical winds evaluated by (2.16) are generally less than a cm/sec,
• and hence are realistic values for the large scale mean vertical winds affect-
ing mean meridional circulation.
2,9
	 The Quasi-Biennial Perturbations
i
In the Mod-0 Global Reference Atmospheric Model,-MRN data from 1964-
1969 were used to evaluate quasi-biennial amplitudes and phases in the
height range 25-65 km.
	
The quasi-biennial period which produce minimum
W,
variance, when simultaneously evaluating the annual, semi-annual, and quasi-
biennial variation, was found to be 870 days. 	 For the Mod 2 version, the
harmonic analysis was done the same way with MRN data for 1970-1972 added
to the original data base.
	
Again the 870 day period was found to produce k:
minimum variance for the QBO winds, while a 900 day period did slightly
a.
better for the thermodynamic variables.	 In order to retain a single period,
the original 870 day period was chosen as still the preferable value over-
all.	 The revised quasi-biennial magnitudes and phases are listed in the
"SCIDAT" data tape listing at the end of this report (Appendix B).
2.10
	
The Random Perturbation Model (Two Scale)
The original single scale perturbation model in the Global Reference
Atmosphere Model	 Justus et al, 1974 a) was evaluated by the following met-
hod:	 first the density perturbation P2 ' at the new location was computed
from p l ' the density perturbation at the previous location by the relation
(p2P2 )	 -	 A( p l '/P 1 ) + Brl	(2.17)
14
"`7!"" x t
<P 2 1 P1 '> = R Q 1 6 2P	 P..
where 
P1 and p2 are the known mean densities at the pre^^ious and new positions,
A and B are determined from the required conditions, and r l is a random num-
ber selected from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and unit standard de-
viation. The required conditions to be used in determining A and B are
<P2 1	 a 2	 (2,.19
P2
where aPi and QP2 are the known standard deviations in density at the prev-
ious and new location, and R is the known autocorrelation in density pertur-
bations between the previous and new locations. Next (with analogous nota-
tion as in (2.17) through (2.19), the new temperature perturbation was com-
puted by
(T2'/T2) = G(-Tl ' /Tl ) + D(P 2 - /a 2 ) + Er,	 (2.20)
In addition to the autocorrelation R (assumed the same for T' and P ' in the
original one-scale model) the cross correlation (RPT)2 was also maintained
(through the coefficient D in equation (2.20)).: The correlation'(R,T)2 was








}{	 Once the density and temperature perturbations were evaluated, the pressure
perturbation was determined via
(P2 1 /P2) = (P2 1 / p 2 ) + (T2 ' /T2 )	 (2.22)






the original single scale perturbation model, wind perturbation components u'
v' were assumed to be uncorrelated with each other and with the thermodynamic'
variables, and hence were computed by relations analagous to equation (2.17).
In the original one-scale model, only the total perturbations are con-
.\
sidered (e.g. p == p + p) while in the new two scale model the perturbations
are assumed to be made up of a large scale and small scale component (e.g.
P = P + PL + Ps). To first order in the perturbations the state of the mean
atmosphere is described by
	
p = - R T	 (2.23)
and the mean plus large scale perturbations by
	
( p + PL) = ( p + pL )	 R(T + TO	 (2.24)
and the actual atmospheric parameters p, p, and T by
p = p R T
	
(2.25)
Division of equations (2.24) and (2.25) by p on the left and by p R T on the
right yields, to first order in the perturbations
	
PL/5 = (p
L;o) + (TL/T)	 (2.26)
	
p s /p = ( P s /P ) + ( Ts/T)	 (2.27)
These results mean that the small scale
separately must obey the Buell triangle
Thus, analogous to equation (2.21), the
perturbations and R T for small scale
PS S
their respective magnitudes by
and large scale perturbations each




perturbations are given in terms of
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PLTL 	 2(aP L /P)(QT 
L 
/T).




Ps	 T--	 _ 	s	 (2.29)
PS 
s	 2(v /p)(a /T)
r.	
PS	 Ts
The large and small scale components are assumed to be independent so corre-
	
lations such as R
PSTL , PL Ts
R	 etc. are taken to be zero.
The density perturbations p. and p at the new position are thus com-
S2
puted from the known perturbations PL
1	 1
and PS at the previous position by
relations analogous to equation (2.17)
( PL2/p ) = AL ( P
L1
/P l ) 
+ BLrLI	
(2.30)
(PS2/P) = As ( Psl /P l ) + Bs rsl	 (2.31)
where AL , BL , As and Bs can each be determined (as before) from the conditions
<PL2 P

















where the density autocorrelations R  (p) and Rs ( P ) are determined from the
hihknown or zontal and vertical scale of t e large scale and small scale ertur-g	 p	 k
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perturbations are computed (analogous to equation (2.20) by





2/T2 ) = Cs (Tsl /T1 ) + DS ( PS2/P2 ) + E s rs2	 (2.37)
f




at the new position, as computed from equations (2.28) and (2.29).
Once the density and temperature perturbations are computed, the pressure per-
turbations are evaluated from equations (2.26) and (2.27).
A further addition to the new model has been brought about by empiric-
	
ally evaluated correlations R
uLvL , Rusys , R uLpL ,
	
aspsand R S . The new method of
evaluating the velocity perturbation components is somewhat analogous to that







FLuLI + GLPLZ + HLruL
	
(2.38)
Fsus 1 + GSps 2 + Hsru 
s	
(2.39)
ILVL 1 + JLUL 2 + KL r	 (2.40)
vL
vs 2 = I s v
S1 






where the coefficients G L and GS are determined from the newly evaluated cor-
relations Ru 
P 
and R  P , and the coefficients J L and Js are evaluated from
LL	 ss
the correlations R	 and R
uLvL	usys
For evaluation of the coefficients C, D, and E in (2.36) and (2.37),
and the coefficients F through K in (2.38) through (2.41), these equations are
successively multiplyed through by the perturbation quantities on the right
hand side (see Appendix B in Justus et al, (1974 a)). The relations thus
18
established for the coefficients A through K (with analogous equations for
both large scale AL - KL and small scale As - Ks ) are, ?
A =	 R ( p ) a	 /a (2.42)	 4
P2	 p1
B =	 aP 11	 - R2 ( p ) ] 1/2 (2.43)
r
2




T ] { [1	 .. R 	 RT p ]/
[1 - R2 (T) R2T p ]}
11
(2.44)
D =	 [R(T)	 a	 Cat ]/(A R	 a	 )
T2 T 1	 T1	 Tlpl	 T1
i
(2.45)
E _	 [a2	 - C2 aT2	 - D 2 a 2 -
2	 1	 P2
2 C D R(T)	 a	 a	 ] 1/2)	 R
(T1P1	 Tl	 P2
(2.46)
F =	 (au2/aul )	 {[R(u) - R(p) 
Ru2P2 
Ru1pl]/
[1	 - R2 ( p ) R2	 ]} (2.47)ulpl






2 F G R (p)R
	
a	 a	 ] 1/2 (2.49)
t ululPl	 P 2
E_
r
I =	 (av /av ) {[R(v) - R ( p ) R^ p	 Rv p ]/2	 1	 2 2	 1	 1
- cY
[1	 - R2 ( p )	 Rvlpl ]} (2.50)
t,
J =	 [R(v) av 2 - I av 1 ]/[ R ( p ) Rv 11p	 ap 2 ]
(2.51)
^
K _	 [a2-I2a2_ J2a2_
v2	 v1	 p2
1/2
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where the autocorrelations of density R (p), temperature R(T) and wind R(u)
(R(u) and R ( v) are assumed equal) , are determined from the horizontal and
vertical scales L Z , LH 	LZ , LH , LZ and LH by the relations
P	 p	 T	 T .	 u	 u
j
R(p) = exp { - E(ex2 + oy2 )/LH + oz2/LZ ] 1/2 }	 (2.53)
P	 P
R(T) - exp { - [(ox 2 + oy2) /L2 + oz2/L2 ]1/2} 	 (2.54)
T	 T
R(u) = exp { - [(ox2 + oy2 )/LH + oz2/L2 ] 1/2 }	 (2.55)
u	 u
The following two sections describe how the total perturbation magni-
tudes ( Buell adjusted, and obtained as described in Justus and Woodrum, 1975)
are subdivided into large and small scale magnitudes, and how the horizontal
and vertical scales for equation ( 2.53) through ( 2.55) were evaluated by
vertical structure function analysis.
2.11 Daily Difference Analysis for the Two Scale Perturbation Magnitudes
Consider the density p, and the zonal and meridional wind components u
and v to be made up of the following components: mean ( subscript o), seasonal
variation ( subscript s), planetary wave component ( subscript p), tidal compo-
nent ( subscript t), gravity wave, , component ( subscript g), and error and/or
small scale turbulence ( subscript e). Thus, the parameters p, u, and v can be
written
	P 	 PO + P  + p p + p t + P  + P 	 (2.56)
	
u = uo+us +up +ut +u g +ue 	(2.57)
	v = v  + vs + V  + v  + vg + v 	 (2.58)
20
r
<p g2> + <p e2 = 1/2 <op 1 2> (2.65)
By daily difference analysis (Justus and Woodrum, 1973) the mean square differ-




2> + 2<p e2>	 (2.59)
and similar relations for u and v and daily differences over n = 7 to 15 days
(<opn2>
	 <[p(t + n days) - p(t)] 2>, etc.) are given by
<op n 2> = 2<p p2> + 2<p92> + 2<pe 2>	 (2.60)
and similar relations for u and v. The monthly means P, u, and v, are:




v = v0 + vs	 (2.63)
and so mean square differences of deviations from the monthly means
(<Ap o2> = <[p - p]2> , etc. are given by
<p g2> = <p p2> + <p t2> + <p g2> + <p e2>	 (2.64)
and similar relations for u and v. Combination of the above equations allows





}	 <P 2> = 1/2 <op n2 	1/2 <apl2>




All of the quantities on the right of (2„E5) through (2.61) are 'directly mea-
surable from data profiles.
For the two-scale perturbation model, the small scale component would be
represented by the gravity wave component
CT 2 = <p g2> + <p e 	 = 1/2 <Ap l 2>	 (2.68)
where only the true turbulence contribution of <p e2 is to be taken (the error
component can be estimated from time series analysis (Justus and Woodrum, 1973)
and the turbulence component can be estimated from turbulence studies). The




= <p p^ + <p t? = <Apo2 - 1/2 <Ap l 2>	 (2.69)
A similar analysis can be performed to determine the u - v cross corre-
lations and the u - p cross correlations. The analysis is done in terms of
	
mean product daily differences (<Au l Av l> = <[u(t + 1 day)	 u(t)] [v(t + 1 day)
- v(t)1>, etc). Application of the same daily difference techniques yields the
following:
<Au 1 AV ,>	 =1 2<u g v > + 2<ug	 e v >e (2.70)
<Au l Ap l>	 = 2<u9.9
p > + 2<ue pe> (2.71) 4
<Aun Avn> =	 2<up vp> + 2<u9 vg> + 2<ue ve> (2.72)











' <Auo Avo> _	
<uP
vp> + <u t vt>. + <u9 v9 + <ue ve> (2.74)
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Rearrangement to solve for the component cross products yield.--':
<ug Vg> + < ue Ve=	 1/2 <ou l ov l>'	 (2.76)
<u9 p g> + <ue P  = 1/2 <eu l A l >	 (2.77)
or	 <up vp>	 1/2 <oun Ave - 1/2 <ou l ovl >	 (2.78)
<up pp
	 1/2 <nun opn - 1/2 <Au l Op1>	 (2.79)
<ut vt> _ <ouo ovo - 1/2 <oun avn>	 (2.80)
<ut pe	




Again all- the terms on the right are directly measurable from the MRN and upper
level profiles. The correlations (r up ) s and (ruv)s for the small scale pertur-
bations would be given by
(ru )s = <u pa
>
 + <Ue pe	
(2.82)Up
V > + <ue Ve>
(ruV ) s	 Q	 Q	 (2.83)
Us	 vs
where the major contribution to <ue pe and <ue ve> will come from the turbu-
lence (the error component assumed to be uncorrelated). The correlations
(rup ) L and (ruv)L for the large scale perturbations would be , given by








<u V > + <u V >( r )	
= P P	 t t	 (2 85)




Application of the above daily difference analysis to MRy data for 1964-y




for the density - velocity correlations. Since large.scale magnitudes a L and
small scale magnitudes as must add as the sum of the squares to give the total
perturbation magnitudea T (because large and small scale perturbations are
considered independent), then
aT2 = UL  + 
a s 2	 (2.86)
and the values of aL and as can be described in terms of the previously eval-
uated total perturbations magnitudes (Justus and Woodrum, 1975) and the frac-







 and as are given in terms of 
OT and fL by
ro
aL = YTLI a 
	 (2.88)
as = vl - fL aT	 (2.89)
Total magnitudes for pressure, density and temperature perturbations are listed
as the code "R" data on the "SCIDAT" data tape (Appendix B), the total magni-
tudes for the wired components are the code 'W" data, and the fractional var-
iances in the large scale are the code "P" and "PW" data.
The wind - density correlations, determined fr,,)m daily difference analy-
si's relations (2.82) through (2.85) are given in the SCIDAT data tape code "CS"
and "CL" data.
2.12 Vertical Structure Function'Analysis for Perturbation Vertical Scales
^.	 Vertical structure functions may be used to determine vertical scales of
the gravity waves, planetary waves, and tides. The vertical structure function











	 ) - a9 (z)]`> + . 4<pe^ (2.90)
20p
	(^) + 4<p e2>
a
9
and the vertical structure function of the 7 - 15 day difference is
v^






2<[p	 (z  + ^) - Pg ( z )]
2
> + 4<Pe2> (2.91)
z
w^
=	 2 D+ 2D	 + 4<p 2>
PP	 Pg
Therefore the,;structurp
 function for the planetary waves D
	 is formed from 
P P
. DP
	 [DoP	 (^) - D( g )1/2 (2.92)APp	 n	 1
The vertical structure function for App is
I D P
	
(t)	 _	 <[Ap	 (z +)
	 AP	 (z)]2A	 o
o
a
<CP (z + ^) + P( Z + ^)	 P(z) + P(z)]2
< CP	 ( z
 + ^) "' P Cz ) ] 2`	 ` <LP 	 (z +0 -
 P t (z)1 2>t'	 ,\4M p	 p p	 -
V
+ <[p	 ( z + 4) - P (Z)]2> * 2<pe^ (2,93)9	 9
F y a
	
D(^) + DP	 O + Dp	 {) + 2<pe2>,PP	 t	 y
µ$ Thus the structure function of the tides Dpt (^) can be computed from
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Vertical structure function analysis. was performed on 1964-1972 MRN
data and the vertical structure functions of large scale and small scale com-
ponents were determined. Vertical scales were determined from subjective
intersection of the vertical structure function curves and 2ar2
 values (the {
small scale vertical structure. function should level off at 2as2
 and the
jr
	 scale at 2v large	 2g	 L ). Since the.MRN-data cover,-,25 - 65 km, the vertica l
scales thus determined are taken as applying to an average height of 45 km.
A A set of vertical scales, thus determined, for the large scale and small scale
wind perturbations is shown in' Figure 2'1. Considerable variation with lati-
tude is seen for the large scale, hence a' latitude varying function was
selected to fit to all of the MRN determined vertical scales. The latitude
function is of the general form
Lv = a + b (90 - 0 )2	 (2.95)
where L v
 is the vertical scale, a-and b are the empirical coefficients re-
quired to fit the observed data, and 0 is the latitude in degrees. These
functions, thus fit through the data points, for the large scale and small
scale components are shown as the solid and dashed carves in Figure 2.1.
Earlier (Justus an d'Woodrum, 1975), the Buell depth of pressure scale
D, given by the relation
w	




 is the pressure scal p
 height, was suggested as th.a vertical scale to
use in the single scale perturbation model	 The current vertical structure
function analysis has shown that tft s cannot be applied as the vertical scale
(either large or small scale) for all of the parameters, bE^ause the vertical
scales for temperature tend to be smaller than for density or pressur e/A, for
26
Observed Large Scale
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Figure 2.1 - Structure Function Vertical Scales for




example. Nevertheless, the Buell depth of pressure scale variation with height
as evaluated in Figure 4.3 of'Justus:'and Woodrum (1975) has been taken as des-
cribing the form of the vertical variation of the vertical scale with height
from the surface to near 60 km. The variations of vertical scale with height,
previously presented as Table 8 in'Justus'and'Woodrum, (1972) were taken to
represent height variation of the vertical scales up to about 150 km altitude.
From these two sources of height variation of scale, a height function f(z)
has been empirically evaluated which adjusts the 45 km vertical scale, deter-
mined from (2.95), to any height z. This function, normalized to one at 45 km,
is given by
f(z) = 0.22 + 0.00258 z l ' 5
	(2,97)
and the vertical scale at any height z, is thus given, by combination of
(2,95) and (2.97) by
L  (z) = [a + b (90 - 0 2][0.22 + 0.00258z 1.51 	(2.98)
Figure 2.2 shows the data, normalized to one at 45 km, on which relation
(2.97) was based. The solid dots are the relative height variation of the
A	
Buell depth of pressure scale up to 55 km (from Figure 4.3 of Justus and Wood-
rum, 1975). The open circles are the relative height variations of gravity
wave wind scales, from Table 8 of'Justus and Woodrum, (1972), and the triangles
are the relative height variations of gravity wave pressure, density, and tem-
perature scales from Table 8 of the same source. The solid curve in Figure
2.2 is a plot of equation (2.97).
2.13 'Mriiontal Scales
The previous horizontal scales used in the single scale perturbation
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of 100.km, have been retained as the horizontal scale of the large scale per-
turbation components. Horizontal'scales'for the small scale component, ob-
tained from a subjective fit of data presented in Table 8 of'Justus and Wood-
rum (1972), are given by
L 
	 = 20 + 0.0125 72	 (2.99)
This function goes from 20 km at the surface (z = 0) to 145 km at a height of
100 km and adequately fits the observed gravity wave horizontal scale from
Table 8 of Justus and Woodrum (1972).
2.14 The Adjustment Technique for the Statistical Parameters
.x
	
	 There are certain constraints which are placed on the thermodynamic
variation statistics as a result of the perfect gas law (Buell, 1970) and the
4 equation of hydrostatic equilibrium (Buell`, 1972). As Buell has shown, these
relations can be conveniently expT'essed in terms of the coefficients of vari-
ation (VP = ap/p, VP = ap /p, VT = aT/T) and the correlation coefficients
(rpT , rpT , rpp). The Buell equations for the perfect gas law constraint are:
rPT ,.
	
(VP - Vp +V T) /(2VPVT) 	(2.100)




(VP + Vp - VT) /(2VPVp )	 (2.102)
which express the law of cosines for a triangle whose sides are V P , Vp , and VT
and whose interior angles are arc cosines of the correlation coefficients.
The Buell equation for the hydrostatic equilibrium constraint is
P	 'y	
HP 3VP2/az = V p 2 - V p 2 + V T 2
	
(2.103)
where Hp is the pressure scale height HP = RT/g. Buell (1972b) described a
30
method for numerically integrating equation (,2.103) to obtain adjusted values
of VP , Vp , and VT which satisfy the constraint relationship from a set of
original coefficients of variation which'do not satisfy this constraint.
For the Mod 2 program, total perturbation magnitudes for heights above
*i	
25 km were obtained from MRN SUMS tape data and from rocket grenade and
other high altitude data sources (Theon*et'al, 1972), and were Buell adjusted,
as described in Justus and Woodrum, (1975). A new subroutine ADJUST was
added to thero ram to do the Buell adjustment for the data profiles obtainedP 9








Figure 3.1 shows a sample vertical profile of mean temperature (given
as percent deviation from the 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere) produced by the
Mod 2 Global Reference Atmospheric Model. This profile is for Kennedy Space
0	 Flight Center in January. The dashed curve in figure 3.1 shows, for compari-
son, the range reference atmosphere temperature profile for Kennedy Space
Flight Center. Figures 3.2 through 3.4 show similar comparisons between
Global Reference Atmospheric Model profiles and Kennedy range reference
atmosphere profiles for density, zonal (east-west) wind and meridional (north
south) wind components. These figures show good agreement between the model
and the range reference atmosphere values, with only minor changes from the
mean atmospheric values produced by the original Mod 0 version (c.f. Figures
10.9 - 10.11 in Justus et al, 1974a).
Figure 3.5 shows an example vertical profile of mean values and mean
plus perturbation values from the original single scale perturbation model.
This figure shows zonal winds at Kennedy in January, compared to an ob-
served MRN profile measured on January 19, 1972. The single scale pertur-
bation model is seen to put too much perturbation variance into small vertical
scales. Thin problem is overcome with the new two scale perturbation model,
as shown in figure 3.6 for January zonal wind at Kennedy. 	 In this fig
k
ure a significant portion of the perturbation variance is in relatively large
vertical scales and a smaller amount of the variance is in the small vertical
wave lengths. Correspondence of the model generated mean plus perturbation
with the sample MRN observed data is considerably better with the two :scale
perturbation model.






















Figure 3.1 - GRAM2 generated monthly mean temperature for Kennedy SFC
in January, compared to the Kennedy January Range Reference Atmosphere.
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Figure 3 . 5 - Single scale model zonal wind monthly mean and mean plus
Yk	 perturbation for Kennedy SFC in January compared to an observed MRN
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Figure 3.5 - Two-Scale model zonal wind monthly mean and mean plus
perturbation for Kennedy SFC in January compared to an observed MRN
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Figure 3.8 - As in Figure 3.6 for Temperature. Percent Deviations are
with respect to the U. S. 1962 Standard Atmosphere.
60
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Figure 3.9 - As in Figure 3.6 for Density. Percent deviations are with








3Figures 3.7 through 3.9, for meridional wind, temperature, and density, re-
spectively. Good correspondence is seen in all of these between the relative
amounts of perturbation variance in large and small scales, and the vertical















The Global Reference Atmospheric Model (GRAM) program is designed to
produce atmospheric parameter values either along a linear path (to be called
a profile) with automatically stepped constant height, latitude, and longi-
tude increments, or along any set of connected positions (to be called a tra-
jectory) which must be input individually into the program.i
There are three general types of input to the GRAM program: (1) A set
of three cards, called the initial data, which contain the values of the prog-
ram options, the initial position, the profile increments, and other infor-
mation required before the calculations are begun, (2) A data tape (SCIDAT)
containing parameter values for the Groves (1971) model, the stationary per-
turbations (deviations from the Groves model, to produce longitude varying
monthly means), and random and quasi-biennial perturbation parameter values,
and (3) The data tapes with one data file for each month, containing pro-
files of monthly mean pressure, density, temperature, and their variances
from the surface to 25 km, for the entire globe. If it is desired to compute
atmospheric parameters along a trajectory instead of a linear profile, then
a fourth type of data - the trajectory times and positions - must be input.
In terms of program function, the major elements of the GRAM program
a-
are the main segment (GRAM), the subroutine SCIMOD, which is a driver for all
of the atmospheric evaluation subroutines, and SETUP, a subroutine used to
read the SCIDAT data tape, and load the necessary starting conditions for
execution. Figure 4.1f shows a simplified schematic of the main segment and
illustrates the function of the SETUP and SCIMOD subroutines.
Output of the GRAM program consists of monthly mean pressure, density,
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Ypressure, density, temperature, winds, perturbation values, and magnitudes.
Complete discussion of the input, output, and program operation char-
acteristics for the GRAM program are given in the following sections of the
users manual.
4.1 The 4-D Data Tapes (0-25 km)
The description contained in this section was paraphrased from the
4-D program users manual ( Fowler and Willard, 1972). For more information
on the 4-D section of GRAM, consult that document and Spiegler and Fowler
(1972).
The world-wide meteorological data set developed for the 4-D model
by Allied Research Associates is stored on three 7-track, 800 bpi binary
tapes labelled WWIA-WW3A. Each tape contains four files of data where one
w	 file represents one month; WW1A contains months 1-4, WW2A contains months
5-8, and WW3A contains months 9-12. A 130 month containing the annual ref-
erence period has been added as a fourth tape.
Within each file are 3490 records representing the values at indi-
vidual grid points. These points are grouped into three grids: 288 points
on the northern hemisphere equatorial (EQN) grid; 1977 points on the north-
ern hemisphere (National Meteorological Center) grid; and 1225 points on
the southern hemisphere (SH) grid. On the NMC grid, the data were computed
`	 at NMC points and stored in the order given by the NMC grid table shown in
the SCIDAT data tape listing in Appendix B. On the other two grids, the
data was given at 50 latitude-longitude intersections westward from the
Greenwich Meridian to 5° east. The EQN grid covers the latitudes from 0° to
p'	 15° north with points occurring in the following order: 1 -4 = Lon. O, Lat.
0, 5, 10, 15; 5-8 = Ion. 5W, Lat. 0, 5, 10, 15 	 285-288 - Lon. 50 E,
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Pole as follows: 1 = South Pole, 2-18 = Lon. 0, Lat. -5 to -85; 19-35 =
Lon. 50 W, Lat. -5 to -85; ... 1209 - 1225 = Lon. 50 E. Lat. -5 to -85. It
should be noted that the south pole is given only once, as the first point
j ,	 of the SH data set.
Each record consists of 106 36-bit words where the first 104 words
contain the computed data for a point and the last two are identifiers.
All data values are multiplied by 100 and converted to integer; they are
then packed with two 18-bit values to a word. The data is arranged by level
for each parameter; thus, the first 13 words contain the pressure means.from
the surface to 25 km and the next 13 words contain the pressure variances
for the same levels. This pattern continues for the 26 levels of tempera-
ture means and variances, moisture means and variances, and density means
and variances.
Word 105 contains the latitude and longitude of the point in question.
There are integer values that have been multiplied by 10; each occupies 18
bits of the word. The latitude is always positive (since the southern
hemisphere is identified by grid), and the longitude is always west.
The last word contains three 12 bit integer values. The left-most
•	 group of bits is the homogeneous moisture region in which the point lies,
the center group is the point number, and the right -maost group of bits is
the month. It should be noted that the points are numbered within the grid
that contains them, and not by their location on tape. Thus the point num-
bers run from 1-288, 1-1977, and 1-1225, not from 1-3490. Figure 4.2 shows
tht^ tape structure for one month.
4.2 The SCIDAT Data Tape
This section describes in detail the data contained on the SCIDAT







Data for Month 1 of 4 Months
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106 WordsLi P P v T Tv M I My D I DvIL N RM P Pv T JTv jM I M v D Dv L N RMJ[P
This box represents 26 integer values	 P	 -
4h. of pressure in millibars x 10 2 . Each	 Pv -
value is packed sequentially as an 18	 T	 -
bit byte, starting with the surface	 Tv
and ending with the 25 km value 	 M -
My -




RM denotes end of record mark.	 L -




Pvl T ITvI M I MVI D I DVI L I N
Pressure (mb x 102)
Pressure Variance (mb 2 x 102)
Temperature ( OK x 102)
Temperature Variance ( OK2 x 102)
Moisture (g/m3 x 102)
Moisture Variance (g2/m6 x 102)
Density (g/m3 x 102)
Density Variance (g 2/m6 x 102)
Word 105 Containing Latitude
and Longitude
Word 106 Containing Homogeneous
Region Number, MSF Point Number,
and Month Number
_	 Figure 4.2: Record Structure on the 4-D Data Tapes
a48
:a
it are given in Appendix B.
4.	 NMC Grid Data. This data set gives the 4-D northern hemisphere point
number and the dual index for the corresponding NMC location. The NMC grid
.r
locations form an octagonal array, centered on the North Pole. The points
are at square grid locations on the polar projection used for the NMC grid.
s
A conversion between the latitude and longitude (treated as polar coordinates
on the flat NMC grid plane) and the NMC grid indices (treated as Cartesian
•	 coordinates on the projection plane) is accomplished by a polar to Cartesian
coordinate transformation, via equations programmed into the 4-D model. The
NMC grid data on the SCIDAT tape merely establishes the equivalence between
the sequential 4-D NMC point number and the two-dimensional x-y NMC grid
point location. The NMC grid data constitute the first file on the SCIDAT
ti	 tape. An end of file marker appears on the tape at the end of the NMC grid
data. The NMC grid data file contains 396 NTRAN readable records (36 bit
binary words) with 15 integers (one per word) in each record.
Groves Data. The Groves (1971) data for monthly mean pressure, den-
sity, and temperature are tabulated at 10 degree latitude intervals from 0
to 900 for each month. The yearly average Groves data is coded as month 13.
The southern hemisphere data is the same as the northern hemisphere data dis-
placed by 6 months. Annual mean (month 13) data is the same for both north-
ern and southern hemispheres.
The format of the Groves data is the same as in Groves (1971) origi-
nal report, except that a prefix code P, D, or T has been added at the front
of each record. Each record contains the code, the month, the height in km
and the 0, 10, 20, ...,900 latitude values of the parameter expressed as a
three digit integer, with a exponent common to all of the values on the rec-
ord appearing at the end of the record. Thus a value of 276 with an expon
ym	G  0 + sy/ 1000) (4.1)
y
ent at the end of the record of -6, would be the same as 276 x 10 -6 =
2.76 x 10-4 . Pressure data are in units of N/m 2 , density values are in
H kg/m3 , and temperatures are in OK. The Groves data set contains 702 NTRAN
readable (36 bit binary word) records with 14 integer values (one per word)
in each record (including the code word P, D, or T).
Stationary Perturbations. The stationary perturbations are latitude
longitude dependent relative perturbations to be applied to the Groves val-
ues, considered to be the longitudinal mean value. Data for each of 12
months and for the annual reference period (month 13) are given for the
northern hemisphere latitudes. Southern hemisphere data are the same as the
-	 northern hemisphere values displaced by 6 months.
Each record conta-'Ins the code S, the month, the height in km, the
west longitude, in degrees, and then 15 values of stationary perturbations
in per mill (%/10). The first five of the values are for pressure pertur-
bations at latitudes 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90. The next five values are for
density, and the last five values are for temperature. The monthly mean val-
ue ym for parameter y at any latitude and longitude can be computed from the
Groves value G  at the latitude and the stationary perturbation s 	 (in per
mill) at the latitude and longitude by the relation
Note that the stationary perturbation values at 90 0
 latitude are always zero.
However, there is a place for 90 0 values on the data tape, so that if a sys-
tematic departure from Groves values is desired at the poles, a set of
stationary perturbation data reflecting this condition could be developed
and put on the tape. The stationary perturbations listed on the Mod-2 S,CIDAT
tape have been revised, as described in Section 2, by the addition of data
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read from 1964, 1965, and 1972 upper air charts.
The Groves data and stationary perturbation data constitute the sec-
ond file on the SCIDAT tape. An end of file marker appears at the end of
the stationary perturbation data. The stationary perturbation code S data
consists of 1248 NTRAN readable (36 bit binary word) records, with 19 integer
values (one per word) in each record (including the code word S).
The Random Perturbation Data. Random perturbation magnitudes (stan-
dard deviations) are latitude dependent only. Each code R record has the
code, the month (1-13) and the height in km, followed by 15 values of random
perturbation magnitude, five for pressure (in per mill, at latitudes 10, 30,
50, 70, and 90), five for density, and five for temperature. These data give
the relative standard deviations a p/p, Qp /p, and aT/T, for use in the random
perturbation `7odel.
The code RW data are similar, except that only ten wind values appear
in each record (after the code, month, and height): five for eastward•wind
magnitude (in m/s at latitudes 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90) and five for north-
ward wind magnitude.
The code R and RW total perturbation magnitudes have been revised by
the incorporation of new data sources, as described in Justus and Woodrum,
(1975). The code R data have also been subjected to Buell (1970, 1972)
adjustment, also described in Justus and Woodrum (1975).
The code R and RW data constitute the third file on the SCIDAT tape.
t	
An end-of-file mark appears on the tape at the end of the code RW data. The





18 integer words (one value per word) in each record (including the code
	 .^
word R). For the code RW data, there are 325 records with 13 36 bit binary
integer words (one value per word) in each record (including the code word
50
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Large Scale Fraction Data. From daily difference analysis described
in Section 2, the fraction of the total variance (a2 from code R and RW
data) contained in the large scale perturbations has been determined as a
fraction of height and latitude. Separate evaluations by month were also
s
made, but were not found to be significantly different from the annual aver-
ages. Therefore the SCIDAT tape contains only the annual average fraction
(expressed as per mill) of total variance contained in the large scale.
Large scale and small scale magnitudes a L and as are computed from the
fractional data fL (code P) in per mill, by the relations
aL = V—fL/1000 aT	 (4.2)
as = 11- 1 - ff /1000 aT	 (4.3)
where aT is the total perturbation magnitude (code R or code RW data). The
code P data set contains 25 NTRAN readable (36 bit binary word) records, with
18 words (one integer value per word) on each record (including the code word
P).
Density-Velocity Correlations. Daily difference analysis described
in Section 2 was also used to evaluate the cross correlations R up and Rvp
for use in the velocity perturbation model (equations (2.38) - (2.41) and
(2.44) - (2.50)). Both large scale and small scale values of the density-
velocity correlations were evaluated, and are given on the SCIDAT data tape
(codes CL and CS) in per mill (i.e. divide by 1000 to get correlations in
the range -1 to +1).
The code P large scale fraction data and the code CS and CL density-
velocity correlation data constitute the fourth file on the SCIDAT tape. An
end-of-file mark appears on the tape at the end of the code CL data. The
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code CS and CL data consist of 50 NTRAN readable (36 bit binary word) records,
with 13 integer values (one per word) in each record (including the code word
either CS or CL).
The Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) Data. The QBO data consists of
height and latitude dependent amplitudes and phases for quasi-biennial vari-
ations in pressure (QP), density (QD), temperature (QT), and eastward and
northward wind components (QU and QV, respectively). The amplitude of the
QBO thermodynamic parameters are in per mill (^/10). The amplitudes of the
QBO wind components are in decimeters per second (0.1 m/s). The phases of
all of the QBO parameters are measured in days after January 0, 1966 for the
'	 occurrence of the first maximum value. Since the period of the QBO varia-
tions is taken to be 870 days, the phases could vary from Q to 870.
Each QBO data record contains the code, the height in km, the ampli-
tude and phase for 100 latitude, the amplitude and phase for 300 latitude,
etc..out to the amplitude and phase for 90 0 latitude. There are 80 NTRAN
readable (36 bit binary word) records in the QBO data set. Each record con-
tains 12 integer values (one per word), including the code word QP, QD, QT,
QU, or QV..
A final end of file mark appears at the end of the code QV data.
Appendix B gives a brief summary of the data on the SCIDAT tape and a complete
listing of all the values appearing in the tape records.
4.3 The Initial Input Data
The initial input data consists of two free field (no set format with
commas after each number) cards containing initial position data, program
options, and other information required to begin computation, plus an opt-
ional third free field card to give initial random perturbation data if ran-
dom perturbations are to be computed, plus an optional set of trajectory
^r"'
position data cards (followed by a backup card), if trajectory positions
are to be read in rather than a linear profile
.
 generated automatically in
the program. Appendix C gives a brief summary of the input characteristics,
a summary of the data deck setup, and some sample input and output for the
program. The following gives a more detailed description of each program
input card.
Input Card bjlmbpr 1. The first input card, read in by the main program
segment PROFILE in free field format contains the following information.
Designation R indicates real quantities, I denotes integer quantities.
1. Initial Height (R): The initial height in km for the beginning
point of the profile or trajectory. This can be any non-negative real num-
ber. Atmospheric parameters are never evaluated at the first position,
o	 which is used only to establish the initial conditions.
2.	 Initial Latitude (R): 	 The latitude of the initial	 position in
degrees, with southern latitudes negative.	 If the initial latitude, or any
subsequent latitude is greater than 900 in absolute magnitude, then a trans-
formation
lat	 =	 (1800	-	 Ilatl)(lat/Ilatl)	 (4.4)
A
Ion	 Ion + 1800 	(4.5)
is made.
3.	 Initial West Longitude (R): 	 The west longitude of the initial
position in degrees.	 East longitude can be put in as negative or converted
to 0 - 3600 wes t l ongitude.	 If negative (east) long itu des are input they
are converted to the 0 - 3600 scale before being used by the program.	 At
any time during the run if a longitude gets outside the 0 - 3600 .., ,Age it
is put back into that range by adding or subtracting 3600 , as necessary.
4.	 FI0.7 (R):	 The solar 10.7 cm radio noise flux in units of 10-22
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watts/m2 (the normal units for this parameter) at the time for which the
.r	atmospheric values are to be computed. This factor is used only in the
Jacchia section, so a value of zero can be used on input if the height never
ji	 goes above 90 km. A value of 230 for both design steady state conditions
and for maximum conditions may be used, or consult the Aerospace Environ-
ment Division (AED) of Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) for monthly pre- 	 «^
dictions.
5. Mean F10.7 (R): 1ne 81 day mean solar 10.7 cm radio flux. This
parameter is used in the Jacchia section to compute the nighttime minimum
global exospheric temperature (equation (14) in Jacchia, 1970). Use zero
^,.	 if the height does not go above 90 km. A value of 230 may be used for both
design steady state or maximum conditions, or consult the AED or MSFC for
r
monthly predictions.
6. AP (R): The geomagnetic index a p , used to compute a geomagnetic
correlation to the exospheric temperature, in equation (22) of Jacchia,
(1970). Use zero if the height does not go above 90 km. A design steady
state value of 20.3 and a maximum conditon value of 400 may be used for
ap , or consult the AED at MSFC for monthly predictions.
7-9. Date _(IJ: The date, for the starting time of the trajectory
or profile evaluation in month/day/two digit year form, as three integer in-
put values. The day of the month and the year have no direct effect on the
program calculations, except in the case of the quasi-biennial oscillation
terms. For the annual reference period, use month 13. The :quasi-biennial
terms are automatically set to zero if month 13 is used. The month is used
-r	 to establish which Groves data, stationary perturbation data, and random
data (including large scale fractions and velocity-density correlations) to
load from the SCIDAT data ^Lape into the working arrays. The program will
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work more efficiently if multiple trajectories or profiles are evaluated
during one run operation and the months are the same. (This avoids repeated
look-up of the Groves, stationary perturbation, and random data from the
SCIDAT tape.)
10-12. Greenwich Time (I): The Greenwich mean time for the start-
ing position in hours, minutes, and seconds as three integer values. Only
the Jacchia section is directly affected by the time of day, so unless the
height goes above 90 km,.the starting time would serve merely as a reference
parameter for the particular run tieing done. Greenwich time corresponding
to a local time of 0900 hours should be used for design steady state Jacchia
section conditions, and for maximum conditions the local time should be
taken as 1400 hours.
13. Latitude Increment (R): If a linear profile is to be generated
automatically this is the latitude increment (in degrees) between successive
profile positions. The new latitude would be the old latitude plus the
latitude increment. For a profile with decreasing latitude (going southward)
the increment must be negative. Use zero if separate trajectory position
input is to be read in. If a vertical profile (i.e. changing only height)
is to be eval.uated, then use zero latitude increment.
14. West Longitude Increment (R): If a linear profile is to be
generated automatically this is the west longitude increment (in degrees)
between successive profile positions. The new longitude will be the old
longitude plus the longitude increment. For a profile progressing eastward
use a negative increment. Use zero if separate trajectory position input is
to be read in. If a vertical profile is to be evaluated, then use zero
increment.
15. Height Increment_1RL The height decrease in km between suc-
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cessive positions, for an automatically generated linear profile. The pro-
L.	 files normally are generated downward (descending height). (New height =
old height minus the height increment). If an upward generated profile is
desired the height increment should be negative. Downward generated pro-
files will be evaluated until the height is incremented to a negative value
V.
or until the maximum number of positions (item 16, 1st card) is exceeded.
16 Maximum Number of Positions (I): The maximum number of profile
positions to be generated automatically. This does not include the initial
position, for which no atmospheric parameters are evaluated. Use zero if
trajectory positions are to be read in.
17. Time Increment (I): The time displacement (seconds) between
successive automatically generated profile positions. This would normally
,r.	 be set to zero, but could be used as a counter to be printed out in the
time position with the output. For trajectories the time for each position
is read in with the position data (see trajectory input section below).
The hours, minutes, and seconds parameters (read in as items 10-12, lst
card) are updated according to the new time generated by the time increment.
However, only the elapsed time in seconds is printed out on the present out-
put.
18. Trajectory Option (I): This option tells the program whether a
trajectory or a linear profile is to be evaluated. A value of 0 means a
linear profile is to be generated automatically from the parameters read on
4
	 the first card. A valive greater than zero means that trajectory position
data must be read in to determine the positions at which atmospheric para-
meters are to be evaluated. The unit from which the trajectory data are to
be read is specified by the (non-zero) trajectory option. Thus, if trajec-












19. Output Option (I): This option tells the program whether or
not to produce non-print output of the atmospheric parameters (see the out-
put description section). Non-print (i.e. disk or cards) output is conven-
ient to use as input to plotter programs. A value of 0 means no non-print
output.. A value greater than 0 means to output the data on the unit number
equal to the output option value.
20. Minimum Geostrophic Latitude (R): Below this latitude (in
absolute magnitude) the second order geostrophic relations are used. Above
this latitude, or above 90 km, only the usual geostrophic relations are
used.
With normal numbers of decimal places and no unnecessary blank
spaces, the above 20 items should fit onto one card. However, if they
occupy more than the 80 columns allowed on one card, they may be spread
out onto two cards if the following rules of free field input are observed
on the first of the two cards: (1) Do not put a comma after the last num-
ber appearing on the first card. (2) If the last number on the first card
is an integer, it should be right justified to column 80. For input on
t
other computers, consult your operations manual for characteristics of free
field input.
Input Card Number 2. The second input card is read in by the sub-
z
routine SETUP and contains various unit numbers to be used and options con-
trolling the random and quasi-biennial calculations. The unit numbers are
the parameters used in read statements in the FORTRAN program to control
which file is being read from. The unit numbers are required in the input
in order to give maximum flexibility in choice of I/O devises for the pro-






1. Groves Input Unit: This is the unit number of the SCIDAT tape
file. If the SCIDAT tape has been assigned by the UNIVAC control statements -




@ USE	 3, SCIDAT
where U1961 is the reel number for tape SCIDAT, then the Groves input unit
number should be 3 on this input card. The Groves and stationary pertur-
bation data must be read from the SCIDAT tape. Later options on this card
allow the NMC grid data, the random perturbation data, and the quasi-bien-
nial data each to .,e read from other files.
2. Random Input Unit:: This is the unit number for the random per-
A,	 turbation standard deviations (and the large scale fraction data and den-
sity-velocity correlations). If this unit number is the same as the Groves
input unit number, then all of the random perturbation data are read from
Vi
the SCIDAT data tape. Otherwise all of the random perturbation data are
read from the file for whatever the unit number is set to. For card input,
the unit number should be set to 5. The SCIDAT tape is read with NTRAN,
but if alternate random data are read in from a different file, the file
must be FORTRAN readable with format
1X, Al,, L2, 14, 3(1X, 5I4)
for the random pressure, density, and temperature data (see Appendix B and
Section 4.3 for which values must go in each record). For the random wind
data the FORTRAN readable format for the alternate data is
1X, A2, I2, I4, 2(lX, 5M)
If the random data input unit is different from the Groves input
unit, then the code P and PW large scale fraction data and code CS and CL
density-velocity correlation data must follow (after an end-of-file) the






large scale fraction (code P) data is
1X, Al, I2, I4, 3(1X, 5I4)
The format for the code PW data is
1X, A2, 12, I4, 2(1X, 5I4)Y
The format for the CS and CL data is
•	 1X, A2, I2, I4, 2(1X, 5I5)
See Appendix B and Section 4.3 for description of the values which must go




All of the random perturbation data, random pressure, density, and
temperature data, random wind data, large scale fraction data, and density-
velocity correlation data must be read in from the same file, either all
from SCIDAT, or all from the alternate FORTRAN readable file.
3. QBO Input Unit: If the QBO data parameters are to be read in
from the SCIDAT data tape, this unit number is set the same as the Groves
input unit. If alternate QBO parameters are to be read in the QBO unit
number can be any FORTRA'4 readable file. Use Unit 5 for card input. The
format for all of the alternate QBO input is
IX, A2, I3, 5(I4, I5)
(See Appendix B and Section 4.3 for which data values must go into each
record). All of the QBO pressure, density, temperature, and wind data must
be read from the same file, either all from SCIDAT or all from the alter-
nate QBO input file.
4. 4-D Input Unit: This is the unit number for the 4-D data tape.
Any available unit number can be used. If the 4-D tape WW1A, containing
the January data, has been assigned by the control statements
@ ASG,	 T	 WW1A,	 T, U 2400 N
@ USE 4.	 WW1A
then the 4-D input unit number is 4.
5. Random Option: This option tells the program whether or not to
compute random perturbations. If the value is 1 random perturbations are
computed. If the value is 2 then random perturbations are not computed.
If any values other than 1 or 2 are input the run is terminated with a
message "ERROR IN SETUP INPUT" and a dump of the parameters most recently
read in.
6. QBO Option: This option tells the program whether or not to
compute QBO perturbations. If the value is 1 QBO perturbations are com-
puted. For 2 no QBO perturbations are computed, and for any other values
the "ERROR IN SETUP INPUT" and dump of most recent parameters read in is
given.,
7. First Random Number: This number is required as a starting
parameter for the random number generating subroutine RAND. Any odd posi-
tive integer can be used. Use a value of 1 for a standard design appli-
cation run. Provided all other input is the same, a given value for the
starting random number will always produce the same random perturbation
output. Therefore, to get a set of different perturbations along a given
•	 single trajectory, a set of different starting random numbers should be
used. Note, however, that if any other parameters are changed (different
spacing along the trajectory, different starting position, etc.) then the
same starting random number will produce a different set of random pertur-
bations.
8. NMC Read Option: This option tells the program whether to read
the NMC grid data from the SCIDAT data tape (value 0 for the option) or from
an input card file (any non-zero value for the option).
9. 4-D Scratch Unit: In order to save array space the 4-D profiles
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required to interpolate to the 5° x 5° grid locations are read from the
tapes to this scratch file rather than being put into arrays. The unit
number for this scratch file can be any available unit. Normally the file
is a temporary drum file, and, if so, does not (on the UNIVAC) have to be
assigned (@ ASG) before execution of the program.
	 ry
10. NMC Grid Point Scratch Unit: Also in order to save computer
storage, the NMC grid point array read in from the SCIDAT tape (or from
cards) is stored in a temporary scratch filee (usually on drum). If the
drum scratch file is used, it does not have to be assigned (on the UNIVAC)
before execution of the program.
i
Input Card Number 3. This card is read by the SETUP subroutine and 	 {
contains starting values for the random perturbation parameters at the
initial position. If random perturbations are not to be computed (Random 	
i
Option = 2), then this card should not be put in. All values of this free
field format card are real. For a normal design application the values on
	 3
this card should all be zero, unless the run is to be a continuation of a
previously run trajectory or profile segment, in which case the output ran-
dom parameters of the last output position are input, and the last output
position becomes the initial position of the new run.
1-6. Initial PL, PS, DL, DS, TL, TS: These are initial values of
random relative pressure (p'Jp), density (p'/ - ), and temperature (T'/T) in
percent for the large scale (L) and small scale (S) components. These are
r.
1.
	 starting values for the initial position. Use zero for standard design
applications.
7-10. Initial UL, US, VL, VS: Initial values of the random east-
ward (U) and northward (V) random wind components in m/s for the large







Trajectory Input. The free field trajectory position input and back-
up record are put in only if a trajectory is to be evaluated, rather than a
linear profile, generated automa^ically in the program from information on
the first input card. There is no limit to the number of trajectory posit-
ion records which can be put in. The program continues evaluating the atmos-
pheric parameters and looping back to read a new trajectory position until a
position below the surface is reached, or until the trajectory backup record
is reached. Each free field trajectory record has the time (integer seconds),
the height (kilometers), the latitude (degrees, southern latitude negative),
and the west longitude (degrees, 0-360 0 or east longitudes negative). Any
east longitudes read in as negative values are converted to the 0-360 0 sys-
tem before being used by the program. The trajectory backup record has the
same free field form as a regular trajectory record, except any negative value
for height is used. The negative height terminates the loop which evaluates
atmospheric parameters and reads a new trajectory record. If a trajectory
height goes negative, then any remaining trajectory input cards are read and
ignored. The trajectory input can either be input from cards (trajectory
option = 5) or form any other unit (with trajectory option = unit number).
The trajectory option is item 18 on card #1.
4.4 Output of the Program
The first few lines of print output are primarily a listing of the
input parameters. Following a heading which describes each output value for
the trajectory or profile evaluations, the position, time monthly mean and
total pressure, density, tem , erature, and winds are listed for each position.
The thermal wind shear for the monthly mean winds, the percent deviation
from the standard atmosphere (p, p,•and t), the mean vertical wind and the
F,
position. The perturbation data consist of the stationary perturbations,
the quasi-biennial values at the position and time, the quasi-biennial mag-
nitudes, the random perturbation values, and the random perturbations stan-
dard deviations. .Optional non-print (e.g. disk or punch) output for values
at each position is also available to be used for input to plotter programs,
or for other purposes.
Heading Information. Primarily the heading information contains a
listing of the input data values. However, there are some changes from the
values input. If an east longitude is put in as a negative value, -180° <
lat < 0°, then it is converted to a west longitude in the 0-360 range before
the heading is listed. The program evaluates the initial random pressure,
density, temperature and wind standard deviations and the initial density
velocity, correlation from data on the SCIDAT data tape, and lists the com-
puted values on the heading, The Julian date is computed by the program
from the input date and is also listed with the heading information. The
Julian date is required by the Jacchia and QBO sections of the program. If
month 13 (annual reference period) is input, then the Julian date is set to
zero. (The Jacchia section takes the exospheric temperature to be 1000° K
and the QBO section is bypassed if month 13 is input).
Position and Time Output. Positions and times as generated by the
automatic linear profile features or as input by the trajectory input cards
are listed on the output. The time is given in seconds. Within the program,
the input time in hours, minutes, and seconds are updated in that form also.
However, only a continuously increasing time in seconds is printed out. If
time in hours, minutes, and seconds were desired, these variables could








latitude greater than 90° in absolute magnitude is generated (or input)
then a transformation
lat = (180° - (latl)(lat/llatj)	 (4.6)
lon	 lon + 1800	(4.7)
is made.
Monthly Mean Data. The monthly mean values of pressure, density, and
temperatures, consist of either: (1) values from the 4-D data tapes if the
height is below 25 km, (2) the sum of Groves plus stationary perturbation
values if the height is between 30 and 90 km, (3) an interpolation between
4-D at 25 km and Groves plus stationary perturbations at 30 km if the height
is between 25 and 30 km, (4) Jacchia model values if the height is above
115 km, or (5) faired values between Groves and Jacchia if the height is
M	 between 90 and 115 km.
The percent deviations from the U.S. 1962 Standard Atmosphere are
evaluated by using standard atmosphere values computed by the subroutine
STDATM. The percent deviations are evaluated by the relations 100(T - Ts)/
Ts , 100(p - P s )/P s , and 100(p - ps )/ps , where the suuscript s refers to the
standard atmosphere values. This subroutine accurately reproduces the tabu-
'	 lated U.S. Standard Atmosphere 196.2 values to within an accuracy of better
than 0.2% above 90 km. The STDATM values are based on a model of parabolic
segments for the height variation of the molecular weight above 90 km. The
subroutine reproduces the tabular values even more accurately in the height
region below 90 km, where the molecular weight is constant. Since the U.S.
1962 Standard Atmosphere is not defined above 700 km, the percent deviations
f:
printed out for heights above 700 km are zero.
r,
The thermal wind shear values are values of au/az and av/az for the monthly
mean geostrophic wind (see Section 2). The wind values, computed from the
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usual geostrophic wind equation or the second order geostrophic relation if
the latitude is less than the input value of minimum geostrophic latitude,
are determined by horizontal gradients of the monthly mean pressure. The
thermal wind shear components, computed by the thermal wind equations, are
determined by the horizontal , gradients of the monthly mean temperature.
Thus, a comparison of numerically differentiated geostrophic mean winds and
the thermal wind shear serve as a check of the mean pressure and temperature
fields. The mean vertical wind is evaluated, as described in Section 2, by
combinations of horizontal and vertical temperature gradients and the geo-
strophic winds.
The Total (Mean Plus Perturbation) Data. The parameter values listed
under the heading of "Mean Plus Perturbations" are the monthly mean values;
as defined above, plus the random perturbations, plus (if the height is be-
tween 10 and 90 km) the quasi-biennial perturbations. These mean-plus-per-
turbation values represent values which would be typical "instantaneous"
values of the pressure, density, temperature or winds. The percent devia-
tions from the U.S. Standard atmosphere are computed in the same way as for
the percent deviations of the monthly mean values from the standard atmos-
phere.
Perturbation Values. The data under the "Perturbation Values" head-
ing are the various perturbation values, magnitudes, and amplitudes. The
stationary perturbations (denoted SP on the printout) are defined only if`th+
height is between 30 and 90 km. The monthly mean ym of parameter y should
be the Groves value Gy , evaluated from the SCIDAT data tape,. modified by the
given stationary perturbation value sy , in percent, by the relation
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The data labeled "QBO" are the values of the QBO oscillation at the output
time and position. The data labeled "MAG" gives the magnitude of the QBO
oscillations at the output position and time. The QBO perturbation values
should always be less than or equal to the magnitude values in absolute
value. The data labeled "RANL", "RANS" } "RANT" are the large scale, small
scale and total random perturbations evaluated at the output time and place.
The data labeled "SIGL", "SIGS", and "SIGT" are the standard deviations of
`	 the large scale, small scale, and total random components at the output time
and positions. According to the Gaussian distribution, on which the random
perturbations are based, the perturbation values should be within the range
+ Q 68% of the time and outside the range + a 32% of the time. Similarly,
the perturbation values should be within the range ± 2a 95% of the time,
and outside the range + 2a 5% of the time. The evaluation of the QBO and
random perturbation output can be suppressed by the QBO and random options,
if desired.
Non-Print Output. The non-print output is available as an option,
controlled by the input value of the output option parameter. If non-print
output is desired, it comes out in the form of records with format F5.1,
z
F6.2, F7.2, 2F 50.1, 3F5.0, 5F5.1, 2E10.3, I5, I3 containing the following
information: (1) the height in km, (2) the latitude in degrees, (3) the
west longitude in degrees 0-360, (4-5) the percentage deviation of the mean
monthly values of pressure and density from the 1962 U.S. Standard Atmos-
phere, (6) the monthly mean temperature, (7-8) the eastward and northward
components of the monthly mean (geostrophic) wind, (9-13) the magnitudes
"	 of the total random perturbations in pressure, density, temperature (per
cent, and eastward and northward wind (m/s), (14-15) the monthly mean Ares-
sure (N/m2 ) and density (kg/m3), (16) the time, in seconds, and (1'7) the.
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kmonth (with 13 indicating annual mean).
	
t
4.5 Prugram Diagnostics. There are several possible reasons which
can cause the printing of diagnostic messages and termination of the run dur-
ing the SETUP phase. If, during the setup procedure, the NMC grid point
number data table does not contain the required 1977 values, a message
Diagnostic 1: "N RECORDS WRITTEN BY SETNNIC IN SCRATCH FILE M" is printed,
and EXECUTION IS TERMINATED. This situation should only arise if the NMC
grid point table is being read from cards, rather than the SCIDAT data tape.
If during the reading of the SCIDAT data tape, any record is read which does
not have the expected code character or characters (P, D, T, S, R, RW, QP,
QD, QT, QU, or QV; see Appendix B), then the message results
Diagnostic 2: "ERROR IN SETUP INPUT" followed by a listing of the latest
data values read in. This message is also produced if the random option and
the quasi-biennial option do not have a value of either 1 or 2. Any condi-
tion which results in this error message terminates the execution.
There are also general conditions which could result in diagnostic
messages in the 4-D section: If during the reading of the 4-D data tape on
the first access of the region below 30 km, a parity error is encountered,
a message
Diagnostic 3: "INPUT UNIT No. M IN ERROR (-3) FOR RECORD No N" is printed -
r	execution continues. Such an error will only be of consequence if the parti-
cular record read is required for interpolation. If an end of file is read,
a message is written
Diagnostic 4: "***** UNIT No. JT IN ERROR IRC RECORDS READ




4	 ..	 ..	 ,a:Je_	 ... .e.,.	 --
JT = Unit on which 4-D data,tape is mounted
IRC = Total number of records read thus far from 4-D tape
IREAD(IRN, 3) _: Sequential point number selected by SELEC4
MP = Month word in last record read
MONTH = Run month
Iii = Point number word in last record read
IPT(I, J) = Point number required for profile J to be interpolated
to Ith requested profile
4L 
IRN = Sequential point number required
M = Unit status (READ)
L = NTRAN status (-2 for end of file, -3 for parity, etc.)
and EXECUTION IS TERMINATED
If IRC > IREAD(IRN, 3), the diagnostic message 4 is written - L should





If MP # MONTH, or IP # IP(I, J) the diagnostic message 4 is printed,
again with L = 106, and MP/MONTH or IP/IP(I, J) indicating error. EXECUTION
IS TERMINATED.
The writing of scratch file SCRCHI with data for subsequent unpacking
and interpolation is also checked. If there is a write error, the diagnostic
4 is printed, with JT the scratch file unit number, M as WRITE and L as -3
or -4. EXECUTION IS TERMINATED.
These diagnostics can arise if a bad or wrong 4-D data tape is being
accessed, or if there is a malfunction of the tape drive. In some cases a
tape will, for example, indicate parity errors when being read from one tape
drive, but not another.




range, it is found that the position is outside the previously established
4-D grid, then a new grid is generated by calling GEN4D. If this occurs
again, the message results
Diagnostic 5: "UNABLE TO GENERATE 4-D GRID" and EXECUTION IS TERMINATED.
#	 A new feature, the wind diagnostic symbol (asterisk), has also been
added to the program. Presence of the asterisk between the E-W and N-S
wind components on the print output indicates a diagnostic condition yield-
ing questionnable wind values. Conditions which can produce this are: 1)
a negative value computed for ^2 (equation A-14 when attempting to evaluate
second order geostrophic winds (in this case ^2 is set to zero and calcu-
lation proceeds), 2) second order geostrophic wind speed greater t"4n nor-
mal geostrophic wind speed when the latitude is in the second order geo-
strophic range (in this case the normal geostrophic wind components are output
instead of the second order geostrophic winds), 3) a 4-D data consistency
check violation (i.e. unrealistic scale heights or unrealistic horizontal






The following is a brief description of each of the PROFILE program
subroutines, in alphabetical order:
ADJUST: Adjusts the 4-D profiles of pressure, density, and temperature
variance (read from the 4-D tapes) to satisfy the Buell constraints
imposed by the perfect gas law and hydrostatic equation
CHECK: A consistency check routine •"or the 4-D 16 profile grid data pro-
duced by GEN4D.	 CHECK is called for each height to be evaluated,
and tests for reasonable values of scale height immediately above
and below that height.	 It also tests for reasonable horizontal
pressure gradients.
	
Failure of either test produces the diag-
nostic asterisk between the output values of wind components.
CORLAT: Evaluates the horizontal and vertical scales for large and small
scale density, temperature, and wind components, computes the auto-
correlations and cross correlations for the two scale perturbation
model, and evaluates new perturbation values having appropriate
correlations with the perturbations at the previous position.
DIAGEQ: A matrix diagonalizing procedure used by the ADJUST subroutine,
FAIR: Fairs between the Groves and Jacchia values in the 90 to 115 km
height range.
GEN4D: Generates the polar (^latitudei > 75°) or non-polar (16 5° x 5°4PT
points) grid of pressure, density, temperature and variance pro-
files.	 See Figure 5.1 for a flaw chart of this subroutine.
GETNMC: Reads the NMC grid point values from the SCIDAT data tape or from
cards and loads them onto a scratch file.	 This subroutine is
essentially unchanged from the subroutine of the same name in the
ti
original 4-D program.
GRAM: The main segment of the Global Reference Atmospheric Model program.






OF 4 x 4 GRID
CALL GRID4D
LOOP THRU	 END OF LOOP	 CALL












YES	 HV > 20?	 NO
CALL GTERP CALL GTERP








CALL INTER2 FOR FOR HV TO 25 KM
HIV to 25 KM








After array of 4-D grid lat-ions has been evaluated, this subrou-
tine looks up the data from the 4-D data tapes and interpolates
,^ to determine profiles of pressure density, temperature, and var-
iance at the 4-D grid locations. Profiles to be interpolated to
4-D grid locations are loaded onto a scratch file from the tapes
before the interpolation is done.
GROUP	 A subroutine, called by CHECK, which groups the 16 4-D pressure data
f
I	
at the given height into one or more groups which have consistent
and reasonable horizontal pressure gradients within each group.
If the subsequent geostrophic wind calculations in WIND use hori-
zontal pressure gradients evaluated from differences across incon-
sistent groups of 4-D data, the diagnostic asterisk is printed be-
tween the output values of wind components.
GTERP:	 Uses linear latitude interpolation and linear temperature and
linear logarithm of density interpolation on height to evaluate
Groves data to a given latitude and height. See Section 5 of
Justus et al (1974a).
INTERW:	 Two variable linear interpolation between known value U1 and V1 at
Zl and U2 and V2 at Z2 to determine U and V at Z, where Z is be-
tween Z1 and Z2.
INTERZ:	 Three variable interpolation, linear on temperature, and gas con-
stant (R = p/pT), and linear on the logarithm of pressure, with
s
pressure computed from perfect gas law and interpolated tempera-
ture and density, and gas constant.
INTER2:	 Three variable interpolation, linear on all three variables.
INTER4:	 Interpolates between the pressure, density, and temperature pro-
files at the 4-D grid Locations. This subroutine calls subroutine
INTLL to do the latitude interpolation,
INTLL:	 One variable interpolation between values in an array of latitude
and longitude locations by equation (5.6) of Justus et al (1974a)..
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INTRP4: The subroutine for the latitude-longitude interpolation of values
from the 4-D data tapes into the 4-D grid array. This is a modi-
fication of the INTERP subroutine of the original 4-D program.
INTRUV:	 Evaluates the standard deviations of the random wind components at
given height and latitude by calling INTERW subroutine.
JAC:	 Calculates the molecular weight, density, and temperature for the
Jacchia model.
JACCH: Main subroutine of the Jacchia section, serves as a driver for JAC
and other Jacchia section subroutines. JACCHIA also evaluates the
seasonal and latitudinal variations in the lower thermosphere.
NORMAL:	 Computes two independent random numbers selected from a Gaussian
distribution with mean zero and unit standard deviation.
PDTUV: Interpolates the stationary perturbations on latitude and longitude
at a given height.	 Ths subroutine is similar to INTLL.
PERTRB: Evaluates the pressure, density, temperature and wind component
random perturbations by the correlated random perturbation model
discussed in Section 8 of the technical description section of the
report.
PHASE: A.linear height-latitude interpolation routine for the quasi-bien-
nial phase.	 The interpolation properly accounts for the phase.
discontinuity between 0 and 870 days (the quasi-biennial period)-.
QBOGEN: Computes the QBO perturbation values and their amplitudes and phases.
The amplitudes and phases of the QBO pressure, density, temperature,
and wind perturbations are interpolated from the amplitude and phase








Produces a random number selected from a uniform distribution be-
tween 0 and 1. This is required as input to the subroutine NORMAL.
Computes the acceleration of gravity and the radius from the cen-
ter of the Earth for a position at a given latitude and height.
Computes the standard deviations of the random pressure, density,




This subroutine contains several NTRAN read sections with multiple
^. entry points coming from subroutine SETUP.
	
The NTRAN read state-
ments are for reading the SCIDAT data tape.
SCIMOD: The heart of the GRAM program. 	 This subroutine branches on
height to evaluate the atmospheric parameters by the Jacchia, the
modified Groves, or the 4-D methods. 	 The QBO and random pertur-
bations are also evaluated and the output is printed ( and option-
ally also punched) by the SCIMOD subroutine. 	 See Figure 5.2 for a
flow chart of the SCIMOD subroutine and Figure 4.1, for a flow
chart showing how SCIMOD fits into the overall GRAM prog-
gram.
SELEC4: Selects the 4-D data needed for interpolation.
	 This subroutine
is a modification of the INPUT subroutine of the original 4-D pro-
gram.
SETUP: This subroutine reads in the NMC grid points with the GETNMC sub-
routine and reads and loads the data from the required month on
the SCIDAT data tapes into arrays.	 See Figure 5.3 for a flow chart
of the SETUP subroutine, and Figure 4.1 for a flow chart showing
how SETUP fits into the overall GRAM program.
SORT4: Sorts the 4-D locations for sequential tape reading from the 4-D
data tapes.	 This subroutine is a modification of the SORT subrou-
tine from the original 4-D program.
STDATM: Evaluates the 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere values of pressure,
density, and temperature, at any given height up to 700 km.
TINF: This subroutine computes the exospheric temperature for the
t
Jacchia model.
TME: This subroutine calculates the variables necessary for input into
the subroutine TINF in the Jacchia model.
WIND: This subroutine evaluates the first order ( usual) geostrophic winds
from input values of horizontal pressure gradient. 	 If the latitude
is below the minimum geostrophic latitude, it evaluates the second
order geostrophic wind, and uses that wind (if it is smaller in
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Figure	 5.3: Abbreviated flow chart of the SETUP subroutine.
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value of 2 is computed or if the low latitude second order geo-
strophic wind is larger than the first order geostrophic wind, a
diagnostic asterisk will be output between the wind component
values printed out.
The UNIVAC tape reading library routine NTRAN is not available on all
computers. However, a similar function (reading 36 bit binary integer arrays
in tape records) can be performed easily by alternate program techniques.
For example, on Georgia Tech's CDC Cyber 74 system, this function is done by
BUFFER IN statements. ' These routines are used to read the SCIDAT and 4-D
data tapes. Also the FLD function, a UNIVAC library routine used to divide
the 36 bit 4-D -tape words onto 2 18 bit, integers, must also be programmed
by alternate methods on non-UNIVAC machines. On Georgia Tech's CDC machine,
this is done by specially written subroutines (WRDCHG, RFLD, and FLD) which
utilize the SHIFT and MASK bit manipulating CDC library routines.
If the GRAM program is mapped without segmenting the program, it
requires approximately 39 K decimal words core storage. In order to take up
less core storage (e.g. be accomodated into smaller core partitions), the
program can be mapped in segmented form. An efficient segmentation of the
program can be accomplished by subdividing the program into a primary seg-
,.	
ment, a setup segment, a Jacchia segment, and a 4-D segment. The primary
segment should contain CORLAT, GRAM, GTERP, INTERW, INTERZ, INTER2, INTRUV.
it
	
NORMAL, PDTUV, PERTRB, PHASE, QBOGEN, RAND, RIG, RTERP, SCIMOD, STDATM, and
WIND. The setup segment should contain: GETNMC, RTRAN, and SETUP. The
I
	
Jacchia segment should contain: FAIR, JAC, JACCH, TINF, and TME. The 4-D
segment should contain: ADJUST, CHECK, DIAGEQ, GEN4D, GRID4D, GROUP, INTER4,
INTLL, INTRP4, SELEC4, and SORT4. The following MAP statement for file GRAM
to create absolute element ABS will accomplish the mapping of the program




@MAP, IS	 , GRAM. ABS
IN GRAM. CORLAT, GRAM,
IN GRAM. INTER2 9 INTRUV,
IN GRAM. QBOGEN, RAND,










NORMAL, . PDTUV,	 PERTRB,	 PHASE
RIG,	 RTERP
WIND
IN GRAM. GETNMC, . RTRAN, . SETUP
NOT TPF$
SEG JACCH*, SETUP
IN GRAM. FAIR,	 JAC, . JACCH, . TINF, . THE
NOT TPF$
SEG SEG4D*, SETUP
IN GRAM. ADJUST,	 CHECK, . DIAGEQ
IN GRAM. GEN4D,	 GRID4D, . INTER4 5	INTLL, „ INTRP4
IN GRAM. SELEC4,	 SORT49 . GROUP
NOT TPF$
END
This segmented map saves approximately 4 K (decimal) in core storage, but
does not significantly affect run time, since the segments being overlayed
(the setup, Jacchia, and 4 -D segments) only have to be loaded in once during
any given trajectory or profile evaluation. If further reduction in size is
3
desired the 4 -D segment can be subdivided into two parts, one containing
only CHECK, GROUP, INTER4, and INTLL and another segment containing ADJUST,




	 Some characteristics of some of the subroutines in each of these seg-
ments are described more fully in the following sections.
10
r
5,2: The Primary Section	 e
This section consists of the main program segment GRAM, the SCIMOD
subroutine, the subroutines for evaluating Groves values, the stationary per-
turbations, the QBO and random perturbations, and general interpolation sub-
routines. With the exception of GRAM and SCIMOD the parts of this section
were adequately described in the previous section.
Many of the subroutines transfer their input and output via COMMON
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in this and subsequent sections describes the input and output of some of
the subroutines, both by argument lists and via COMMON statements.
Main Segment GRAM.
	
This program serves as a driver for the SETUP and
SCIMOD subroutines (see Figure 4.1). 	 It reads one card, the first input
card, in free field format. 	 This card contains:
1.	 The initial height H1
2.	 The initial latitude (degrees) PHI1
3.	 The initial west longitude (degrees) THET1
4.	 The F10.7 solar flux F10
5.	 The 81 day mean F10.7 solar flux F10B
6.	 The a 	 geomagnetic index APJ
7-9.	 The date month/date/2 digit year MN/IDA/IYR
10-12.	 The Greenwich time hours: minutes:
seconds IMRO; MIND; ISECO
13-15.	 The latitude, longitude, and height
increments DPHI, DTHET, DH
16.	 The maximum number of profile positions NMAX
17.	 The time increment between profile
positions INCT
18.	 The trajectory option IOPT
19	 The output option IOPP
20.	 The minimum geostrophic latitude GLAT
The trajectory input records (i'f used) are also read by GRAM, after control
has returned from SETUP, which reads, the, second and third initial data in-
put cards.	 See Section 4.4 and Appendix C for further description of the
card input.
}	 The COMMON "IOTEMP" transfers data from the card input in GRAM to the





Subroutine SCIMOD. This program is the primary subroutine of the GRAM
program. It serves as a driver for all of the various sections of the atmos-
pheric evaluation. See Figure 5.2 for a flow chart of this subroutine.
The input to SCIMOD, transferred by COMMON statements IOTEMP and PDTCOM,
is:
1. Acceleration of gravity (m/sect)
2. Earth radius to height H -(km)






f	 6. F10.7 solar flux
7. Mean F10.7 solar flux
i




I 15. Previous height (km)
16. Previous latitude (radians)
17. Previous longitude (radians)
j	 18-20. Previous random pressure, density, and
I	 temperature perturbations (%), large
scale (L) and small scale (S)
21-23. Previous random pressure, density, and
temperature standard deviations (5),
large scale (L) and small scale (S)
24-25. Previous random winds (m/s), large
scale (L) and small scale (S)
26-27. Previous standard deviation of random















RP1L, RD1L, RTiL, RP1S, RD1S, RT1S
SP1L, SD1L, ST1L, SP1S, SD1S, ST1S
RU1L, RV1L, RU1S, RV1S




The COMMON "PDTCOM" contains data transferred into SCIMOD from SETUP.
Ix	 The COMMON "IOTEMP" transfers data in from GRAM. The COMMON "C4" transfers
data out to the 4-D section of the program. The COMMON "COMPER" transfers
data out to the random perturbation subroutines.
The SCIMOD subroutine prints and (optionally) punches on a non-print out-
put file, the output described in Section 4 and Appendix C. It also trans-
fers output to other subroutines via the above-mentioned C0 44ON lists. The
SCIMOD subroutine updates the profile or trajectory positions by setting the
current position equal to the previous position before exit. The previous
position information then stays in the COMMON list unit the next call to
SCIMOD, The previous random perturbations are handled in similar fashion
5.3 The Setup Section
The function of the setup section of the program is to load the 'Init-
ial data and the data from the SCIDAT tape. See Figure 4.1 for a flow chart
illustrating how the SETUP subroutine fits into the overall program and Fig-
ure 5,2 for a flow chart of the SETUP subroutine.
The SETUP subroutine reads the second and third cards of input. The
second cards contains:
1. Groves input unit	 IUG
2. Random input unit	 IUR
► 	 3. QBO input unit 	 IUQ
4. 4-D input unit	 IU4
5. Random option	 IOPR
6. QBO option	 IOPQ
7. First random number 	 NRl
8. NMC read option	 NMCOP
9. 4-D scratch unit	 IOTEMI








E, The third card ( optional, read only if IOPR = 1) contains:
t 1-6. Initial random perturbations in pressure,
density, and temperature (%), large scale RP1L, RD1L, RT1L
(L)	 and small	 scale (S) RPIS, RD1S, RT1S
7-10. Initial random wind perturbation (m/s),
`i large scale (L) and small scale (S) Rii?L, R"IL. R111S,	 RV1S
t^
a The COMMON list "PDTCOM" transfers tine arrays, loaded with the appro-
k riate data from the SCIDAT data tape, to the other subroutines. 	 This COMMON
list contains the following arrays:
1-3. Groves pressure, density, and temperature 	 PG, DG, TG
4-6. Stationary perturbations in pressure, den-
sity, F.'A temperature PSP, DSP, TSP
7-11. Ampl;tudes of QBO pressure, density, and
tem'.)erature, and winds PAQ, DAQ, TAQ, UAQ, VAQ
12-16. P'iases of QBO pressure, density, and tem-
^erature, and winds PDQ, DDQ, TDQ, UDQ, VDQ
17-21. Standard deviations for the random pres-
sure, density, temperature and winds PR, DR, TR, UR, VR
T'ie COMMON list "COTRAN" is used to transfer data to setup from the
NTRAN read subroutine RTRAN, which has multiple entry points for various dif-
ferent types of data from the SCIDAT data tape.
5.4 7fie Jacchia Section
The subroutine JACCH calculates the pressure, density, and temperature
at a ,point in space for heights above 90 km for a particular time.
y-
1. Height in km	 \	 H
2. Latitude in radians	 PHIR
3. West longitude in degrees (O to 360 degrees)
	 THET
4. Solar radio noise flux F10.7 (10 -22 watts/m2 )	 F10
5• 81
	 day average solar flux F10.7	 F10B
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7. Month	 MN
8. Day of month	 IDA
9. Year	 IYR
10. Hour of day in universal time	 IHR
11. Minute of hour in universal time	 MIN
t	
12. Mean Julian day 	 XMJD
The outputs are:
1. Pressure in units of nt/m2	PH
2. Density in units of kg/m3	D
3. Temperature in Kelvin degrees	 TH
The theory and methods used in JACCH for calculating the pressure,
density, and temperature are given in Jacchi a, (1970). A brief explanation
will be iven below.
The sc:broutine JACCH consists of four sections: the main routine and
three imbedded subroutines. All sections have numerous comments to explain
each part of the pro:ram.
Main Routine (JACC:) . The main routine acts as the calling routine,
and also, calculates the seasonal - latitudinal variations in the lower
thermosphere.
The seasonal - latitudinal density variations are given by equation
(2.1) of Justus et al (1974 a).
The equations for the molecular weigh` and the relative temperature
were given as equations (2.2) and (2.3) of Justu_ et al (1974 a).
After the density, temperature, and molecular we';gh-L are calculated, the
pressure is calculated from the ideal gas law:
p= M















and M is the molecular weight.
An option is included in the main routine whereby the yearly mean
values of the density, pressure, and temperature may be calculated directly.




temperature is immediately set equal to 1000° K (which is the recommended
design value for annual mean conditions) and the yearly mean density, Ares-
sure, and temperature values are calculated.. Note that the 1962 U.S. Stan-
dard Atmosphere has an exospheric temperature of approximately 1500° K and
is thus considerably different from the 1000° K results of the annual mean
in the PROFILE program.
#?	 Subroutine TME. This subroutine calculates variables necessary for
input into the subroutine TIN F. The input variables are:
1, month (month = 13 denotes annual mean and bypasses
this subroutine)	 MN
 2, day of month	 IDA
^	 3. year
	 IYR
4, hour of day in universal time 	 INR
^	 5. minute of day in universal time
	 MIN
W
u	 6, mean Julian day	 XMJD
7. latitude in radians	 XLAT
z
8, longitude in degrees (input: 0 to 360 degrees turning
westward; output: -180 to + 180 degrees)	 KONG
iI
The output variables are;
1. solar declination angle in radians SDA
Y:
f!
2. polar hour angle in radians SHA
' 3, day number from January 1 DD
4. day number divided by tropical year (365...2422 days) DY
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Subroutine'TINF. This subroutine calculates the exospheric tempera-
ture. The input variables are:
1, solar radio noise flux (10-22 watts/m2 )	 F10
2. 81 - day average F10
	 F10B
3, geomagnetic latitude in radians	 XLAT
	
i	
4. solar declination angle
	
SDA
5, solar hour angle 	 SHA
6, day number divided by tropical year
	 DY
7. diurnal factor equal to 0.31
	 R
The output is the exospheric temperature, TE. Factors included in
	
w	 the calculation of the exospheric temperature are solar activity variations,
diurnal variations, variations with the geomagnetic activity, and semi-annual
variations,
Subroutine JAC. This subroutine calculates the molecular weight,
density, and temperature without the seasonal - latitudinal variations. The
input variables are:
1. height in km	 Z
2. exospheric temperature	 T
	
r	 The output variables are:
1. temperature	 TZ
2. molecular weight	 EM
3. density	 DENS
5.5 The 4-D Section
GRIDO and subroutines SORT4, INTRP4 and SELEC4 are basically the MAIN
PROGRAM, SART, INTERP and INPUT as documented in the 4-D users reference man-
ual and subsequent updates.
Some changes have been made.
85	 a
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Statement numbers have been ordered in GRID46 and SORT4.
In GRIM, NTRAN MOVE statements are used to select the appropriate
file for a given month on the 4-D data tape mounted on UNIT IT in the UNIVAC
version. In Georgia Tech's CDC version, and on other machines, separate
reads for each record must be used until and end of file is reached, and
reading continues until the proper file is found. If a parity error is
encountered in reading IT, a message
r	
"INPUT UNIT NO. IT IN ERROR FOR RECORD No IRC"
is printed - execution continues. Such an error will only be of consequence
if the particular record read in error is required for interpolation.
Grid point profiles for subsequent interpolation are tagged and filed
on a dynamically assigned scratch UNIT SCRCHI (IOTEM1 in calling program),
instead of occUp; i rig core as in the 4-D model.
Any ermi— -€l the handling of the 4-D data tape or UNIT SCRCH(IOTEMI
in calling program) by TRID0 which results in a transfer to
STATEMENT NO. 30
l
is fatal, and results in the printing of an error message and termination of 	 R'
execution (see Section 4.5).




SELEC4 is concerned only with the selection of the record numbers of 	 f
the appropriate interpolation profiles.
GETNMC has been added to file the NMC grid point data, read either
from cards of the SCIDAT data tape on UNIT IUG, on a dynamically assigned 	 t
^;cratch file SCRCH2 (IOTEN2 in calling program), instead of occupying 1977










is printed and execution terminated.	 I `
INTRP4 uses a modified latitude - longitude interpolation scheme in the
t
mixed NMC - equatorial, equatorial and southern hemisphere regions.
The dimensions of some variables have been altered in keeping with
the maximum number of profiles to be used in interpolation (16 instead of 25
as in the 4-D model), and to provide the index word for each record of
SCRCHI (IN (107) instead of (106)).
All references to, and subroutines associated with, the determination
of the coefficients of the best fit polynomials to the selected profiles, as
performed in the original 4-D model, have been deleted. All vertical inter-
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THE SECOND ORDER GEOSTROPHIC WIND RELATIONS
The atmospheric equations of motion in s plane representation on con-
stant pressure surfaces, as derived in any of the standard meteorological
j,	 references (e.g. Hess, 1959), can be written as
f	 u  + u(u x ) + v(uy - f) = -g zx
	(A-1)
v  + u(vx + f) + v(vy )	 -g zy	(A-2)
where u and v are respectively the eastward and northward wind components, f
is the Coriolis parameter (2 Q sin 0), g is the acceleration of gravity, z
is the height of the constant pressure surface, and subscripts denote partial
differentiation with respect to the subscript variable. For the geostrophic
approximation the local and convective derivatives are assumed negligible so
that balance results between the Coriolis force and the pressure gradient
force.
v = g zx/f	 (A-3)
u = -g zy/f	 (A-4)
where w and v are the geostrophic wind components. The geostrophic wind
equations suffer from the well known problem that they produce unreasonably
large velocity estimates as f becomes small (i.e. at equatorial latitudes),
because f appears in the denominator. This Appendix describes a wind equa-
tion which is only slightly more generalized than the geostrophic equation,
s
but does not suffer this anomaly at low latitudes. The new equation is also
based on the assumption of stationary flow (u t = vt = 0), but the spatial
derivatives (ux , uy , etc) are assumed to be constants, rather than zero as
in the geostrophic analysis. Thus, the new equations are referred to as
A-1
y
second order geostrophic relations.
If the assumptions u  = v  = 0 and ux = a, uy = b, vx = c, vy = d
(where a, b, c and d are constants) are substituted into equations (A-1) and
(A-2), and the resultant equations are differentiated alternately with re-
spect to x and y, the following four equations result:
i




	 ab + (b - f)d = -g z xy	 (A-6)
a(c + f) + cd	 -g z xy	 (A-7)
b(c + f) + d2 = -g zyy	 (A-8)







where w is the vertical velocity (w = dp/dt) in constant pressure coordi-
nates. This relation is exact in that the density gradient terms do not
appear in the constant pressure surface analysis. If the vertical term in
(A-9) is neglected then the continuity condition becomes
A
u  + vy = a + d = 0	 (A-10)
a	 from which it follows, by (A-6) and (A-7), that
a = -d = -g zxy/f	 (A-11)
Subtraction of (A-5) from (A-8) yields the following equation foi. , the strain
Y(Y = c + b)







r and addition of (A-5) and (A-8) yields a relation for the vorti.city (^ _
c - b)
X2/2 + f^
- g(zxx + zyy ) - 2a 2 - Y 2/2	 =	 0 (A-13)
r' which has as a solution
_	 -f ± [f2 + Y2 + 4a2 4' 4g(zxx + zyy )]
1/2 (A-14)
where the positive sign is for norther,, hemisphere and the negative sign for
southern hemisphere.	 Relations (A-12) and (A-14) can be used to evaluate
the constants b and c by the relations
b	 =	 (Y - ^)/2 (A-15)
E_ c	 =	 (Y + c)/2 (A-16)
Y With values for the constants a, b, c, and d, the solutions to (A-1) and
(A-2) (now easily found as the algebraic solution of these Iwo simultaneous
equations, linear in u and v) are given by
u = ( g/D) [az x + (b - f) zy ]	 (A-17)
{
v = (g/D ) [-,azy + (c + f)zx]	 (A-18)	 i
where D is the determinant of the s ystem g iven b:	 ^	 9	 y
D = ad - (b - f)(c + f)	 (A-19)
	
Although the geostrophic wind is 0(f-1 ) as f approaches zero, the gen-	 j
eralized gradient wind solutions (A-17) and (A-13) are 0(f) as f approaches
zero. This follows from the fact that although the wind derivatives a, b,
c, and d are 0(f-1 ) the determinant D is 0(f-2 ), hence u and v become 0(f).
This overcomes the geostrophic dilemma of large velocities at equatorial
F ?	 latitudes. The generalized gradient wind does become exactly zero at f = 0, c
an obvious simplification from what really occurs, but not a gross error,
since the true winds at the equator are generally light. 	 r
For a constant geometric height representation, in which pressure grad-
A-3
j 
._	 _	 ^"	 "-'x,^` 	 ice""''	 .».r^•^ `--^.^^	 ^,.
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zx	 =	 ( a/9) Px (A-20)
Z 	 =	 (Wg ) py (A-21)
zxx =	 (a/9) pxx + 2 ( ax/9) px (A-22)
zyy =	 (a/9) pyy + 2( ay/9) Py (A-23)
zxy	 = ( a/g) pxy + ( ax/9) py + ( ay/0 px (A-24)
must be made into equations ( A-11) through (A-19).	 The equations (A -20)
through (A-24) come frcm the general pressure-height transformation equations
(fx) p =	 ( fx) Z + (a/g) p 	 fz (A-26)
(fY) p =	 ( fY) z + ( a/g ) py fz (A -27)
where the subscripts x, y and z denote partial differentiation, and the
notation ( ) p
 and ( ) z denotes differentiation on a constant pressure sur-
faces or a constant height surface, respectively.	 In equations (A-20)
through (A-27)	 a specific volume (1/p) and the derivatives ax and y are
evaluated from the perfect gas law by
ax =	 a(Tx/T - px/p) (A-28)
_ay =	 a(Ty/T - py/p ) (A-29)
A-4
APPENDIX B
LISTING OF THE REVISED TAPE
"SCIDAT-MOD-2" FOR THE GRAM PROGRAM
.t
The tape contains the following data, identified by code characters
at the beginning of each record. Month 13 refers to annual mean values.
For code P, D, T, S, R and RW data, southern latitudes are given by northern
hemisphere data displaced six months. Annual mean data and the QBO para-
meters are the same for both southern and northern hemispheres. For a more
complete discussion of the input data, see Section 4.2.
Code Data Description
None NMC Grid Data Same as NMC Grid Required by NASA ver-
sion 4-D program.	 Data consists of
sequential point number followed by
the two corresponding NMC grid indices.
There are five points per record on
the tape.
P Groves Pressure (nt/m2 ) Month, height, values at latitudes 0,
D
3
Groves Density (kg/m ) 10, 20,	 ... 90 exponent.	 Same format
as in Groves report.
T Groves Temperature (°K)
S Stationary Perturbations in Month, height, longitude, op at north
monthly means (per mill) latitude, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, op same,
AT same.
R Random pressure, density and Month, height, op at north latitude
temperature perturbation 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, o P same, AT same
magnitudes	 per mill)
RW Random magnitudes wind per- Month, height, ou at north latitude
turbation (m/s) 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, ov same
P Fractional variance in large 13 (Annual), height, fractional var-
scale thermodynamic variables iance in large scale per mill for pres-
sure, density and temperature, each
` at latitude 10", 30°, 50°, 70°, 90°
pW Fractional	 variance in large 13 (Annual), height, fractional 	 var-
scale winds iance in u at 10 0 , 30 0 , 50°, 70 0 , 90°






CS Small,scale density-velocity 13 (Annual), height, <puws at 10%
correlations 30°, 500 , 73°, 90° latitude, same
for <pv>	 -
CL Large scale density-velocity 13 (Annual), height, <Pu>22 at 10%
` correlations 300, 50 0 , 70°, 900 latitude, same
for <pv>Lf
QP QBO pressure parameters-amp-
litude (per mill) and phase
(days after Jan. 0, 1966
when 1st maximum occurs)
QD QBO density parameters (as
in QP)
Height, amplitude and phase at 10°
QT QBO temperature parameters latitude, amplitude and phase at 300
...	 amplitude and phase at 900
QU QBO eastward wind para-
meters-amplitude (0.1 m/s)
and phase (days after Jan..
0, 1966)
QV QBO northward wind para-
meters - (as in QU)
The tape consists of five NTRAN readable (36 bit binary integer word record)
files with an end of file marker after each file. The first file contains
the NMC grid data, the second contains the Groves and stationary perturbation
data, the third contains the random perturbation data, the fourth contains the
fractional large scale variances and the density-velocity correlations, and
the fifth contains the QBO data. The number of words per NTRAN record is 15
for the NMC grid data. Each record contains NMC grid x-y coordinates for 5
points. The total number of NMC grid points is 1977. The NMC grid data file
contains a total of 396 records, with the 'last record containing points 1976
e	 and 1977 and zeros in the remaining words. There are 14 words per record
for the Groves data (including the code word), 19 for the stationary pertur-
bations, 18 for the code R data, 13 for the code RW data, 18 for the large
B-2
scale fractional variances in thermodynamic variables, 13 for large scale
fractional wind variances, 13 for the density-velocity correlations (small
scale and large scale), and 12 for the quasi-biei.iial data. The Groves data
contains 702 records, the stationary perturbation data contains 1248 records,
s
the code R random data contains 260 records, the code RW random winds data
contain 325 records, the code P large scale fractional variances contain 25
records, the code PW large scale fractional wind variances contain 25 records,
and code CS and CL density-velocity correlation data contain 25 records each,
and the QBO data contain 80 records.
	 -
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a9 5 l - -3 8 __-E : 74 ^3 86 30 51 55 6 2 65 21 26 25 27 28
'9 55 43 E9 E6 93 95 33 53 61 77 86 19 26- 25 24 249 6C 50 78 99 109 115 42 7';j 81 85 90 25 32 29 35 34R 9 E5 60 83 113 124 1?7 -53 95 104 164 1+17 31 33 31 46 41v 9 7C 71 90 li7 151 163 69 99 122 129 141 43 40 35 35 34R 9 75 77 91 116 163 174 88 107 131 167 177 49 54 49 40 35
R 9 -eC 92 92 109 152 163 82 99 126 178 188 52 62 62 52 47
R; 9 85 109 106 108 128 135 105 115 133 171 184 66 70 76 73 73
R 9 90 144 127 108 93 89 124 129 :40 159 165 107 113 112 108 i07R 9 iCC 132 1?2 132 132 lZ2 154 154 454 154 154 75 75 75 75 75
R 9 12C 163 183 193 183 183 79 79 79 79 79 211 211 211 211 211p 9 140 125 125 125 125 125 72 72 72 72 72 146 146 146 146 14E
P.	 9 16C 90 90 g 0 90 90 65 65 65 65 65 105 135 105 105 105R 9 180 71 71 71 71 71 58 58 58 58 58 3-1 81 81 81 81
` R 9 20C 61 Fi 61 bl 61 cZ 52 52 52 52 69 69 69 69 69
R10 25 15 28 32 39 41 Y7 27 23 46 51 14 17 iT 20 21
RIC 3C 19 33 42 43 43 18 29 30 36 37 15 20 21 2! 21
PUZ 35 26 42 55 56 56 21 33 40 36 34 16 21 26 30 35
p 1C 411 3i 52 69 76 81 28 39 53 50 52 18 24 31 40 44f R10 45 35 E5 84 1u0 107 35 47 63 66 70 18 29 :.4 43 47
R10 50 39 83 100 123 133 36 53 80 92 99 19 38 30 41 45
RIC 55 44 104 114 143 155 41 76 95 117 129 19 36 30 38 38t Pic 60 50 120 128 165 173 44 129 ill 13Z 147 25 39 34 45 45
! RIC 65 6i 110 144 188 20 y 53 119 133 160 175 32 27 31 46 49
R10 7C 72 106 148 209 228 71 120 153 189 269 43 35 35 42 42Q10 75 T9 102144 218 233 90 123 165 233 255 50 54 5G 4T 45
r -	 RiG 80 92 90 124 198 213 84 116 157 238 246 53 65 66 62 58
p1C 85 103 94 104 162 161 103 20'4 146 224 243 66 72 75 86 86
R10 9C 143 122 102 113 i24 125 133 143 184 197 110 133 132 126 123
W RiG 106 122 132 132 13Z 132 154 154 154 154 154 75 75 75 75 75E; PiC 1,?: 183 le3 183 183 183 79 79 79 79 79 211 211 211 211 211
^c R10 14C 125 125 125 iZ5 125 72 7Z 72 72 72 146 146 146 146 146
RIC lEC 9u 90 96 90 90 65 65 E5 65 65 li{5 105 iC5 105 105
RIC 18C 71 71 7! 71 71 53 58 5? 58 58 91 81 81 81 81
R10 20C 61 61 51 61 61 52 52 :Z 52 52 69 69 6c 69 69
R 11 25 16 36 24 54 60 17 16 19 43 49 15 26 18 28 30
R11 30 20 55 ?4 ^5 71 19 34 25 56 64 16 28 19 30 33
Ral 35 28 75 4: 77 84 24 45 38 66 73 18 38 26 40 42
R11 46 33 97 98 107 30 72 45 75 83 18 41 31 52 56
R11 45
50
37 122 06 123 134 36 109 54 97 108 19 33 35 52 56
u 911 40 124 90 146 160 39 129 65 117 129 20 24 31 48 52
R11 55 46 117 93 166 i81 40 118 77 i46 161 19 2.0 35 41 41
k. R11 E0 52 104 108 179 194 48 116 86 164 178 24 23 37 43 44
K11 65 58 98 125 i89 205 55 108 120 188 203 32 27 41 46 48
R11 7u 70 9 y 127 196 209 69 108 139 2C0 215 43 39 45 47 49
Rli 75 77 e9 121 181 200 88 110 145 209 222 51 61 65 61 60
Rif 80 92 92 114 158 169 82 1j4 139 2U4 221 52 63 71 80 83
R11 85 109 105 lit 130 134 102 100 133 185 199 66 71 72 85 90
r R11 90 145 129 112 98 92 126 151 153 153 154 10e 121 122 115 113Rll 100 132 132 132' 132 132 154 15i* :54 154 154 75 75 75 75 75
Rli 120 143 1P3 183 183 183 79 79 79 79 79 211 211 211 211 211
R11 14C X27 125 i25 X25 125 72 72 72 72 72 146 146 146 146 14ER11 16C 9u 9G 9t1 90 90 65 65 E5 65 65 105105 iG5 105 105
R13 18C 71 71 71 71 7 4 58 59 58 58 58 81 81 81 81 81R11 -20C 61 E1 61 61 61 52 52 52 72 52 69 69 69 69 69
R12 25 21 18 45 34 ;,0 21 22 31 31 32 16 17 22 33 35
;j
•__ _4 219 24 2 9 52 58
19 29 38 58 63
20 29 41 52 54
21 24 35 46 48
31 39 47 51 54
a
52 67 73 70 69
52 61 75 92 9765 70 70 84 87
175 75 175 175 175
211 211 211 211 211
146 146 146 146 146
1 81 1 81 181 1 81 181
15 19 36 43 98
17 24 38 53 164
21 26 49 62 110
21 28 71 85 114
23 27 50 70 122
22 26 41, 60 75
29 33 39 58 92
35 35 44 50 77
46 44 54 44 67
54 b5 106 116 94
68 74 128 164 171
197 197 197 197 197211 211 211 211 211146 146 146 146 146
1 81 1 81 1 81 1	 X81 81




R12 30 2 24 57 -55-- 53 2.4 21 -51 _40-	 36
R12 35 31 ?3 62 71 73 25 29 E4 60	 61
R112 40 36 43. 67 99 105 35 43 E5- 64	 65
R1'2 45 39 52 79 129 138 39 49 73 96 104
R12 5C 42 61 89 15 7 165 41 49 82 127 137
R12 55 47 69 97 168 182 44 64 92 161 173
R12 6C 51 107 175 169 50 73 9•. 175 188
RIZ 65 57
74
8 114 171 186 53 9C: 121 187 203
R12 7C 69 79 111 161 176 68 93 131 189 203
R12 75 76 78 103 141 152 8E 97 i29 182 195
R1.2 8C 94 93 106 118 121 8u q 5 123 167 179
R12 85 110 112 114 104 100 102 96 17 147 156
Rle 9C 146 133 118 88 72 130 163 i59 127 114
Ric 10C 132 132 132 132 132 154 154 154 154 154
P12 120 183 183 113 183 183 7S 79 79 79	 79
R1:2 140 125 125 125 125 125 72 72 72 72	 72
P12 i6CF 90 90 9G 90 90 65 65 65 65	 65
R12 18C 71 71 71 71 71 58 58 58 58	 58
R12 26C 61 61 61 61 61 52 52 52 52	 52
R13 25 20 38 46 77 95 22 30 2 5 58	 77
R13 3G 24 46 63 104 126 21 39 40 74	 92
R13 35 33 56 90 136 159 28 45 57 92 113
P_'13 4C 40 67 118 177 202 34 57 82 12C 139
R13 45 46 76 145 220 250 41 67 111 161 183
P:13 5C 54 88 167 255 289 49 78 i38 2G9 236
P13 55 59 96 184 282 1.21 56 86 162 244 277
R13 EC 63 104 199 309 353 66 iG2 183 272 306
R13 65 65 104 209 331 336 61 108 2C9 3 j4	 342
R13 74 77 102 203 349 416 74 116 226 342 391
ao	 R11 75 86 100 132 341 422 94 12C 227 ?77 y41
R13 80 iG2 102 4 .52 290 377 90 111 212 335 469
o	 R1.3 85 121 116 i35 195 281 I12 118 181 332 423
R,13 90 158 140 173 134 194 13: 149 ISG 219 298
R1:. '06, 192 192 192 192 192 224 224 224 224 224
P13 12C 183 183 183 i83 183 79 79 79 79	 79
R1? 140 125 125 125 125 125 72 72 72 72	 72
R1Z 166 96 90 90 90 90 65 65 65 65	 65
R13 180 71 71 7! 71 71 58 58 58 58	 58
R13 2G0 6! 61 61 61 61 52 52 52 52	 52
a **RANOUM WINOS, C00= RW* *}
RW 1 0 2 5 7 6 6 = 5 6 5	 5
RW 1 5 6 10 13 Ii It 4 9 12 11	 11
RW'	 1 10 8 15 1.5 12 it 7 14 15 12	 It
RW 1 15 9 11 11 10 10 7 iG 19 it	 11
RW 1 20 10 8 li 12 13 5 5 9 13	 14
RW 1 25 12 9 20 21 21 2 4 li 17	 18
RW 1 30 15 13 25 27 27 4 6 15 20	 21
RW 1 35 17 18 29	 29 28 7 1G 17 27	 29RW 1 4G to 22 36 30 27 6 it 20 33	 37
RW 1 L5 24 27 46 33 27 11 14 22 40	 45
RW 1 50 23 29 50 36 29 13 'E 28 45	 50
RW 1 55 21 29 44 38 35 16 16 25 42	 46
RW 1 60 21 29 37 38 38 16 19 26 39	 43
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RW12 120 72 64 52 52 52 72 94	 52 52 -	 52
t
W 1_ 1-4 G ..o c 69 b4 0 9 5-1 c 9 159	 -6-9
RW12 160 87 67 87 87 87 67 37	 97 87 37
Pwi IF c. 97- 87 87 37 67 97 97	 57 37 97
RW1 3 2 L 67 87 87 87 37 87 87	 97 dT 87RW117 0 3 5 5 5 5 3 5	 6 5 5
?W1? 5 6 10 1 lu 40 4 8	 ii 1C 10
RW13 10 8 1'3 15 12 11 6 !2	 15 12 11
RW13 15 10 16 10 9 9 6 14	 10 9 9
2 W13 Z0 1u il- 13 11 11 4 5	 7 9 iD
RW ? 25 1.1 li 1G li 11 3 10	 7 10 11RW13 30 i4 9 12 i3 13 4 5	 9 13 14
RW1? 35 15 15 16 16 15 7 7	 11 16 17 ?
RW13 40 17 17 20 18 18 6 8	 13 18 20
RW13 45 23 20 24 22 21 11 iu	 14 20 22 g
AW13 50 2i 21 29 23 22 12 :1	 16 22 24
RW1' 55 2C 22 [7 47 27 46 13	 17 22 23
RW13 60 21 24 27 27 26 17 16	 19 23 25
RW13 65 19 32 35 29 27 20 21	 27 30 31
RW13 70 28 34 35 29 26 17 24	 2 0 32 33
RW13 73 35 39 42 41 40 31 3:	 43 44 44
W13 80 :l 36 43 49 5! 37 46	 56 55 54
RW13 85 43 47 52 52 54 56 61	 66 56 56 a
RW13 90 78 73 68 57 57 7i 97106 63 62
RW13 100 76 69 60 53 53 75 31	 74 53 53
RW1? 120 72 76 52 52 52 71 7c	 52 52 52
PW1 7 ILU 69 69 69 69 69 69 69	 69 69 69
RW23 260 87 87 87 87 87 87 97	 97 87 87
RW13 1F0 87 87 87 87 37 87 87	 37 87 8:'
oo'	 RW13 2G0 87 87 87 87 87 87 87	 87 87 87
-----END OF FILE WRITTEN-----
rn
***P,D,T ANNUAL PERC-NTS, CODE P*s*
P13 C 761 599 498 435 415 633 504 414 361 341 485 495`762 829 852
P13 5 734 610 535 488 473 617 522 455 417 401 472 495 758 827 -851
P13 1G 707 622 572 540 536 641 546	 497 472 461 459 1.96 753 825 350
Pi3 1 5 679 633 608 592 587 586 557 533 527 522 447 496 749 824 849
P13 20 652 044 645 644 645 570 575 579 532 582 434 497 745 822 948
P13 25 62i E43 563 673 677 E16 613 611 Ell 610 445 519 732 803 827
Piz 30 6u7 67.2 719 747 757 500 591 656 695 707 390 454 74C 828 857
PI T 35 571 656 784 938 856 459 613	 r22 788 81C 362 520 752 850 883
y
0 13 46 5"l E92 808 877 960 50 .9 654 758 P21 841 412 588 714 790 915
P13 45 523 6^0 80Z 869 892 534 670	 766 624 844 44C 551 630 678 693
PIS 5C 495 E67 789 863 Bbl 491 649 762 834 853 418 493 545 577 588
P13 55 471 646 770 846 871 483 636 746 812 834 436 472 502 520 526
P13 6C 517 655 753 813 832 587 673 734 771 784 544 570 588 600 604
P13 E5 F50 642 707 747 760 681 71L 730 742 747 677 703 722 733 737'
P13 70 583 629 662 682 669 648 663 673 679 681 574 587 597 602 604
P13 75 616 616 61,6 616 616 61: e15	 - 15 E15 615 471 471 471 471 471
PIZ 8C E	 â 677 037 637 637 571 571	 ,71 :71 571 455 455 455 455 455
PIS 85 657 657 657 657 657 52E 52E 526 526 526 439 439 439 439 439PIZ 9C E7P 679 678 678 678 482 482 482 482 482 422 422 422 422 422
P13 10G 719 719 719 719 719 393 393 393 393 393 390 394 39C 390 390
P13 120 599 559 599 599 599 328 328 328 3328 328 325 325 325 325 325
PIT 14C 47S 479 479 479 479 262 262 262 252 262 260 26L 260 260 260
0 13 16G 360 3E0 360 3uO 360 197 197 197 197 197 195 195 195 195 195
f	 ti.
<:a
P 13 !1( 240	 240 240 24L 24G 131 13__ 1% 131 131 130- 1-30	 '13L- 130	 136
a ^C^ 120	 120 12U i2a 120 66 r:5 6a 56 66 65	 65	 65	 6
	 65
,•s*UgV A NNUAL PEFC'NTS, COD= PW***
PW13 0 461 911 c65 87? 828 3=C 6 0 6 921 693 733
o wl -1 5 94! 904 869 847 i40 321 :99 P,92 721 759E PWi3 10 922 P97 673 357 852 32.3 591 8o4 748 785
PW13 15 963 890 676 667 864 324 535 835 775 810
p W13 20 884 e9' 98u 877 676 327 575 866 803 936
PW13 25 864 E78 a87 692 99 ,* 344 575 739 839 972
PW13 ?0 851. P72 985 892 895 3.24 552 751 832 859
OW13 35 d21 858 885 901 906 304 545 786 490 918
1O W13 40 794 E54 896 921 930 328 55" 706 944 974
PW1' 45 798 853 d99 927 937 349 537 618 920 943
PW13 50 766 931 676 903 912 339 489 E51 856 889
PW13 55 734 761 78! 793 797 366 45G 649 771 811
PW1?1 E0 721 685 652 647 642 469 55L 674 749 773
P W13 E5 743 720 704 694 696 601 713 794 842 858
°W13 70 76'; 753 745 740 739 694 750 790 814 822
PW'1? 75 797 787 787 787 737 787 787 737 787 787
PW13 60 76G 760 760 766 760 760 760 760 760 760
PW13 P5 734 734 734 734 734 734 734 734 734 734
OW13 90 707 707 707 707 707 7u7 7u7 7 "s7 707 707
PW13 1C0 654 E54 654 654 654 654 654 654 654 654
PW33 :c0 615 615 615 615 615 615 615 615 615 615
PW'2 1 4 0 575 575 575 575 575 575 575 575 575 575
PW13 lE0 53E 536 536 53E 536 536 53E 536 536 536
F PW1' 1E0 49E 496 v96 496 496 496 496 496, 496 496
D W I 3 2C0 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457
^W
SMALL ANG LARG - SCALE U-0 ANO V-D ANNUAL CORRELATIONS, COC= CSrCL***v CS13, -55 -17 -47 -65 -70 1C8 -27 -122 -181 -201 -
CS13 5 -61 -22 -42 -54 -58 82 -29 -107 -156 -173
- CS13 i0 -67 -25 -38 -44 -46 56 -32 -93 -131 -144

























CS13 ?0 -122 -67 -28 -4 4 -56 -75 -86 -97 -100
C'S1 7 7 5 -113 - 46 2 30 40 -75 -25 11 32 39
CS13 ti0 -72 -8 a7 65 75 •- 151 15 98 147 163
CS13 45 -5.1 -9 22 40 46 -152 -8 95 157 177
CS13 50 -167 -52 -12 10 la -169 -38 55 111 129
CS13 55 -213 -39 0 52 70 -183 -72 8 56 72
s	 CS13 60 -16-2 -108 -15 41 60 -173 - 93 - 37 - 2 9
CS13 65 -137 -77 15 68 87 -231 -56 68 143 168
CS13 70 -143 -82 19 79 99 -256 -58 82 168 196
CS13 75 -149 -86 24 89 112 -283 -61 97 193 225
CS13 80 -155 -91 29 99 124 -309 -63 112 218 253CS13 85 - !62 -96 34 :10 1 3 6 -3:,5 -65 126 243 281
CS13 9 ^ -168 -iG0 38 120 143 -361 -67 141 268 31C
CS13 160 -161 -10'3 48 140 172 -413 -72 170 318 366
CS13 12G -191 -109 48 140 172 -4+3 -72 17j 318 366
CS13 1i-0 -181 -169 48 40 172 -413 -72 170 318 3E6
	
CS13 160 -181 -109
	 48 1 40 172 -413 -72 170 318 366
	
CS13 18C -181 -109	 48 140 172 -413 -72 171 318 366
	
CS13 200 -lei -109	 48 140 172 -413 -72 170 318 366
`fµa.ti.z'. +	 . 	
-..•'^_y; YYi:isYtM315' ••.	^M^ arwwr. YJYwwce<.-esaceze+.e:3r+.-we-u...^..r•,+C,K.......v,.i.+..s.»,..•.+....u...esano-n..*fxwne.v<wum*rt•wwasa#+tNwSeK. ^pgAYam -..	 .. 	 '^—••.•.—
y	 -	 ^..	 Nra.a^Y	 -Awss.v.t su.. w2
...	 :'	 .. e..wt ^u...i _.Ym , u . 	 .. n.w.6.de3m.	 -	 rrYCa.3,ildd. 	 -	 -	 -
Ii
i
CL4 0 309 — 2 u? — 576 .-796 — 869 23 i4 235 L99 3C9
CL3 5 2P9 -272 — 553 -753 — 832 2,1 136 218 268 2?7
CL13 .6 270 -i97 — 530 — 729 - 795 23 i26 202 248 265 }
CL13 15 254 -.91 — 507 — 696 -759 24 117 185 227 242
CL13 20 272 -.36 — 484 — 563 — 722 24 117 169 267 22G
CL13 5 283 -150 -459 —644 — 705 —18 69 131 169 182 i
CL!3 7 0 223 —159 —432 -595 — 6:0 74 116 147 165 172
CL1! 5 56 — 202 — 3d5 —495 — 532 3L 107 163 196 267
CL13 :.O 96 -183 — 332 — 502 — 54? —4 40 71 90 9E
CL_? 45 163 — 17u — 407 — 549 — 556 34 —30 -76 — 1u2 -111
CLY? 5J 137 -160 — *U5 — 540 — 586 5u —47 — 116 -157 —171
CL1? 55 12F —144 -335 —450 —489 36 —50 — 110 —146 —159
CL13 66 79 — i0  — 240 — 320 —347 — 2 -84 — 143 -178 —190
CL13 65 60 -131 — 277 -Z61 — 39G 26 -94 — 16+3 — 20C —214 a
CL17 70 41 -133 — 254 — 328 —353 26 — 111 — 180 — 222 —237
CL13 75 22 -127 -231 — 294 — 316 27 — 127 — 199 -243 —259
CL13 P  3 -122, — 208 — 261 — 280 27 —144 — 219 —265 —282
CL 11 P5 —16 -117 — 185 — 227 — 2-+3 27 — 160 —233 -287 —304
CL13 90 —36 — Ili — 162 — 194 — 2u6 Z7 -177 — 258 -309 —327
CLi3 1s.0 —74 -401 — 116 — 127 — 132 28 — 210 —297 — 352 —372
CL1? 12u —74 —101 — 116 — 127 —132 28 — 210 —297 —352 —372
CL13 140 —74 — 101 -116 — 127 — 132 28 -21u —297 — 352 —372
CL13 10 —74 —101 — iio —i27 —132 28 —21C —297 — 352 —372
CL13 18G —74 —101 — 110 —127 — 132 Z8 -213 — 297 — 352 —372
CL13 2G0 -74 — 101 — 116 — 127 — 132 28 -210 —297 — 352 —372
----END OF FILE WRITTEN-----
***CI:A^;I - cIcNNIAL OSCILLQTIONS,COO_ QP9039QT,QU9 OR QV**
9 F 15 1 291 1 3u7 I 554 1 40 4 353
Q C	 21 2 248 2 773 2 537 2 92 2 344
v, QC 25 3 369 3 ail 3 506 3 ,.2 = 3 26200 3i E 63 8 675 10 491 11 381 12 344
OP 35 8 49 15 663 20 491 23 ? 85 24 349 a
nc 4G 3 39 22 665 31 491 37 387 39 352
a 45 8 27 .26 E45 39 4E5 47 57 49 321
no 50 9 839 27 595 40 422 43 317 50 282
Q P 55 11 925 26 574 37 395 43 283 45 251
Qr 60 16 837 31 580 42 396 49 285 51 249
10 65 13 732 26 525 35 373 41 289 43 259
OP	 70 11 669 21 497 28 360 3S 277 34 25G
Qp 75 8 646 16 469 21 342 25 266 26 240
no	 80 5 603 10 441 14 325 16 254 17 231
o r	 85 7 560 5 413 7 3C7 8 243 9 222
QA	 9L 6 5i7 J 334 G 289 0 231 0 212
QC 15 5 4Z? 2 151 1 823 0 70 ,+ 0 665
10	 20 iG 368 5 95 1 770 1 E53 1 614
CD 25 15 410 7 -88 2 30 1 8G5 i 773
QC 30 6 287 5 807 4 557 4 407 3 357
0C	 35 6 70 9 699 11 523 i2 4a7 13 382
00	 416 a 66 15 695 20 522 23 419 24 384
QC 45 9 40 24 668 35 496 42 393 44 358
00 5C 8 869 28 025 43 450 52 :46 55 311
QO 55 ? 842 26 589 38 403 46 299 43 263
QC 6C 15 829 19 584 22 409 24 3Q4 24 269
00 65 13 704 16 466 18 296 20 194 20 160
Q0 7C 10 645 13 41l 15 243 16 143 16 110
-
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SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT'FOR THE PROFILE PROGRAM
Input to PROFILE is as follows:
(All input data cards are in free field format.)
INITIAL HEIGHT
	 - Height of starting position, km
i
Y INITIAL LATITUDE
	 - Latitude of starting position (degrees, southern lati-
tudes negative)
INITIAL WEST
	 - West longitude of starting position (degrees, 0 to 360
LONGITUDE degrees, or east longitudes negative)
_
F10.7 Solar 10.7 cm radio noise flux (10 -22 watts/m2 ) at time
of calculations.	 Use zero if height does not go over
90 km.	 Use 230 for design applications or consult Aero-
space Environment Division (AED) of Marshall Space Flight
` Center (MSFC) for monthly predictions.
t MEAN Fl O.7
	 - 81 day mean solar 10.7 cm flux. 	 Use zero if height does
not go over 90 km.
	
Use 230 for design applications or
consult AED, MSFC for monthly predictions.
r- AP	 - Geomagnetic index an-	 Use zero if height does not go
over 90 km.	 Use 20p3 for design steady state conditions,
•_ or 400 for maximum conditions, or consult AED, MSFC.
DATE	 - Date for starting time of calculations (month, date, two
digit year).	 Use month 13 for annual reference period.
GREENWICH TIME	 - Time for starting position (hours, minutes, seconds).
Use time corresponding to local time - 0900 for design
steady state, or 1400 maximum conditions.
LAT INCREMENT -
	 - Latitude displacement (degrees) between successive posi-
tions (new tat = ofd tat + lat increment). 	 Use zero if
trajctory positions are to be read in.
WEST LON West iongitude displacement (degrees) between successive
INCREMENT positions (new long = old ion + Ion increment).	 Use zero
if trajectory positions are to be read in.NL
HEIGHT INCREMENT
	 - Height decrease (km) between successive positions (new	 A
height = old height - height increment). 	 Normal profiles
are generated downward.	 -If an upward generated profile	 y
id desired set height increment negative.
C-1
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF,	 Number of positions to be computed; riot including initial
POSITIONS
	 position. Use zero if trajectory posit ons are to be
read in.
TIME INCREMENT	 -	 Time displacement (seconds) between successive positions




	 O for linear profile generated automatically internal to
the program, or value equal to unit number (e.g. 5 for
card input) for a trajectory with each position to read
in.
OUTPUT OPTION
	 0 for no non-print output of atmospheric parameter values,
or value equal to unit number to get non-print output.
MIN. GEOSTROPH.Lowest: latitude (magnitude) for which only ordinary (first
LAT.	
-	
order) geostrophic winds are to be considered. Below this
Latitude second order geostrophic wind will be evaluated.
I
GROVES INPUT UNIT Unit number for tape containing Groves and stationary per-
turbations (SCIDAT tape in Appendix A). Use any available
unit number.
RANDOM INPUT UNIT	 'Unit number of file from which random perturbation data are
to be read. If same as Groves input unit, these are read
from SCIDAT tape. If card input, use 5.
-	 Unit number of file from which QBO parameters are to be
read. If same as Groves input unit, these are read from
SCIDAT tape. If card input, use 5.
-	 Unit number for 4-D input data tape. Use any available 	 F
unit number.
-	 l means compute random perturbation output, 2 means do not
compute random perturbation output. x
.1 means compute QBO output, 2 means do not compute QBO output.
Initial number for random number generator used to compute
random perturbations (can be any odd positive integer).
Use 1 for standard design applications.
O means read NMC grid data from SCIDAT tape, otherwise
these data are read from cards.
C
Unit number for scratch file for 4-D grid profiles required
in computations. Use any available unit number. This nor-




























N NMC GRID POINTS Unit number for scratch file to store NMC grid point data.
SCRATCH UNIT
_
Use any available unit number.
	
This nor-;ally is a tempo-
arary drum file.
CJ
4.! INITIAL PL,. DL, Initial	 values of large scale and small scale random rela-
TL, PS, DS, TS tive pressure, density, and temperature perturbations,
percent..	 Use zeros for standard design applications.
aINITIAL UL, VL, Initial values of large scale and small scale random wind
c US, VS
_
components, m/s.	 Use zeros for standard design appli-
cations.
- Include card 3 only if random option = 1.
TRAJECTORY INPUT	 -	 Use only if linear profile is not to be generated automati-
cally.	 Each record has time (seconds), height (km), lati-
tude (degrees), and west longitude (degrees).
TRAJECTORY BACKUP	 Only if trajectory input is used. 	 Same form as a trajec-
RECORD	 -	 tory position but with any negative height value. a'
The trajectory input records are optional, in free field format,
	 If ?'
included, use as many records (e.g. cards), as necessary. a
I
Input for the following sample output listing is at follows: ^	 ^
1	 ,




CARD2:,	 3, 3,	 3,	 4,	 1,	 1,	 1, 0, 12,	 13
CARD3:-	 0.,	 0.,	 0., 0.,	 0._9	0. 2	0. 9	0. 9
	0. 9	0.1
t
. A SUMMARY OF THE ORGANIZATION OF AN
INPUT DATA DECK IS AS FOLLOWS
` Initial Data
Card 1, as described at the beginning of this Appendix
Card 2, as described at the beginning of this Appendix





Optional.	 Include as card input only if this is not to be read from
the SCIDAT data tape.
Random Perturbation Data
Optional.	 Include as card input only if the random input unit is 5 and
these data are not to be read from the SCIDAT data tape or some other input
file.	 Do not include if random option = 2.
QBO Parameters
Optional.	 Include as card input only if the QBO input unit is 5 and
these data are not to be read from the SCIDAT data tape or some other file.
Do not include if QBO option = 2.
Trajectory Position Data and Backup Card
Optional.	 Include if trajectory, rather than linear profile generated
by the program is to be evaluated, and if trajectory option is 5. 	 Trajec-
tory data is on other file if trajectory unit is not 0 or 5.
More Data of the Same Kind (Starting with Initial Data, Card 1)
If additional trajectories or profiles are to be evaluated, the data
may be input one set immediately after the other. 	 The program is actually
more efficient for such multiple runs if the month remains the same. 	 This
is because as long as the month remains the same the SCIDAT data tape read
can be avoided for each subsequent data set.
fi
OUTPUT OF PROFILE IS AS FOLLOWS
JULIAN DATE	 Computed from input date, set equal to zero for,month 13
(annual'avera9 e)
INITIAL STAND-	 Computed for initial position on input data
ARD DEVIATIONS
IN P, D, T,
	 U,





HEIGHT, LAT, LON,	 Position and time where atmospheric parameters are eval-
TIME	 - ua ted
F	
UNPERTURBED PRES- Computed from Jacchia, 4-D, or Groves — plus - stationary
SURE DENSITY,





TOTAL PRESSURE, Monthly means plus random perturbations and QBO pertur-
DENSITY, TEMPE-	 - bations
RATURE, AND
WIND
THERMAL WIND From thermal wind equations using finite differences of
SHEAR Jacchia, 4-D, or Groves - plus - stationary perturbations,
- depending on height.
a
MEAN VERTICAL From mean isentropic surface slopes.
WIND
PERTURBATION Stationary perturbations, QBO perturbations and amplitudes,
VALUES	 - and random perturbations and magnitudes for the small scale
(S), large scale (L), and total 	 (T) perturbations.	 Per-
turbations are those which are added to monthly means to
produce total results output.
Following is a listing of sample output from the GRAM program. Initial i
fines of output are merely listings of the input data for easy reference.
These listings are provided to indicate formats and kinds of input and output
y.
data. For a listing of the input cards for these sample outputs, see earlier 	 '}
in the Appendix.
..^s.. GLOBAL REF°RENCE ATMOSPHERE - MOD 2 ♦s+.s
s INITIAL HEIGHT = 	 92.00 KM INITIAL LAT = 28.45 DEG INITIAL NEST LON =_	 80.53 DEG
. FLU.?	 =	 0.03'. MEAN F10.7 _ 0.60	 -	 --- AP =	 0.00 ?.
DATE =	 1/ 1/75 GREENWICH TIME =	 01 Ot 0
v LAT INCREMENT =	 6.00 DEG NEST LON INCREMENT =	 0.00 DEG "EIGHT INCREMENT = 	 2.00 KN
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSITIONS =	 47 TIME INCREMENT =	 0 SEC
I	 ! -	 TRAJECTORY OPTION =	 0 OUTPUT OPTION = 0 MIN GECSTROPH LAT =	 20 . 0
GROVES INPUT UNIT =	 3 RANDOM INPUT UNIT =	 3 OBO INPUT UNIT -	 3 8
4-0 INPUT UNIT =	 4 RANDOM OPTION = 1 090 OPTION =	 1 5
FIRST RANDOM NUMBER =	 1
NNC READ OPTION =	 0 4--0 P.O.T DATA SCRATCH UNIT = 12
NMC GRID POINTS SCRATCH UNIT = 13 JULIAN DATE = 2442414.0
INITIAL P.B.T =	 0.00 Y. 4.33 X 6.00 % SIGMA P.D.T =	 11.13 X 11.06 X	 6.58 X
INITIAL U . 0 =	 U.00 M/S 0.60 M/S SIGMA U.V =	 47.48 M/S 93.93 M/S	 LARGE SCALE
r
INITIAL P,O.T =	 6.00 X O.OG X 0.00 X SIGMA P.O.T = 7.53 X 11.89 X	 7.81 %
INITIAL U.V =	 G.OG M/S 6.00	 M/S SIGMA U.V =	 31.35 M/S 62.02 M/S	 SMALL SCALE
INITIAL UDL.VDL = -10.39 7. -16.73 X INITIAL UOS.VDS = -10.71 %	 -9.15 X
i
•. 	 PERCENT DEVIATIONS FROM 1962 US STANDARD ATMOSPHERE APPEAR BELCH PRESSURE, DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE VALUES ^^ I
UNPERTURBED (MONTHLY MEAN) MEAN PLUS PERTURBATIONS THERMAL
----------- ----------- ----------- --------------------	 -- ---------	 WINO PERTURBATION VALUES
HEIGHT
	
LAT_	 WcST	 PRES. BENS. iEM^	 GEOSTROPH. PRr-S.
	 DENS. TEMP TOTAL	 SHEAR
(KM1	 LON	 (NT/ (KG/ (DEG	 WIND (M/Sl (NT/	 EKG/ (DEG NINO (M/S1	 ("/S/KM) ----°---------------- ------ -
A TIME	 (DEG)	 (D_GI	 M*42) M*•3) KEL-	 ----------
.. 2)
	
Me•31 KEL- ----------	 --------	 P D T U V W
(SEC) VIN)	 E-W	 N-S VIN) E-W	 N-S	 E-W	 N-S (X) (7.1 (X1 M/S M/S CM/S
L 96.00	 26.45	 66.53 .199E+00 .567E-45 189.	 14.	 19. .229E+00 .386E-05 207. -16.	 82.	 -.8	 -.4 -.19
0	 21.0% 15.8% 4.5% 39.JX	 21.8% 14.8% 7.9 7.8 .1 SP
-0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0. MAG
9.6 2.6 7.0 -4. 7. RAMS
7.7 11.0 8.2 30. 62. SIGS
t 11.1 11.4 7.0 47. 97. SIGL
15.1 5.2 9.9 -30. 62. RANT
13.5 16.4 10.8 56. 115. SIGT
88.00	 28.45	 d0.53 .281E+00 .513E-05 191.	 12.	 20. .324E+00 .543E-05 209. 19.	 74. -1.0	 -.; -.29
0	 _18.5X_ 12.k% 5.9%	 - 36.6%	 10.5% 15.8X 7.7 7.3 .4 SP
-	
-
-.1 -.1 -.0 -0. 0. OBOt
.2 .1 .0 O. 0. HAG 3
7.7 -.5 8.2 14. 25. RAMS
73 10.0 7.1 26. 52•: SIGS
7.6 6.5 1.1 -7. 30. RANL
10.4 10.0 6.2 41. 62. SIGL
15.3 6.0 9.3 7. 54. RANT
t 12.7 14.1 9.4 48. 97. SIGT J
86.00	 26.45	 6U.53 .358E+00 .716E-05 194.	 10.	 20. ,448E+00 .736E-05 213. 19.	 18. -1._1.	 -.1 -.39
0	 -	 _.-_--	 _--_--. __16..0X_ _&.2% 7.vX -30.6%	 IL.2X 17.72 7.5 6.0 •7 SP
-.1 -.2 -.0 -1. 0. DBO
.4 .2 .1 1. 0. HAG
3.4 -2.0 5.5 22. -13. RAMS
_6.9 7.8 5.9 20. 39. SIGS
-- - 9.2 5.0 4.2 -12. 11. RANL
- --_.
9.6 8.1 5.2 33. 64. SIGL
t
,,'V{31^*. -....	 ._....,,._...._._'. ... ..._„	 ;. ,.ra :..w.-.,.. .<'.»_....,...c-„ 	 .,_.. r.n.,tue ^.d+,... -	 .•.-.a-a..: .,.^ ..... ,...^.^.m..^,.^...v_..._ :.,n...^. _. 	 .,w.....k...sd(
r 
...,,,...,.,, -. •_.. _..^, .^ . r.,,, .n ... _ . '. ^.. -^..,. - -----•- . + R,^„^„-,^, 
a..,,, .	
Y., .. a u, ^ _^^.
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	9•T 000 '0	IT	0•	5•- f•
dS
	
TIT f•6 0.5	X0.0- xt•*	XC•2-	- X0'2- XZ•Z-	7f•-	p
9T•T-	5'_ C'7- '^-	'9-	•00T M0-3##25• T9+3192' •6T	•+r	•002 *0-306*,* T7+3£62• £5*OP 50,.02 Do **11
/9IS *it 'L£ 9.9 2.6 9*1
1NIa •tb- •22- 9•	0.9 e•5
ISIS •0£ •fc 5•A 2.1 2'9	
_	`I
INIa *TA- •MZ- 5•Z 5.5 1-0	-- --









TT•T-	S*	A'2- '^2-It	's02 R0-36If*'T§#?t22' 'OZ	•52	1902 40-365C• 10+3ZT2• £5.09 5R•BZ pp•91	
J
19IS •5#1 •Sf f•9 2.6 9•1	J
1N0a '2£- •6Z- T' T•L2'1
ISIS •6f •TC f'40'L 0.9
INyd •Of- 'S2- 2•T 0•f T•+
SSIS •la 'LT 9.6 6•S 2+5
SNta •T- •T	T•T- II* 0•C
gym •0	'2	2'	1-	2•t
090 10	•0- 0'- 
9•-0' dS	
A
h'T L• Z-41T•9	X1.1	XVT-	X9.6	%[•1	XO-%	Y.2•Z	0 26•-	A•	T•2- *IT- -'0	•CO2
	0-3612' T9+3f9T• •OZ	'S2	1£02 h0-3292' TO+3Z53''f5.OP --St*P2 00.01
19IS •9A •C£ 6.5 T•6 f•6
1NVa •6• •Of- 0• £'0 T•6
ISIS •041 '62 Olt 6.9 4•1
INta •2T- 'L£' C•T• 6•f 5.8	U
_	SSIS •C2 •91 Q•b 0.9 9'S
SNvb •f	•9	T•2 S'A 9.9
90N •0	•2	Z•	9•	0•T
000 •0	•T- 0•	S'- 0--
dS	VT 2'S 5.9	ZVTT X0.2	X0 "it	10'RT XL•b-	Xf•5	0
09•-	f•	L'T- -21	'CT- •20Z ,0-3502• T0+361T• •02	'TZ	•002 40-3TW TO+360T'--i5'00-'S+r•N2 00.OP
ISIS •f5 •CC A•9 f'6 2.0i
1N►a •LT- •TZ- 9•A t•9 0•TL
ISIS •S'► •62 f•I 6.9 2.0
INva *IT- •IA- 017• 911 9•	
---
SSIS •92 •IT 1•b 2'9 T•9




r	000 10	•T- 0•- h•	T•-
dS	TIT 0.5 6.9	zvtT" X5'5	X6'02	10.6	%9•-	XT•6	0
09•-	2•	S'T- •A	•2-
	
1102 *0-39tT• 00*3190• •T2	•02	'06T #10-30f	00+3261• WOR S•r•12"'00.21
ISIS •05 •ht 0.9 5.6 0-TT
1N/b •t-
 
*TT- 1'9 £•b 0'CT
ISIS *OS •6Z S•A 6.9 6.0
INrb •f- '6f- 9•f 2'£ 0.9
SSIS '0£ •11 T•5 S19 5.9







000 '0	'T- 0•- '►'- T•-
dS	O'T 9.9 C•L --	XT •0T 22.0	X60112	XL •B	Y,T•b	%6.2T	0
25•-	T•	M•T- •1T	•2	•fT2 tO-3£OT• 00+32£9' IT?	•f T- •-964 50-3966•-00+3083•	-Po02 00"tQ
19I3 •5L
. 
'6f 6•1 £'TT 0•TL
1Nvb •C	•0i 9.6 1•£ L•2T
SO 5.0 -.5 -34. -24. RANL
5.8 7.2 4.5 34. 34. SILL
-2.4 7.4 -9.6 .-40.--20. RANT
7.4 9.1 6.4 38. 39. SILT
72.00 '28.45 80.53 .401E+01 .E59E-04 212. 44. 19. .435E+01 .744E-04 200. 6. 34. -2.3 .5 -1.240 -.92 -1.02 .12 7.5% 12.32 -5.8Z 5.2 4.4 .7 SP
_
.5 -.4 .0 1. 1. OBO
1.8 1.2 .4 3. 1. NAG
-2.0 4.2 -6.2 -8. IS. PANS
4.6 5.3 3.8 19. 15. SIGS9a9 9.7 .2 -31. -0. RANL
5.9 7.2 4.1 35. 26. SIGL
7.9 13.9 -6.0 -39. 15. RANT
7.4 6.9 5.6 40. 32. SIGT
70.00 24.45 60.53 .550E+01 .687E-04 216. 47. 18. .5868#61 .970E-04 298. -7. 23. -2.3 .4
-1.230 -.4% 1.37. -1.7% 6.12 lO.QK -5.52 .: 'S.0 4.6 .3 SP
.t -.3 .1 2. 1. OBO
2.0 1.3 .4 3. 1. NAG
-.9 1.9 -2.8 -16. 4. PANS
4.6 5.1 3.0 20. 11. SIGS
_..__ 6.6 7.8 -1.2 -41. 0. RANL
5.9 7.1 3.5 36. 19. SIGL
5.0 9.7 -3.9 -57. 4. RANT
7.4 6.7 4.6 41. 22. SIGT





_7.-6Z -8.52 4.7 4.8 -.1 SP
1.0 -.1 .1 3. 1. 080
n
-
2.2 1.4 .4 3. 1. NAG
-
-4.7 -.8 -3.9 -7. 1. PANSco 4.5 4.9 2.6 20. 12. SIGS
4.0 6.6 -2.6 -12. -24. RANL
5.8 7.1 3.4 34. 20. SIGL
-.8 5.7 -6.5 -20. -22. RANT
7.4 8.6 4.3 40. 23. SIGT
66.00 28..5 86.53 a00E.02 .152E-03 430. 54. 18. .105E+02 .151E-03 226. 30. 2. .0 .2 -.310 .9X J._2X _-2:._3.1.
_
6.J.Y_ - 9.4% _-4.:1% _ 4.8 4.8 -.1 SP
1.2 .1 .1 4. 1. 080
2.4 1.5 .5 4. 1. HAG
-4.6 -3.4 -1.2 -3. S. PANS
4.4 4.6 2.3 20. 13. SIGS
8.4 9.3 -.8 -25. -25. RANL
5.8 7.1 3.3 32. 20. SIGL
3'.9 5.8 -2.0 -28. -16. RANT
7.3 6.5 4.0 38. 24. SIGT






5.3% -	 --8.8X -4.1%. _ 4.8 4.9 -.1 SP
1.6 .6 .2 4. 1. 080
2.6 1.6 .5 4. 1. NAG
-2.3 -2.1 -.2 -26. 14. PANS
4.4 4.5 2.1 19. 14. SIGs
4.5 6.1 -1.6 -31. -33. RANL
5.8 6.8 3.1 30. 19. SIGL
2.1 3.9 -1.8 -57. -19. RANT
7.2 sal 3.8 35. 24. SIGT
62.00 29.45 60.53 .175E+62 .250E-03 244. 59. 19. .166E+02 .267E-03 241. 13. -2. 1.1 -.2 1.000 1.6X
--4.6% -2.8 7.7%-- 11.4X --4.0Y. 4.8' 4.9 -.1 SP
2.1 1.1 .3 4. 1. OBO
2.0 1.8 .6 4. 1. HAG
•Gr._ .	 hrinihfit ^:....e...^ , .	 . _^ ,,....-... .^ . ,,tea„ .^,._	 . _	 ._, : _	 .. -'.' =.N^n "-- _m^.w -.._... .... .... _..	 s:,
k 4
'	 ..
-k,.....	 ...,	 ,..	 .... ..	 ..
... .....
.. .... ^. 	 . ^,... ^




-•4 -27. 13. RAMS
4.3 4.3 2.2 18. 13. SIGS
5.4 6.5 -1.0 -23. -34. RANL
5.7 6.3 2.8 27. 17. SILL
3.8 5.3 -1.5 -50. -21. RANT
7.1 7.6 3.6 32. 21. SIGT
60.00 28.45 80.53 .230E+02 .320E-03 251. -56. 19. .233E-•02--.32-8E-03- -246. ---15. --	 T. 1.5 -.5 1.62
0 2.42 4.5% -1.9% 3.7% 7.3X -3.7% 4.8 4.9 -.1 SP
2.5 1.6 .3 4. 0. 080
3.0 1.9 .6 S. 1. HAG
-6.0 -3.6 -2.4 -17. 9. RAMS
4.2 4.1 2.2 16. 13. SIGS4.8 4.6 .2 -29. -22. RANL y
5.7 5.7 2.5 24. 14. SIGL
-1.2 1.0 -2.2 -46. -13. RANT
7.0 7.0 3.3 2t. 19. SIGT
58.00 28.45 80.53 .299E+02 .406E - 03 257. 51.- 20. .302E+02 .422E-03 249. -12. 18. 1.9 - .3 1.51
0 2.6X 3.9% -1.1% 3.62 7.9X -4.1% 4.7 4.6 .1 SP
2.3 1.8 .3 4. 1. OBO
2.8 2.1 .5 5. 1. HAG d
-5.3 -3.1 -2.2 -25. 16. RAMS
4.1 3.9 2.2 15. 12. SIGS4.0 5.1 -1.2 -41. -19. RANL
K.4 5.3 2.3 24. 13. SIGL
-1.3 2.0 -3.3 -67. -3. RANT
6.8 6.6 3.1 28. 18. SIGT
56.00 28.v5 80.53 .388E+02 .515E-03 263. 45. 21. .431Et02 .573E-03 - 262. -13. 27 2.0 -.2 1.54
0 3.2X 3.6% -.3% 1%.3X 15.2% -.62 4.6 4.3 .3 SP
^ 2.1 2.0 .2 3. 1. OBO
^p 2.6 2.3 .4 5. 1. HAG
-.9 .4 -1.4 -15. 29. RANS
3.9 3.8 2.1 14. 12. SIGS
9.5 6.6 .9 -46. -25. RANL
5.2 4.9 2.1 25. 11. SIGL
6.5 9.0 -.4 -61. 5. RANT
6.5 6.2 2.9 28. 17. SIGT
54.00 28 .45 60 . 53 .501E+02 . 652E -03 267. 42. 22. -531E+02 . 704E-03 264. 8. 26. 1 .8 -al 1.11
0 3.27 3.37 -.OX 9.52 11.5% -1.4X 4.5 4.0 .5 SP
2.1 2.2 .2 3. 1. 080
2.5 2.5 .3 5. 1. HAG
-2.7 -.3 -2.4 -9. 19. RAMS
3.8 3.6 2.0 14. 12. SIGS
_ 6.6 5.7 .8 -27. -16. RANL
5.0 4.7 1.9 25. 11. SIGL
3.9' 5.5 -1.6 -36. 3. RANT
6.3 5.9 2.7 28. 16. SIGT
52.00 28.45 80.53 .640E+02 .824E-03 271. 40. 23. .715E+02 .924E-03 271. 11. 35. 1.2 .0 .65
0 _	 2.a% 2.9%	 .,2%, 14.82 15.32 .1X 4.4 3.7 .7 SP
2.2 2.4 .1 3. 0. 080
2.5 2.6 .3 5. 1. NAG	 k
-1.1 1.8 -2.8 -8. 20. RAMS
3.6 3.5 1.8 13. 12. SIGS
10.3 7.7 2.6 -24. -8. RANL
4.9 4.6 1.7 26. 11. SIGL
9.3 9.5 -.2 -32. 12. RANT
6.1 5.7 2.5 29. 16. SIGT
50.00 26.45	 80.53 .811E#02 .103E-02	 275.	 41. 22. .661E+02 .113E-02 268.	 7. 32.	 .6	 .2 .17
0 __	 1.72 .5% __1.52 8.0X_
_	 9.72 -1..12 3.5 2.6 .9 SP
a2.3 2.6 .1 2. -0. 060
1
2.6 2.6 .2 4. 2. MAG
-4.5 .9 -5.4 -23. 15. BANS 4
3.5 3.4 1.6 12. il. SIGS
8.2 5.5 2.8 -13. -6. RANL
4.7 4.5 1.6 26. 12. SIGL
3.8 6.4 -2.6 -36. 9 " RANT
5.9 5.6 2.3 29. 16., SIGT
48.00 29.45 80.53 .103E+03 132E-02 273. 43. 21. .108E+03 .138E=02 274. 24. 20. -- .2 .3 -.15
0 1.1% .0% 1.0X 5.8% 4.8% LOX 2.!6 1.5 1.0 SP
2.4 2.5 .3 1. -0. 000
2.5 2.5 .4 4. 1. NAG
-4.5 -1.3 -3.3 -8. 6. RAGS 1
- 3.3 3.2. 1.7 11. 11. SIGS
_ 6.8 3.5 3.3 -12. -r. RANL
4.6 4.3 1.7 25. 11. SIGL
2.3 2.2 .1 -20. -1. RANT
5.6 5.4 2.4 28. 15. SIGT
46.00 28.45 80.93 ..2E+03 .168E-02 272. 44. 20: .136E+03 .177E-02 268. 3. 27. -.1 .4 -.42
0 .3% -2.0% 2.0% 3.6X 3.2% .4X 1.6 .3 1.2 SP
_
2.4 2.4 .5 -0. -1. 080 a
2.5 2.4 .7 3. 1. HAG
-3.2 -.5 -2.7 -3. 17. RANS
3.1 3.0 1.7 11. 10. SIGS
4.1 3.4 .7 -38. -9. RANL
4.4 4.2 1.8 25. 10. SIGL
.9 2.9 -2.0 -41. T. RANT
(1 5.4 5.1 2.5 27. 14. SIGT
I 44.40 26.45 '80.53 .168E+03 .216E -02 269. 46. 19. .168E+03 .219E-02 267. 17. 25. -.3 .6 -.53
I
'p





 -.9X -3.1X _ 2.2%_ .7 -.8 1.4 SP
2.4 2.1 .7 -1. -1. 000
a _ _ 2.4 2.1 .8 3. 1. NAG
-4.5 -2.4 -2.2 -3. 16. RANS
2.9 2.8 1.8 10. 9. SIGS
-	
--.__ 2.2 1.5 .7 -24. -10. RANL
4.2 3.9 1.9 24. 10. SIGL
.2 .3 -.6 -1.5 -28. 6. RANT
5.1 4.8 2.6 26. 13. SIGT
42'.UO 28.45 8G.53 .218E+03 .286E-02 264. 43. 19. .216E+03 .287E-02 262. 23. 27. .0 .5 -.33
0 -1.-OX -4.5% 3.3% -1.9% -4.1% 2.2% _. 1.3 -.0 1.3 SP
2.2 1.6 .7 -3. -1. 000
2.2 1.8 .8 4. 1. MAG
-8.1 -3.3 -4.8 -4. 11. RANS
2.7 2.6 1.8 9. S. SIGS
.
_
5.1 2.0 3.a -13. -2. RANL
4.0 3.5 2.0 22. 9. SIGL
-3.0 -1.3 -1.7 -17. 9. RANT
4.8 4.3 2.7 24. 12. SIGT
40.00 28.45 80.53 .279E+03 .373E-02 260. 42. 18. .289E+03 .382E-02 263. 26. 17. a1 .6 -.35
0 _ -3.02 -6.7X 3.BX .62 -4.32 5.12 .7 -.8 1.4 SP
2.1 1.4 .6 -5. -2. 080
2.1 1.4 .8 5. 2. NAG
-2.1 -1.5 -.6 4. 6. RANS
2.6 2.3 i.e 8. 7. SIGS ...
'3.6 2.6 1.1 -16. -5. RANI
3.7 3.1 2.1 20. 6. SIGL_
1.6 1.1 .5 -12. 1. RANT








-671% 2.9% 1.0X -2.7X_ 3.8%
.2	 -.9 1.1 SP
1.8	 1.2 .6 -7. -1. 080
1. a	 1.2 .8 7. 1. NAG
-1.5 -1.5 -.0 -0. 10. RAMS
2.3	 2.2 1.9 8. 7. SIGS
4.0	 3.9 .1 -1E. 1. RANL	 r
3.4
	 2.9 2.0 19. 8. SIGL
2.5	 2.4 .1 -15. 11. RANT
4.2	 3.6 2.8 20. 10. SIGT
36.00 28w5 80.53 .477E+03 .661E-OE 244. 32. 11. .512E*03 .702E-02 255. 10. 10. 2.2 .6 .07	 yl0 4.3% -6.2% 2.0% 2.7% -3.2Z 6.4%
_
-.3 -1.3 .8 SP
1.6	 1.0 .8 -9. -1. OBO
1.6
	 1.0 .9 9. 1. NAG
.7 -1.8 2.5 2. 0. RAMS	 r2.1	 2.2 1.9 7. 7. SIGS
4.9	 4.0 .9 -15. -0. RANL






	 3.4 2.7 19. 10. SIGT




-.8 -1.2 .5 SP
1.3	 .7 .9 -9. -1. 080
1.3	 .8 .9 10. 1. NAG











2.8	 2.5 1.6 16. 7. SIGL
C] J 4.0	 3.0 .9 -15. 10. RANT
3.4	 3.2 2.6 17. 9. SIGT
F-+ 32.00 26.45 80.53 .833E+03 .125E-01 233. 22. 5. ,841E+03 .126E-01 .234. 14. 6. --2.4 - :6 -.040
-6.3% -8.1% 2.2X
-5.4% -7.1# 2.5%
-1.2 -1.4 .2 SP
1.0	 .5 .9 -9. -1. 080
1.0	 .7 .9 10. 1. HAG
-2.0	 -.9 -1.1 10. 3. RAMS
1.8	 1.9 1.8 6. 5. SIGS
2.0	 1.5 .5 -9. -1. RANL
2.5	 2.3 1.7 14. 6. SIGL
-.'0	 .6 -.6 1. 2. RANT
3.1	 3.0 2.4 15. 8. SIGT
36.00'_ 26.45.- 80.5'- ..1iOE+04..169E




-1.7 -1.5 -.1 SP
w8	 .2 1.0 -8. -1. 080
.9	 .5 1.0 10. 1. MAG
-.1 -1.2 1.0 10. -3. RAMS
1.6
	 1.8 1.7 5. 4. SIGS
_
2.9
	 1.9 1.0 -4. -1. RANL
2.2	 2.1 1.5 12. 4. SIGL
2.8	 .7 2.1 5. -3. RANT
2.7	 :2.8 2.3 13. 6. SIGT
28.00 28.45 86.53 .151E+04 .235E-01 225. 16. 1- .151E+04 .2;OE-O3 231. 19. =3. 1.4 .5
-.080
-6.42 -6.2% .11
-6.3Z fS.3Z 2.7Z 0.0	 0.0 0.0 SP k
.5__ -.2
.9 -6. -1. 080
.6	 .6 1.0 9. 1. MAG
-1.1 -2.7 1.7 3. -3. RAMS
1.5	 1.6 1.5 4. 3. SIGS
_
.7	 .7 -.0 6. -0. RANL
2.0	 1.9 1.4 11. 4. SIGL
-.4 -2.0 1.7 9. -3. RANT	 t
2.5 2.4 2.1 12. S. SIGT
26.00 28.45 80.53 .201E+04 .32aE-01 220. 14. 1. .210E+04 .319E-01 229. 16. 4. 1.3 .3 -,IS0 -5.3X -4.3x -1.OX -4.2X -6.9Z 3. OX 0.0 0.0 0.0 SP
.2 --6 .9 -5. -1. 000
.4 -7 -9 0. 1. NAG
.7 -1.5 2.3 7. 2. RANS
1.3 1.3 1.3 4. 3. SIGS
}
.2 -.6 .8 -1. 2. RANL
1.0 1.6 1.3 10. 3. SIGL
.9 -2.1 3.0 7. 4. RANT
2.2 2.0 1.9 10. 4. SIGT
24.40 28.45 60.53 .L84E+04 .457E-01 216. 11. 0. .285E+04 .450E-01 221. 7. 1. 1.1 .3
-.03
0 --- -4.6X' -2.-52 -1.91. -4.0% -4.O.X _ .2X: _ 0..0 0.0 0.0 SP
.1 -.7 .0 -3.
-1. 000
.3 .7 .9 7. 1. NAG
.2 -.2 .3 0. 2. RANS
.5 .6 -6 3. 3. SIGS
.3 -.7 1.0 -1. -1. RANL
,,.6 .7 .6 8. 3. 3IGL
.5 -.9 1.3 -1. 1. RANT
.a .9 .8 9. 4. SIGT
22.00 24.45 80.53 .391E+04 .643E-01 212. 8. 0..388E+04 .636E-01 213. 7. -3. -.1 -.0 .000 -	 --- -	 -- - -3.5X -.3X -3.21 _
-4.1Z -1.4X -2.7X_ 6.0 .0.0 0.0 SP
.1 -.5 .7 -0. -1. 000
.2 .6 .7 6. 1. NAG
.0 -.2 .2 3. 1. RAMS
C3 -.8 -.4 -.5 -4. -4. R4NLs
.6 .7 .5 8- 3. SILL
N -.5 -.2 -1. -3. RANT
.7 1.0 .a 9. 5. SIGT
26.00 28.45 80.53 .545E+04 .914E-0: 207. 16. 3. .543E+04 .912E-01 208. 6. •3. -1.6 -.3 -.000 -1.5% 2.8X
-4.2X -1.1X 2.6X --4.12 0.0 0.0 0.0 SP
.1 -.3 .6 2. -0. 000
.2 .5 .6 S. 1. NAG j
-.9 -.6 -.3 0. 1. RAMS
.7 .5 3. 3. SIGS
.6 .7 -.2 -12. -6. RANL
.6 .9 .5 8. 4. SILL
-.3 ,1 -.5 -11. -5. RANT
.7 1.1 .0 a. S. SIGT
18.00' 26.45 80.53 .759E+04 .129E+00 205. 19. 4. .758E+04 .128E+00 206. 12. -1. -3.3 -.4' -.070 --- -.3X 6.0% -5.4X _ .2X 5.6% -5.1X 0.0 0.0 0.0 SP
.1 -.3 .5 2. -0. 080
.2 .4 .5 4. 0. NAG
-.3 -.5 .2 2. 3. RAMS
_
.5 .9 .6 3. 5. SIGS
.1 .4 -.3 -11. -8. RANL
.6 1.0 .6 S. 5. SIGL
-.2 -.1 -.1 -9. -4. RANT
.8 1.3 .8 9. F. SIGT
16.00 _-28.45, 80.53
-
.107E+05 .183E+00 204. 30. J. .108E+05 .1a1EN0 207. 16. -15. -4.1 -.3
--.090 3.51 9.8% -5.8% 3.92 8.8Z -4.5X _ 0.0 0.0 0.0 P
.1 -.2 .4 2- -0- Bo
.1 .3 .4 3. 0. AG
--5 -1.2 .7 2. -8. R NS
.6 1.1 .7 3. 6. S GS
.9 .6 .3 -38. -10. RA L
_. r
1^4
SNrb •9- -T- £'	f•- 0'-
9rw 'o	•0	0.0 0.0 0.0
080 •0	-0	0.0 0.0 _ 0•0
dS	0.0 0.0 0.0	X9•t	%S'T	X1.2	X£•f X*'T	X6.1	! '
121	C'	S'£ •2-	•4T	1212 99+31091' SO+3629• It	'27	1112 00+3000• 50+3929• f5'09 54.02 00.4
19I5 •OT -TT 0'T 0'T 6•
INra 19T- *IT- III- t-	##'I- Isis '9	
101 L•	1•	L•
1Nrb -9- 'LT- 4•- 2•- 9'' S9Is 19	•f	L•	1•	S.
Y	SNrb -6- •0	£•T- 5•	9•=
9rw •0	10	0.0 0.O 0.0
080 -0	.0	0.0 0.0 0.0
ds
	
0.0 0.0 0.0	X0.2	X91-	X41'T%9•2	X61-	X6•Z	0 L2•
	£•	9•9- •tl	'f_
	
-*52 00+3959-1-60+361*' It	'02	1652 OO+3h59__SOs39E4- £5'09 SR•92 00'9
19IS •ZT 'CT T•T TIT 0'T
1Nra •ZT- -C2- 5•-0•- S'-
l9IS •6	•21 91	9•	0•




SNra .2- .*- C'- 0'= *•-
9rw •0	•0	0'0 0.0 0'0




i	9h'	2:-	6.•C •6 --'t	't42 00+3925-- 50+369f' •t'92	**412-00+3625' S0+301?• £5.09 5k'02 004	-
19Is 'hT 151 TIT f•T T•T
1NVb •h- •TZ- TIT 1-	9'T
l9IS *OT •4T Q•	O•T 6•
	
lNra •0-'9T- 91	*'T 0.2 SSIS -6	
•5
	Q.	6-	L.
SNra *- •5- 5' L•-Z'-	U
9rw •0	•0	0.0 0.0 010
080 •0	'0	0.0 0.0 0.0
d5	010 0.0 0.0	X2-*	X5.2	XQ•9	/.0•f	%Q•T	%Q-t	0
9T•	2•	6*9 '2-	'TT	•t22 00+3h29t• 50+3t9Z' It	at	'OfZ 00+372*• SO+3912' WOO S41•92 00.07
19Is •2T -CT TIT 5-T T•7
1Nr4 •5T- •91- £'2- 0'2 V-
Isis '6 'CT L• T'T 6•








dS	0.0 0.0 0.0	X6-T- X2.1	X£15	Xf•	X2.5	Y.5.5	0
10'	T' 942 62T- 'T2 '£TZ 00+35tt' 50*3*02•-'£	'Sr •LT2 00+39Zf' 60,0SOV f5'OQ SA"•Q2 CO.2T
Isis -TT '27 0'7 LIT T-T
1Nra -6- -LT- £•	
9•-C•- Isis •Q	'TT L•	t-T 6•
1Nra :OT- •TT• 2•	9•	9•
S9IS •I	•h	L•	T•S L•.





dS	0.0 0.0 0.0	Xf•Z	X4-L	%Q-y	_	X6.2- XT-Q	X0.5	0
*0'-	T•- T•T- •9-	•22	•2T2 00+35*2' 69+36*T' M	-1t	•072 06+39*2' SO+364T- £5'09 Sh'QZ 00'47
19IS 66	=ST 6'	9'T 6.
iNra •9T- '9T- 0'1 L•- h•
19IS It 111 91 VT 1•
A9w' ':' .	 z:.; .... w.k'^",^.r-'»`_^- .....:.-t„..,_ ._.v.
	




.5 .6 .7 3. 5. SIG:
.2 .2 .0 3. 1. RANL
.6 .7 .7 9. 6. SIGL
.2 -.1 .3 2. -5. RANT
.7 .9 1.0 9. 8.








+0 0.0 0.0 0.0 SP
0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0. 080
0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0. MAG
.2 -.6 .8 -3. -3. BANS
.4 .8 .8 2. 4. SIGS J
.3 -.0 .3 2. 3. RANL i
.5 .8 .8 7. 5. SIGL
.5 -.6 1.1 -1. 0. RANT
.6 1.1 1.2 7. 7. SIGT ggf	 P
0.00	 28.45	 80.53 .102E+06- .123E+01 288.	 -3. 0. .102E#06 .124E+01 288.	 -6.	 S. 56	 1.4 .140 .BBC .7% .17. 1.10 1.20 -.SL 0.0 0.0 0.0 SP
0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0. 080
0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0. MAG
-.6 -.0 -.5 0. 1. RANS a
.3 1.4 1.4 1. 3. SIGS
'
-
.9 .5 .3 -3. 4. RANL
.4 1.4 1.4 5. 4. SIGL
.3 .5 -.2 -3. 5. RANT






.. -^ ' ♦iYrYa_ .ads..:..evaw•>... .e:... .	 .wa....d.u.,..
y
®....._..ur'ri..uw.ea.- :.:..e..3r..^	 r..... ' 	 • ..
APPENDIX D •- PROFILE PROGRAM LISTING
Following is a listing of the Global Reference Atmospheric Model
(GRAM) - Mod 2. Sequence numbers containing a three character subroutine
' 	 code and a five digit number appear on the right of the printout.
Ww 1	
•	 f	 {	 y s	 S	 f!
S! ., r1,1	 :+JJJj T	 A7JQQIQQ
C	 c 	 C	 '1^J 	 25)9u(1r.=E).T(:5s=5)9SP(1E,26)	 A 0 J CMGCC
%.tiJ ^t =. ^).ST(iorZ6) •i:U:•OUc•HS	 ADJi:'03CC	 1
'Ctt^fl J/_`'GJ Jr1/G(c^• 1, - ( b). X 	 ), KIUINT	 ADJO040C
')`?(L^), UCol. VC 2 ,:,	 WC ?S 	 U 2)• V126)•	 l.D.j005GC
^ y (^)	 ADJGioCC
C	 t, 1!N= T^;^!y^	 AOJ6J7C1
C	 HS 1 TNT S'J
	 ^^.^4C	 L- VEL
	
AJJ66MCC




k J = u,c	 -	 ADJ01,4001C 
	 .L	 .) HS.+ = u.	 ADJC'15CC




t.=L r	 ADJ02000T T . = =f	 AOJ021CC
CC( I 
	
(;F (KJUNT. l •) )	 AQJ022C0VC(' ) = SORT (SD(KJ( I NT, 1))	 ADJO23CE
WC(..)=SQRT(ST(KOUNT,1))	 ADJ02400
00 5 I= J.J,N	 ADJ025CC
UC(I)=S0kT(-3P(KJ'1,JT,1)) 	 ADJ026CC
VC(I) SC = T(S0(KJUNT, Z))	 ADJO27CC
rt( (I) =Sn :^T(ST(KO?JNT, I) I	 ADJ ^2901CADJE2900	 ^ y
h	 b	 ftiF=^I+_	 AUJO30CC
iv C.	 SE TS U a 	3; AT'J^c- FACTOPS	 AO J03100
P ('( ) =5„2.` ( FLOAT (INT (°4 SJ+1.)) -HA	 CCf4ST*T(KOUNT 9 1))	 ADJU320C	 12 0
r O(i)=S GG.*( FLOAT(INT( ,iSJ+ i. ))-`I-S)/(CONST*T(KGUNTrJJ)) AJJ03"'GC ►^
 I = JJ. "1M	 ADJ0340C
_C =+1 	 ADJC3500	 f' r^
00 (I)	 ./(C0N3T^*T(KC')NT•I)) 	 ADJO3600E;	 15 CiG(I) 5+_u./(C3NS T*T(K0 I )NT, I F ))	 ADJO37CC
rM-;^ AD1039C0
KI
J TO 5 p	 ADJ0380
=	 =	
F-'J0 4 0 C
00 	 ADJ041GO
U(i) =UC(I)*! IC(l) 	 ADJ0420C
V(11 =VC (I) P VC ( I I	 ADJn430V
W (I) =-q C (I) *WC (I)	 ADJ04400
14 CONTINUc	 ADJO4560







CG A (I. J) =..	 ADJu49CC
C.....SlJS ) L Cn_FFICicNTS	
ADJC50EE
b o 71: i = 1.	 ADJO520C
IF(I.GT._.&`ID.I,LT.JJ) GO TO 35 	 ADJG53uC
aW=l ./S'O (KO'JAT.1)	 ADJ:L24C=M; = :. /SC (Kul'"JT, I I	 ADJ05:tC












_p15nrOV	•, • • •J
OOLOTrovS?il"A
	























509B Orcy(N n/ IW;1l C^; * t ?I l x- l!v) A) i
	
)5= 1 ,) ::;►	G aosir- ov(N,tb/ItWlv)UQ-•t):tzl)X-li^)IF)1^t^C=(y)J,i
JOh63rcv(r4 411Nfir?>) iS/ •'=t.7
OOTSOrOV= (MJ/tx^t?)F')1?^JS	(:)JM






































































S w_ L — U%T,Z)	 ADJ215CC
Cv ^T(KJ^!^T,i)	 A9JIlECI	 aADJI7CD
rI + ^h +c;q+J,.!
	 DJ118CC;
ADJilgop
CG = (A 1taV-A'1-.F)/DIV	 ADJ120CC
^; r.i'-CC	 A,J	 ADJI21CC
ADJ122CG
j- - ^• ^04 F C	 AUJ12?CG
GC'_rO 5L
CC =(A - 11 ld+ A `1--z F) / Cl V
A'J-CO:;,*A:r
NV="V+COc*?r:
Gl "(r b 4
b^ CC	 bU+AV+AM
j.F(r(, <,CT.u.) GV TO EF








1 cl IF ( ITL	 1. I OR (KMf.X.MF.") 1 GC TO 10O T O 1? 2
-_F+1
IFtiT=?.1=."'A'XIT) -GC TO 12
1_3 IF	 GO TO 99q
I +`















C.,....C! CCUL i 	TNc i J =Y2-CT G VA.RLGNC-S
0 9 0 CC. '.L1^ I	 ^1







....0 ..v Via.._. #fu; -._..^_. ^	 ....v.s,w.4^ir	 ..	 _.....e..^^_
sSUBPOUTINE CHECK' 7CO M"'S ON/CHK/ a (.,f,3), ^:HO(-^r4, 2) ,10(2-1
COMMON/WINC0M/pGH,FC0RY,0X5,DY5






IF( NG(1).^	 .4t^0.N0(2)_:.13 n.	 _I.	 GO	 TO	 100.0	
--00 64	 KL=1--
IF	 (NO(KL).P-0.0)
	 GO	 TO 640
450 CONTINU=
NNR=L*N^








OP	 =	 P(I1,J1,2)	 -	 P(Ii,Jl,l)IF	 (OP)	 5109520+510
f 51: SH3 = A9S(P(I1,J1,2)/00)52-0= 0 p = P(I1.J192)
	 -	 P(I1•J193)
IF	 (CP)	 530,54u.530
530 SH2	 =	 AuS(P(I1,J1,2)/JP)
540 IF(SHi.LT.4.6.OR * SH2.LT.4.U)	 GO TO
	 640








































SUBROUTINE	 COKLAT(A,3 9 C,D,	 ,F,G,H,AI,AJ,AK,S'Pl,SP2 9 SDI,SCC,STig COROOICG
1	 ST_sSUi,SU2,SV1,SV2,UD i1^.^OC,V01,V0Zs' D,? T,RV) COR00200
.GT..)	 GO	 TO	 5IFtSDl*ST1*SD2*S'i2 	 t) COR0030C
C.....OEFAULT	 VALU E S
	
AVJIO	 GIVISICN	 3Y ZE c O COR004EC
IF(SD1.LE.O.)
	
S91 = 0.061	 _ COR03500
IF(STI.LE.O.)	 STi=C.JG1 COR006CO
IF(SD2.L=.0.)	 S32=6.001 COR607CP
-IF(ST2.LE.0.)	 ST2=G.GG 4. COR608G0	 .
5	 CONTINUt	 _ CORGO900
IF(APS(TO1).L=.d.)	 TDl	 =	 C.i,j: CORGIOCL•IF	 (ABS (UDI) .L = .,i.)	 UD1	 =	 ue C-L1 CORCi11CC
IF	 (A8S(VC-).LE.0.)	 Vol	 =	 0.001 COR012CO
IF	 (ABS(SU1).Lc.0-)	 SU1	 =	 0.001 CORC13C0
IF	 (ABS(SV1).LE.O.)	 ^V1	 =	 0.O01 COR01400
IF	 (l.?S(U 1)11.GE. 1.)	 UD1	 =	 0.99*UDl/43S(UDl) COR0150C
' IF	 ( 1 8S(V01).VE.1.)	 VD1	 =	 0.99*VD1/A9S(V01) COR016L0
A=?C*SD2/SC1 COR0170C
P=SCL*SOR T (1-RD*2D) COR018CO
^. Tb2=(3P2*SP2-3D2*S02-S'2*ST2)/(2*SC2*ST2) COR01900
T01=(SPI*SPi-SUi*SDI-STi*ST1)/(2*SCI*ST1) CORD2000




E=	 ST2*ST2-C*C*STi*ST1-C*C*302*S72-2*C*D*RT*TCI*STI* SC2 COR02500
IF(r.GE.0.)	 GO	 TO	 10	 _	 _, COR02600E =J . COR027001C_	 E =S	 RT(=) COR028CE
r F=(SU2/SU1)*(RV-R.D*UO2*U0.1)/(i — RO*RJ*U g l ,*UO1) COR0290C
G=(;V*SU2-F*SU1)/(RD*UD1*SD2) COR03060
' v !a=	 SU2*SU2-F*F*SU1*SUi-G*G*SO2*-3 Q2-2*F*G*RD*UD1*SO2 *Sl)1 COR0310C
IF(H.G_.0.)	 GO	 TO	 15 COR6320C
E N=O. COR033G0	 j15 H =SORT ( H) COR034CC	 l
K al= sv2/svi)*cRV-RDzvo2 *vo ±) /c1-ea*RD*VOi*voi) COR035CC
AJ=(RV*SV2-AI*SV1)/(4D*VD1*SD2)__ _	 COR036CC
AK=	 SV2*SV2- 41 *AI*SVl*SV1-AJ*AJ*SC2*SD2-2*AI*AJ*RO*Vttl*Su[`SV CORfi3700
IF(AK.GE.O.)




EMD	 _	 _ COR64260
s
S I Jc1,oUT I NI F	 a-I ^E_r)_( N.)_ Dl a u 0i-00
C A(19J)=01 AG.	 T=?MS,	 I=	 04!	 rl0	 J=DIAG.	 NO. DIA00200
C B(I)=RIGHT 	 SIO=	 TERMS DIAGO300
C N= N3.	 of	 ::; O+JS OIA0040C




	 OF	 D14GS.	 _ _ DIA0060C
c X(I)=SOLUTION! DIA007CO
COMMON /AOJCOM /A(26931,	 8(26)9	 X(26) DIAOOSCC
!c	 =	 1 DIA0090C
=K +i OIAu10CC# CC	 ?C	 L = i,r) OIA01106
ALM=A (L, M) DIA0120C
A (L,M1 = 1. DIAC13CC'
IF(L. c-9.N)	 ,O TO	 15 DIA0440C
I2 = '''I !v^ (K.r) — !) OIAG15t0 ,.k
PC	 i^	 I = 1^I^ DIA0166C
r,	 i =rs +I OIA0170C
10 A(L,r`I)=4(I.,MPI)/ALM DIA01800
15 9 (L) = 3(L)/ALM DIA0190C?F(L.E0 * N)	 GO TO	 N- DIA02000
no	 G5	 1=1912 nA02106
L E I=L+I DIA022Ct
FACT=A(LPI,M-I) OIAG23C0
r10 	 2G	 J = 19 I? DIA02400
MJi = M+J-I OIA02500 120 A (L O 1 9 14JI) =A (L°I,MJI) -A(L,r(+J1 ` F ACT DIA026CO
25 3(L°I)=D(LPI)-3(L)+FACT OIA027CE CC) rjTTNU E OIA02e00
X0N)-a(N) OIA02900p -Nr:- r: —i 	
_ DIA630GG
00 5C	 L = 1 , ") M 1 DIA03:CC
NML = N — L DIIA 032CO
S1!M=C. OIA03300
Ic-MINO ( K,L) DIA03400
DC	 -:C	 I = :9I2 DIA035CC
it SUM= S l )t1+A ( NML, M +I) *X (NML+T) DIA03600









' aC.l{^fwWW. —'•- 	 "'...aWM.kYV Wh.:r.!xsi	 •..	 io®.aa...	 ..ms.exi._.r:s+t.^+	 ...r leN^aaY.u44v..rew.Y.: .1erLi.'—uLYw... I:.n..:..^... ..1sa...
fi
SL3KOUTIN^	 FAIR	 ( D G•	 0 17, 9	TG,	 c J•	 CJ,	 T.),	 IH,	 P,	 u,	 T, FAI00100





C.....Ft'IRS 3LThE N GM-OVES	 AND JACCHIA	 VALU=S 9iu LZ HEIGHT LE 115 KM FAICO3CC
CI .1= r SION	 CZ (6) FAI004CC
C. ..,,FAIRING VAL I IES FAI00560
0A7'	 rZu• ^. a;'^5C ?5•G,ca5i, 35r^. ;54915^0.G ^549^. 	 ;u.	 / FAI0:06L0
C HCI J - T	 INDEX _. FAI3j700
I	 = (I1	 -	 P5)/5 FAIC 08CC
C GkOVES :FAIRZING	 COO-FFZCIENT FAI009CO
CZI	 =	 CZ ('&) FA IJ 10 C:
'	 C JACCNIA	 FAIRING	 COEFFICIENT FAU1100
SZI	 =	 1.	 CZZ FAI012CO
-C FAINEO TcN p ERAT'JPt FAI013LO
T = TG*CZI + TJ*SZI FAI014CO
C F4I-"_0	 F-?rSSU?E FAIC1500
P	 'X°(ALOG(P(-,)*CZ_I	 +	 ALOG(Pj-)*SZ-I-1 FAI016CE
C fAI	 C DENSITY FAIG1700
0 = ^AP(ALOG (OG) *CZI	 +	 ALoG (CJ)*SZ_II FAIC1800
DPX = J PXJ FAI0190C
C CF/O'Y	 FOR	 GEOST :d,OPHIC	 'BINDS FAIO200C
OPY=DPYG*CZI+OPYJ*SZI FAIO2I00
CTX = PTXJ FAIG220C
C CT/CY	 FOP TH-PMAL WINCS FAID2300








SUq -- CUTINc	 G.:_v40 GEN0010CC....	 TSS	 NG'.	 =	 4 OR	 Ic 40	 Pt::FILcS	 -3 ,D,T	 AND	 SIGMAS	 SasSD•ST AT GENGi120C
C	 GMIJ	 OF	 LITITUDcS	 AND	 LJ'vGIT- J'C -E`S GLAT,GLON.	 CURRENT	 LATITUOE• GENOQ300
C	 iU!iGITUDE=:LAT•CLON.	 PkE'JIOUS LATITUDE,LONGITUOE = PLAT, F LON. GENO U^1 40C
C01MC'J/C4/GLAT(1c) •GLON(1E1 , rJG. °ll E•2c1 •Dt16,co1,T(lb •[61. GEN005CCco(y.^^^c
	
,S^(1^•26),ST(1E,23),'LON•CL0N 9 H3 G-N O060C
CO M NCTI/IJ T =MP/IJT_Mi•IOTEN2•IUG•NMCDP,CD,X.IJD,PLAT,CLAT, GEN007C0
27	 ^.SAMc, OI, p Ul•?Ti•SP1•SD1,ST1,RU1,RV1•SU1 ,SV1, GEN00800
I MN,IDA,IYP,A1,PHIIR,THET!R•G•RlgZgDHI:e*THETR,FJC,FIO,3,AP9 GEN009CC
I	 I`Iii•MINONMOR_,JX,HL,VL, OZ,E•_ p S•IOP°,LOOK, DUMMY (2C) GENC10G0
COM M ON/ F J T COM/IJ49tIONTH,I0 3R9PG(18 9 19),TG(18919) 9 0G(18,19), GEN01100
1	 PS°(A,1u,12),D SP(9,10,12)•TSP(A910912) GEN012CO
2, PA9(17,519DAQ(1795),TAQ(1795), GEN013003Pt)9('7.5),DOD(i7,5),TDD(17,5), a R(20,1C),DR(20,1O),TR(20,10), GE"NJ14C0
4UAD( 17. 5).VAS( 17. 5)• IJCD(17,),VDQ(1^•51•UR(25,iJ),V4(25,10)• GENO1500
5F'(', D:?, T9, UQg V ), ° JA,D )A, TQA, UA, VA, I0 0 9 GENO1000
•	 • PLP( 25._^),DL D (25,10),TL°(?5•:01,ULP(25.1U),VLP(25,1C),UDL(2i, GEN01700
:u'1,VOL(' y .l^),UOS(25,101,V^S(^5,101 GEN0180C
CO!1MON/A0JCOM/DI)M(I -,'	 •KOLINT GEN0190C
LOOK =t GENO2000
F =	 0.01745329: GENO210C
N 	 15 GENO220C
EX
	
PLON —	 CLO`J GENG2300
C•...LG'lGIT1J0-	 DISPLACEMi.NT FROM PFEVICUS TD CURRENT POSITION GENO2400
OY = CLAT — PLAT	 _ GENO2500
C....'.LATITUOE CISPLAUcMENT FROM 	 PREVIOUS TO CURRENT FOSITICN GENO260C
IF	 (DY)	 Z0010.?9 GENG27CE
10	 Ic-	 (rX1	 i	 912.i5 GENO28CO
+2	 w	 =	 0
'
GENO29CCCO TO 4 L GENO3060
_- 15	 '; ;avT	 186.	 +	 SIGN( 31 . • DX) GENO3100
G^	 T,	 zC. GENO320C
;C 	 THE TA 	 _	 ATAN( I)X/DY1/F GENO3300
F	 (OY^G!.C.)	 TH=TM	 =	 THETA	 +	 13C GENO340C
-I'F	 '(TFETA.LT.U.)	 THETA	 =	 THETA	 +	 363	 _	 _ GENO3500
C.:...'N=TA	 = AZIMUTH	 ANGLE OF TR AJECTORY• USED	 TO ORIENT LAT-LCN GRID GENO360D
30	 K	 =	 INT((THETA	 +	 07.5)/45.1	 __ GENO370C
C	 Zr.LFX	 USEC	 I 1. 1 COMPUTED GO	 TO	 FOR	 Ili	 THRU 180 G_ NO3800
IF	 (K.GT. 0 1	 K =K - 3 GENO3900
C	 FORTH	 POLAR G g ID	 _ GEN0400C
F	 (CLAT.GT.75. D oAND.K.GE.3.ANO.K.L = .7)GO	 TO	 200 GEN0410C
C	 SOUTH QOLAR G?IJ GEN0420C
IF	 (CLAT.LT.-75.0.ANO.(K.CE97.OR.K.LE.3))GO	 TO	 20C GCN0430C
C.....INITIAL	 ESTIMATE OFEFER NCE LATITUDE	 (LOWER LEFT GRID POINT) GCNO4400
40	 NATO	 =	 5^INT(CLAT/5.) GEN04500
IF	 (CLAT.LT.C.)	 LATu	 = LATO	 -	 5 GEN0460C
C.....INITI P L	 FSTIMAT:*	 JF	 REFERENCE	 LONGITUC_	 (LOWER LEFT	 GRID	 POINT) GEN04700
st.CNu = 5*INT(CL.ON/5•) GEN04800
C....,AI'JUSTS -ATCg LONO	 ACCORDING	 TO JIFCCTION OF TRAJECTORY AZIMUTH GEN049GC
IF	 (K.GT.C)	 GJ	 TO	 100 GEN05000
LATO	 =	 LA T O	 — 5 GEN0510C
LONO=	 LONL,	 10 GENG52CC
60	 TC	 i90 G=N05300
iCC	 GO	 TO	 (110912J,13,i914G•15Gv164j 9 17Gv190)9K GEN05400
110	 LATO	 = LATO-1i GEN05500
LONO	 =	 LONu	 + 10 GEN056CO
4	
_
r. r, TC1^ C 	 GEN0570C12r. L4Tu	 LATa-:^
	 GEN05eGC
LONj = LONG+13 GEN05900
GO TO
	 19% GEN06000
17? LAT)	 =	 LA T O-5 GEN06100
LG'lC
	 =	 LO`,'0+15
GO GP N062 0To	 190
140 LUNG
	 = LONG+1; GEN064CCGO	 TC	 _91± GEN06500
15n LC "+6	 =	 LO" 0+ i J GEN06600
GC To 190 GEN06700
160 LONG = LON6+5 G=N0680C
GO TO 190 GENE6960
170 LAT'j	 =	 LATC-5 GEW000
LON!	 =	 LONu+S G:rN07iCO
GO TO 190 GEN07200190 LATC	 =	 LATO -1J GEN07300
LGNL'	 =	 LON0+5 GEN0740019C I F	 (LONC. r T.3661	 LONJ'= LCNJ	 —	 360 GEN07500
'. 00	 195
	
I =194	 _ GEN07600






+	 1.25*(J —I) GEN0790C
C••...LATITUDE,
	 LONGITUDE GRID AT 5 DEGREE INTERVALS GEN08000195 _GLJN(J)	 = LONO	 -	 5.	 *	 (I	 —	 1) GEN0810CGO TO 400 GENG82CO
C POLAR,	 SRIr GEN0830C
Z  N 	 =	 -4 GEN0840C
CO	 210	 J =193 GEN0850C,
rOLAR G*IO LATITOJES
	 1-8 =	 +75	 (N)	 OR -75	 ( N) GEN086CC
'. GLAT(J)	 =	 SIGN(75.9CLAT) GEN0870C
- 	 C.....FOLAF	 ERIC LONGITUDES 1-8 AT 45 0EG	 INTERVALS GEN08800
210 GLON(J)	 =	 45.*(J-1) GEN08900
C..--.POLAR GRID LATITUOc.
	
9	 = POLE	 +93	 OR - 90 GEN09000GLAT(9)	 =	 SIGN(9C.tCLAT) GEN09100C--...POLAP GRIC
	 LONGITUDE
	
9 =	 C GEN09200
GLON(9)	 = 	 0. GEN09300
C.....GENcPATES 1b PROFILES
	 (OR 9 PROFILES FOR P OLAR GR ID) GEN0940C
406 CALL GRI040 GEN0950C
DC	 6C.- 	I=19NG GEN096GC
C HECK =P (I.26)*O(I926)*T(I926)*SP(I+26)*SO(IT26)*ST(I * 26) GEN09706
C CHECK FOR ZERO DATA AT HEIGHT 25 GEN09800
IHV=26 GEN099000
SP,Z= SP(I,26) GENIOM
SOR=SD(I,26) GEN10100E STr2= ST(1926) GEN10260IF	 (CHcCK.GT.J.)	 GO	 T0,491 GE N10300
00	 420	 J1=1.25.1
"' J=cc—J1 GEN10400
` Ck_CK	 =	 PtI.J)	 *	 7(19J)	 *
	 T(19J)	 *	 3P(19J)	 SO(IsJ)	 ST(Iti) GEN106CC
C FINDS	 INCEX	 IHV OF HIGHEST HEIGHT 'WITH NO4-7_ERO DATA GEN10700
` IHV = J GEN108CO
IF	 (CHECK.GT.ti.)
	
GO	 TO	 440 GEN10900
'	 42C COVTINUc GEN11000
C HEIGHT	 = HEIGHT	 INDEX	 — 1 GEN11100440 Z	 =	 IHV	 -I- GEN11200
A
r




	 =	 S n (I, IHV) GENII4-00S0R=S0(I,IHV ► GEN11500




?T	 30	 KM FOR	 INTE RPOLATION, GEN11700
"
C	 OTtH_R41S	 JSj - 	GROVES
	 A T	 25 K:1	 _ -	 GE	 1180C 1IF	 (IHV.G^,21)	 GO	 TO	 *30










9 C.....AVOIOS	 INTER POLATION OF P,O,T	 IF ONLY SIGMAS
	 ARE ZERO GEN1250C
IE	 ((P(I.K)"D(I,K)}T(19K)).GT.09)
	 GO	 TO	 445H=K-: GEN1260S, GEN1270C.,...INTEF D JLA T ES BETWEEN 40 AT HEIGHT Z1 AND GROVES AT 25 TO FILL ' GE.N12E00
C	 IN	 MISSING DATA ^GEN129CC
CALL	 !kJTE=2(F(I,IHV),D(I,IHV),T(I,IHV),Z1,°2,D2,T2,25.,PH2OH,TH, H1G-Ni3000k P(1.K) =oH GENi31C0O(I.K)=GH GEN13200T(I,K)= TH EN133G0 A445	 SP(I,K)	 =	 SPR EN13400
IEN1350[SD(i,K)= SDR
C.....SLTS HISSING SIGMAS EQUAL TO SIGMAS AT HEIGHT Z1 EN136CO450
	 ST(I,K)=SI'R EN13700 ;GO TO 5GO EN13800
IEN13900C.....!VAL(!ATrS GROVES AT	 KM FOR INTFR°OLATIO y ANO FILL IN OFC	 ZF ^O DATA GEN14JOC480	 ri.LL
	
GT F_ Rc) (!O,G L A T( I),°2,02.T2,PG,DG.TG .CPY,DTY,DDP2Y) GEN1416CCALL
	 rDTUV(PSP,DSP,TSP,GLAT(I),GLON(T).30,Dp.nO,OT,OPX,OPY,OTX,OTYGEN14200
-+ C	 COMFUTE FERT'JRBATIONS TO GROVES M00=L GEN1430CN $	 ,0G2X,DP2Y,3jXY) GEN144COC.-....ADO STATIONARY PERTURBATIONS TO GROVES MODEL GEN14500Q Z 	 =	 02*(1.
	
+ OP) GEN146CO
I OZ	 =	 02	 (1.	 +	 OD) GEN1470CT2	 = T2+(1.	 + DT) G^N14800E
IH? =
	
IHV	 +	 i	 _	 _	 _ GEN14900
00 490	 K=IHP,25 GEN15000C.,...AVOICS	 INTERPOLATING	 P90 9 T	 IF ONLY SIGMAS ARE ZERO GEN1510C
IF	 ((o(I,K)*D(I,K)*T(I,Kl).GT.O,)
	 GO	 TO	 485	 ___ GEN15200
'




485 SP(I,K)	 = S p ' GEN16000
° SO(I,K)=SCP, GcN1610CC	 SET	 MISSING	 SIGMAS AT HEIGHT 1 GEN1620C
490	 ST(19K)	 =	 ST? GEN163CC
491
I ONTINUE	 — 1 GEN164CCG_N16500
DO 492 K=299 GEN16600IF	 (SP(I,K)	 -LE	 .	 0.)	 SP(I,K)	 =	 SP(1 9 11 GEN1670C
IF	 (SD(I,K)	 .Lc-	 0.)	 SI(I,K)=	 SO(191) GEN168CO
e
L.92 IF	 tST(I.K)	 .U-	 0.1	 ST(I,K)	 _' S1 ;r1 1 GEN1690.0.__
10 495 K=10.-TNT GEN17000
C...-..SETS
	




Ir	 (SP( 19K).L.. 0.l-.AND.'P(ItK).GT.-.)	 Sc(I,K)	 =	 SPF GEN1720C
'F	 (Sr(I,K) -L=.J.O.AN'*D(IgKl.(,T.u.)
	
S>(19K)	 =	 SQL GE N17300
495 I~	 ( ST(L9KI.L_.'?-O.AND.T(I,K).GT.0.)	 ST(I,KI	 =	 STh G_N27400560 cj	 = °(-,r ) GEN17500TA	 =	 T(1 9 1) GEN17600F	 =?87.05 GEN17700K	 =	 2 GEN1780C510 pa = 0 (190 GEN179CC
T 	 =	 T(I, K) GEN18000
TF	 ((P9*T6)	 .^T.	 u)	 G0 TO
	
526 GEN18100
K =	 K	 +	 i GEN18200 I
CC	 TO	 510 GEN1830C
520 IF	 (TA-T3)	 -61.	 5769	 55' GEN18401,
560 TZ	 =	 (TA - T9)	 /	 ALOG(TA/T9) GEN1850C
r,0 TO 575 GEN1960C57C T7,	 =	 T4 GEN1870C






GO	 TO	 573 GEN191CC
G"M=TB-T(T,K+1) GEN1920CIF(GAMI	 5 °c,590,532 GEN1930C
578 IF(TA-T9)	 56095J095PU GEN1940C
58i` GAM=(TA - T3)/(K -1-HS) IGEN1950058,2 KNI = K m +1 GEN19600
DC	 585	 J0=19KM191 GEN1976CJ=Jo-: GEN1980C
.^ TJ=TA-GA-M• (J-'iS) GEN1990C
CA) PJ=PA*(TJ/TA)**(G/(F*GAM*C*G O1)1 GEN20006tDJ=PJ/(P*TJ)	 __ GEN201CCP (I,JFi) =C J GEN202COD (19J+1) =CJ GEN203CC5c5 T(I,J+1) = TJ GEN20400
GO TO 599 GEN2050059C KM1 = KM+1 GEN2060C00	 ,95 J0=19KM191 GEN207CO
J=JS - i GEN208CO
TJ=TA GEN209COpJ= PA*EXP(-G*(J- HSI /(F # :'4I.001 *TJ)) GEN2100Q
01 =PJ /(P *TJ) GEN21100 r
F (Z.J+1) = PJ GEN21260
C(I,J+i) = 0J GEN213u^ C
595 T(I..J+1)=TJ
599 HS=-0. GEN2150OK;OU NT =
	









SU^ih04JTIt.EG.TN'IC GET00100C _ GET0020	 _C
C REACS "SETU°" DATA TAF^, OR NNC G ;'IO DATA CARDS, GET00300
C Ar D WRITES	 SC R ATCH FILE FOR USE P y	 SELEC4. GET0040C
C GETCO50C
01MENS10N
	 1	 5)93UF	 ER(c-) GET00600C
COMMON	 /ICT=M 3 /	 SCRCHI•SCRCHc,IUG.NHCOP GET0080C
C GET009CC
I)'T =—G_ O	SC-CN % GET01000
C
NREC=G GET01200
IF(NMCO p .NE.0)	 GO TO 2
3
C
GET01 001 CALL	 r.T?AP(I IJG,z,15,,ZP,^,_1 GET015CC
IF(L- NF-1:)	 GO TO	 6 GETQ16t0
GETO176C
c GoATO5T!%	 "l	 (1 P (II,I=1, 15) GET01800
Il0 FORMA T ( 1515) GET01900
3 DO	 »	 I=19159 3 GET02000
M= I D (I) GET02100
IF(M.LT.i)	 0 TO	 5 GE T0220C
IJ=TF(I+1) + lOG^+IPtI+ 2! GET02300
GALL	 NTRAN(SCRCH2,1,1,IJ 9L,22) GET0240CNs3EC=14R.EC+1 GET0250C
4 CONTINUc GET02600
IF(KMCOP.KE .01	 GO TO	 2 G_T02iCC
GO TO 1 GET0280C
IF(NPEC.NF.19771	 GO	 TO 6 GET02900
v C MOVES	 PAST FIRST EOF	 ON UNIT IUG GET03000CALL
	
NTRAR ( IUG, 9919221 GET03106
PE TURN GET03200
6 WRITE(6,200)	 NR_C9SCRCHE GET03300


























CCMMON /C4/LAT ( 16),LONt16H • NP,P(16926),R(169261,T ( 16 26) , SP(16 , 26),GR I003C0
s	 SR(16,26).S'T(1o926)	 - GRID0400





TErFE?ATURf,	 ANC U€t`SITY	 PROFILES
	
(GRI00100
C TCG^THEK WITH THE NORMALIZED VARIANCcS IN EACH, AT UP TO 16 "GRIC GRIO0206
C AT LAT/LONGS	 Sc"L=CTED	 9Y CALLING	 F ^OGRiM. GRI003CC
C GRIO040C
C US ES 	 NASA H'JNTSVILLE 	 MSPC 4-0
	
DATA	 TA P ES GRI0050C
C GRIG060C
DIMENSION	 IN(1 j 7)vBUFFcR (64) GRIC07GO
C GRIO0800
CG.MNCN	 /ICT = rN P /	 SC PCHI,SCKC y 2 GRIC09CC (	 ?
CCMMCP4	 / 3 CI`JT/	 I c) T(16,5)9LL(16)9OXY( 1692 ) GRI01006
COmMCN	 /OR]_r--/	 I F TN(1695)9IREAD (6593) GRIC110C
















NUMEOF =	 C GRIO2900
CALL	 NT P AN(IT,109 22) GRIC3000












IF(I^cAD( IRrI,_1 .tQ.Gi	 GO --T0	 39 GRID4100
21 JT=IT GRIG420C
M=R_AO GRI043CO
-2 CALL	 NTrRAN(IT,2,106 9 IN 9 L, 22) GRI04400
IFC =IRC	 F 1 GRI045CCIF	 (L.EO.-2)	 GO	 TO 39 GR10460C
- IF	 (L.LT.C1	 WRITE(6,23)	 IT,L,IRC GRI047CC
2? FORPAT("	 INPUT UNIT	 N0.",I39"	 IN ERROR	 ("9I29") FOR RECORC N0.",I5GRID4ECG
GRI049C C
IF(IFC,LT.IREAD(IRN,3))	 GO	 TO	 22 GRIO5000
A	 A
I	 1P C e G T.., I ;Z Ea D, ( I RN 9 34 )	 IS C - T 0	 3 GRlu51GC24 1 :: lfFA0(IRN-vl) GRI0520C
J=IRtA0(IPN,2) GRIO5300
IF(IFN. c C.j)	 SO	 TO	 25 GRIC5400
IF(IFEAO(I P N,3).=Q.I R '4D(lRN-193))	 SO	 TO	 27 GRIO55CO
- 5 IF—rLD(129 4	 IN(-' 0 E-) 1 GR10560C
Mf—FLD(24, 4& 2,!N(A- . J6)) GR1057CC
IF((MP,NEeMONTH),OR.(1 3 * rlEe 'IPT(19J)I)	 GO	 TO	 39 GRIC5800




27 FLNG9189itJ(1))	 1 GR106360
FLD(lJvl Q qiN-(l))	 i GRIC640C
JT=SC Q CH! GRIL6500
M	 T T E GRIG66CO
CLLL	 NTPAN(SC--;' C-4 1,v 1q lC'7 ,lN' qLq22-) GRIC6700
IFN=Ik l j+l GRIG680C
!F(L.N-7 .167)	 GO	 To	 39 GRI0619LE
IF(TP c aC(IRN97).c'A.IRC)	 GO	 TO	 24 GRIC706C
lF(I;; LAL-(IRr493).E0.G1	 GO	 TO	 28 GRIO7100
GO TO	 21 GR1072CO
C GRIO73CO
C .14TEPPOLATz-	 TO GIVEN	 LAT/LON	 FROM	 GRIC DATA GRID74CO
C GRI075EC
L A m=-REAO GRIC760C
DO	 3 0	 I'!=tqN m GRIC7700
00 29 T	 ,?J ,3 GRIC78CO
ci c	 29 GRIG79CC
IF D(I. " -, GRID800C2 14 CC N-7 : .'% GRIC8100
cy) DO	 -, 2	





491ND W X)	 IIN GRI684CO
FL') (1 13 1 , 	1 N5 Z- x)	 i GRIO85CO
CALL	 NTRAN(SCQCH!q1C,22) GRID86CC
130 CALL	 NTFAN(SCRCHI#291C7gI t lPLp22) GRIC87CC
IF(L-r9.-2)	 GO	 TO	 39 GRIO8900
GO	 TO	 -1*9 GRIO8900DC	 31	 1=2,1r5 GRI090L0j 2	 1- 2 GR1091CC
2 - I GRIO920CG(j1,j)=FL9(99159!N(I))/HUNOR GRIG9300
[)(J2,J)=FLO(ld9l8,plN(,I))/HUNDR GRI094G1ZI CONTINUE GR1095C-C
0LA(J )=FL0(0q 18,IN(i06)) / TEN GR109600
0L0(J) = FLC(18 q 18qIN(lL5)) / TEN GRIC97CO
' 2 CONTI NUE GRIO980C
r. GRI3990C
C IF	 Nt-: C E SSt.-tYq	 INTERPOLATE GRI100CE
r. GRI10100
LALC=LL(li) GRI1020C
00	 ^3	 1=193 GR'11030C
If- (I)=IPT( Ilgl) GR1104CO
1- 3; CL,:ITINU- GRI105CO
IF(lGf21-NE * J)	 GO	 TO	 35__ GRI1G600
tC0	 14	 I=1.?Q q ' G+2I10T0C_
c(l.951=0(I,1) CRI108CC
34 CCNTINUE GRI13900
GC TO 37 GRI11000
75 IF(IG(5).NE.ZI	 GO	 TO	 36 GRI1110C
DYX(1) = DXY(II9i) GRI112CG
DYXt2)=ox y (iI,2) GRI113CC
C




° (I I, I) =0 (1.51"HUNDP GRI11800
R(II,I)=C(I+156,5)/THOU GRI11900
T(II,I)	 = , ( I +5295) GRI1200Q
DIVID==^ r.^ GRI12100
ZF(°(LI,I1.	 T.ZEPO)	 OIVItOF=( a (Ii•I)/^t'^^OR) a►x ?_ GRI122CC
SP(II,I)=C(I+20.51/0IVI0E GRI123EC i
CIVIC_= ONr GRI124CO
w IF( '(11,I1.ST.Z=R0)	 CIVIDE=(THOU"R(1191	 )**2 GRI125C0
Sc(II,I)=0(i+18?,5)/13IVIDE GRI12600
DIVID; = ONE GRI127CO
" IF( T(II.I1	 GT.ZERO)	 DIVIDE=T(LI,I)"" GRI128GC
ST(II,I)=0(1+78,51/DIVIDE GRI1290C
'q ^	 ^-ETUFN GRI131CO
39 6WITEl6940	 JT,IRC,IREAD(lRN,3)9MP,MONTH,I 0 9I•JsIPT(I,J)9IRN•M,L GRI132CC
` 4[ F0Rm4T(" ***** JNIT NO "V13	 IN ERROR"9I79" RECORDS READ"/ GRI133CC
^',I3,'_MONTH'.,	 TtCA	 (IcN ^3)	 =" ^i5• "OP 	 - =", I3 J.	 .	 .. GRI13406
c	 I°	 -	 .IS.	 IPT('•I2•
^^
 •	 ,I1.	 )	 -
.^ 


























v	 ♦ 	 i
rC	 FIST OATH CA-^J READS INITIAL HcICHT (KM)• INITIAL LATITUC (D EG) GRM004CC
IN_L7 I.L::L LJtiGITU-0= --(DEG) 9 Fi 0-. 7• 71E_AN F1 0.79 _A 0 9 MONTH, DAY,
	 GR M CJSCC
C	 YEAZ) (TOTAL YEAR - 1906), Gt_LNWICH HOUR, MINUTES, SECONDS,
	 GRML-3EGC
C	 LATITU%_ INCREMENT (DEG) , LONGITUCE INCREMENT (DEG) *
	 GRM30700C	 HEI'3HT 0_C-EASE (<M1, MAXIMUM NUM?EP OF POSITIONS (EXCLUDING
	 GQM008CC
C	 IN_Tl,^L :2 0'SITION) TO BE COM P UTED, TIM= INC- cM = ^,T O-TWEEN
	 GP No;J9CCC	 FCSLTICNS, T?RAJ=CTORY OPTICN, CUT OUT OPTION,MINIMUN GEOSTROPHICGRM3106C
C	 LATITUDE	 GRM01100
COMMON/I CTEM°/ IaT = M19I0TEMZ,IUG,NNCOP 9 00 9 XMJ0 9 PHIi,PHI,	 GRM012CC
NS4ME,R p1, R01 9
 ^-
_T1• SP1, S019 ST1, RU1, RV19 SU1. SVI9GRM'WI3CC
t1 r1• IDA, IY-, il, PHIIR,THLTIK,G•RI•H, PHIR,THETR,Fi0,F100,AP,	 GRM01400
.	 IHR•MIN,NMORE,DX,HL,VL,OZ98,LPS9iOPP,L00K,I=T,GLAT,
	 GR'M015CC
iR PIS, ? 'DiS.RTLS,RUTS,RViS,SPIS,SOiS,ST1S•SUIS,SVIS 9 GRMG16002UCSI9VTSI,UOLi,VOL1,UDS2 9 VOS2,UDL2 9 VOL2 GRM01700E,
a CJMMO4/CHIC/LA(494)9N3(2),7WSYM GRMGI?CO9 - q
-? 'FORMAT("1
	 ****** GL09AL PFFFKENCE	 ATMOSPHERE




MONTH	 =	 C GRMO23CC
IOPT=G GRMO2400k
1 5 IF(IOPT.=O.t;.O?.(IOPT.GT.G.ANC.H.LT.9.))	 GO TO	 6 GRMO2500READ(I0PT,10)IET,H,PHI,THET	 _ GRMu26COGC TO 5
6 MN = MONTH
GRMC28CCGRMC28CC
NSAME	 =	 0 GRMO2900
k
^^A'7(5,ir,E'^D=97)	 H1. PHI1.THET1,F10, = 103,AP, MN, IDA 9IYR,IHRO,MIN0,GRM03000
1	 iS ; CO.0^hI,OTHLT,DH,NMAX,INCT,IOPT,IC DP,GL-AT GRMG3ICC10 FO- MAT (	 1 GRM03200co 4lFIT_(6. °C901 G 0,MO330GiF(APS(PHI1).LL`.90.) v0 	TO	 7 GRM034CO0HI1=SIGN(i8U.-A3S(PHIi), cHI1) GRM03500
THr-_TI=THET1+180.	 _ GRM03600
IF(THET'-.GT.356.)THcT1=TH = T1-360. GRM037CCt IF(TH=Ti.LT.G.)	 THLTI =THET1 +360 G+2Mu380C
GLAT	 =	 AFS(GLAT) GRM0
39




IF	 (GLAT.GT.75.)	 GLAT	 =	 70. GRM0410C
W P ITE(6,9C15)	 H 19PHII9THETi.FIG.FIGO,A°,MN,'IDA
	 9 IYF9IHRO,MIN0 9
	GRM042G0
I	 ISECO,CPHI.OTHET,OH,NMAX.INCT,IOPT
	 IC p P,GLAT -	
-GRN04300
C SET NSANE TO AVOID SETUP GRM0440C
15 IF	 (NN.EO.MONTH)	 NSAME _ GRM04500
C LOOKUP ON MULTI P LE PASSES GRM64E00MONTH	 =	 tOK GRM047CO
C CONV=RT LATITUDE TO RADIANS GRM04800
PHIIR=PHI1*FAC GRM0490CG CONVEPT LCNGITUDE TO RADIANS GRM05000
THETIN=THET1"FAC GRM05100
C CONVERT LATITUDE	 INCREMENT TO RADIANS GRM052CO
CPHIR == OPH I*FAC GRM0530C
C -CONVERT LCNGITUDL	 INCR=MINT	 TO RADIANS GRM0540C
OTH= TR=CTH_T*FAC GRM0550C
C PFAC, DATA	 TAO. TO	 INITIALIZE
	 ARRAYS GRM05600
CALL	 SETU P GRM05700
NT = 1 GRM05800
IF(IOPT.E^.0)	 GO	 TO	 18 GRM05gCC
GO	 TO	 A. GPM0640C




Ceoeo # COMPUT c' z P 9 09T,UgV AT FIRST POSIT-ION AF-TER	 INITILL
	
POSITION GRM08300
GO	 ro	 25 GRM0970C
2? GRM099CO






C	 COMPUTE RADIUS ANU GRAVITY AT NEW PCSITICN_ GRM11900









C.....READS NEW IN OUT	 IF NMORE
	 = 0	 OR :MAX POINTS COMPUTED GRM12480
"	 3 IF(hMOKC.- C.J. OrR.(IOPT-EQ.O.AND.NT.G_.NMAX)) GO TO 5 GRM1250CC	 CYCLE
	
TO NEW POSITION GRM12E00
GO TO 2C GRM1270C90 STO P GRM12800
9010	 FORMAT("	 INITIAL HEIGHT	 = "9F 7 .29" KM",T439"INITIAL LAT = ", GRM12900
P iFF.Z,"	 0=G",T83,"INITIAL




	 =	 ",F7..2,T83-,"A-1,	 _ "9F9.29/,"-	 DATE
	 _ "9I2, "/ " 9I2•GRM1320G3"/", i?,T43,"GR = =NWICH	 TIME
	 = ",I2," ,I2," 912/9"	 LAT INCREMENT GRM13300
4= ",F5.2," D=G",T43,"W=ST LON INCREMENT =	 "9F6.2 9 "	 CEG ",T83, 0'H=I ",GRMi3400
T"GHT	 INCR", GRM13500
"9F7.29"5 14 EMErJT	 =	 KM",/,"	 !9 A;;IMUM NUMBED OF POSITIONS = "9I49T439GRM136CO
G"TIME	 INOPEMENT= ",I4," SEC",/2X, "TRk.fECTC?Y OPTION = ",I4, GRM137007743,"OUTPUT OPTION= "•I2,T83,"MIN GECSTROPH LAT




























00	 16-	 I=1,4s, 00' [2 	J=1.-.LA(I,J)=.4*(I-1) +J
I CONTINUO
2 C C CONTIr.'!-













IF	 (N.`C	 10 TO 2%5
CINX = FCC=X +	(3EN(I,J+ h'4,2 )+CFN_(I,J,21)/2
VY= (F(I,Ja^J1,') -P(I.J,2) ► /JiiJX
o' If-(GiS(VY).GT.iJJ)	 GO	 TO	 2C:
LA( I, J) = NIN0 (LA (I,J) , LA (I, J+t,N I )
E45 CONTINUA
TF(M*;:0*4)	 GO TO	 250




IF(APS(VX).GT.iuO)	 GO	 TO	 250
LA (I,J) = MINC (LA (I,J) ,LA (I+'`IL,J) )
k LA(I+ "14 9J) = LA (I,J)
250 C06JTI%fj:7
KK=<K +i




CC	 4CQ	 LL=i, il
KC'J ( I I 1 = 1k
00	 'CC	 I=1.4



















































C 4 8 C 0
049Cc
If(Lu(I,J).-J.LL) KGLJ(Ii 	 CUfII	 50c0
?G1 CON TINUc	 O51[0i^ (KOU(I1).0 Z7 . 7 ) NO(II)=LL	 05200




	 0550Cc "0	 05601
16:t w
i
r I-	 ^.	 ^ G
	r	 c	 n^1T 1
 ,	 >T_	 ^tI^^,PN r..r.^rr,	 ^,.	 ,T	 .c	 Y,^Tr.	 r-2Y) GTF001CG




	 ?.1 GTPt 03GC
C a=FI ; N T IN2EX GTPO-.14C[
i-	 =(I1	 -	 2o)/:^. GTP60560
-GTIT IJJ-.	 1'4^=x GTFu060C
-J	 =	 INT((`HI	 +	 ,-.1 i^	 .)	 _.	 - GTP D J7 C 6
IF	 (J.LT..)	 J	 =	 1 GTPOO800
IF	 (J. 1-T._8)	 J	 =	 La GTP jJ9CC-
C l PP:-P	 L4TITO, ,z	 INC	 X GTP01000
J c	 =	 J	 +	 4 GTP51100
C.....C# ^ DCNSITY--CeK	 rCROF	 T=MPGP,ATUR	 LF1	 C GTP012CC
CHK	 =	 DG(I,J)	 *TG(I,J)	 *	 OG(I,JP)	 *	 TG(I,J a ) GTP013CC
IF	 (CH<)	 -G,-J. 23	 _ GTP01401
0 F	 =	 = G(I,J) GTP015G6E	
=	 , (I,J) GTFGi6CC
T	 =	 T';(I,J) GTPG17CE
rf.	 TC	 3 L GTPO180C
C.... «LCTITU.J:' 	 Sz.VI4TIJtJ	 F,-Cj4	 GRUV-S	 A'-PAY	 POSITIO" 1 GTPCI9L•C
2C P'Tc	 =	 Q Nl	 +	 loo.	 -	 1l•"J)/1n. GTF0206C
TL=
	
TG(I,J)	 +	 (TG(I.J p 	)	 -	 TG(I,J)) * cNIF GTP0210C
C L8TITUCE	 INT=R OOLATION GTPG22CC	 ?
CL = 	0G(19J)	 +	 (DG(I.JP	 )	 -	 DG(I,JI)	 *PHIF GTP02300
°G(I,J)	 !ni;(I-j',*TG(I, J)) GTP02400
P2	 =	 -G(I.J°1/(JG(I,J o 	*TG( I,J°)) GTP025CC
v if,TFt-20LATL%	 ,A 3	 CONSTV4 T GTP0260C
=	 R-	 t	 t?c	 _	 -.11 • PNi c GTP6270C
C PF.>SU	 ^	 CCrtPJTc-	FPOM	 INTFN F ULATED GCS CONS T ANT GTP0280CG	 = F^L* =* T L GTP629(;.
a r	 =	 ''L GTPu3GCC
-	 _	 TL	 _ GTP031CC
N" C DF/,IY	 FO p	G :- ;)ST ,3P41C	 WINOS GT P032CC7 1 OPY	 _	 (FG(I,J a )	 -	 OG(I,JI)_ * 	 U,5	 - - GTP033CO
C G7/Jv FCR THE;MAL WINDS GTP03400
CTY	 =	 (TG(I.J')	 -	 TG(I, J)) 	 *	 C.5 GTP0350CJM = J - 9 GTP036CC
IF	 (JM.LT.i)	 JM	 =	 JP GTP637CC
GP2Y	 =	 (PG(I,JP)	 -	 PG(I.JN	 )) * 0.5 GTP038CCC IF	 (f	 Of-I1 -36	 5C,40,40 GTPa39CC
41 D"r`Y	 = GTPO40CECTY
	 =	 C. GTPO4100
DP-Y	 =	 L. GTPO42CO
5 1, CC'jTI+,IJL	 --	 ----	 --_	 __	 ----' GTPO4300
	 i0	 TIJPP.' GTPG440CE 1 41 0 GTF045CC t
aa
_	 __	
..m...e..•eu-.,u..	 ..	 -	 :s.rrit.^..	 _ ^C..t38Hn,...x.eau.wn -	 xs.v,u	 .r,._u•.,..,-..—.,.	 .....a.-	 ..,.ems	 ..._^-., a.	 ..._•at...	 . as .r
' y ^	 r	 yi	 ^	 y	 ^	 y- k.	 1	 •
Si.lrGUT^N^	 IN^tEiW(Ui^Vi--Z -91129V?,Z	 lJs`V,Z_) INWOJIC-CIF'	 t	 7.1
	 -	 Z INWO62CC
•'-LJ	 Ll 1, INWO03GGC	 SE TS U,V	 =	 U1, Ve 	IF	 "Z1
	 =	 Z2 INWO0400
V	 =	 V, INWGO5CEG ="J	 AI INWOOECCZ0	 a' _
	 (Z—Z1)/(Z2—Z1) INWGJTCCU =
	 Ui	 +	 (U2—t1 1 )	 " A IN.WOU86G
V-	 V2	 +	 (V2 - 111)	 •	 Q INWOO400
C.....LIN 'AK 	 INT_RPOLATION	 y =TWE,'N U1,V1
	
AT 4EIGNT













^.:^'Fa• '"^9i.:^.^yt.Firs:_anW1YL.^^'.a. 	 -	 ....iauw.>ys...^..3ILu..^^,.^ti.^.r3ni^-	 ^-=,.:arAt^.L .....,^.^„=.azs,..^..it.u..._ 	 ^sa..d.^,.^....,aai.,a..^i._a0^..:uue:o,.,^n. 	 ..,..x...
ZI
SUB ;RCUTIr._	 INTERZ(O2,Oi.T1,7.1.F2.02.T2,Z2,°,O.T,Z) I,NZ001L6IF	 (Zi	 ?L I'NZ0020Gy;	 p = ?I
C,.	 Cl INZ0030C
C	 SETS	 0.	 T	 =	 01,D1. T 1.	 IF	 Z:	 _	 ZE
INZ0040C
INZ00500
T _T:;;Tt	 -F,^C	 J-
IN7006C0
20,	 A	 =	 (Z	 -	 Z1)/	 (72-1 	 	 7_11 INZOGTCGINZC080G
"=TT.	 +	 (T2
	
-	 T1)*A INZQ^9u"0+	 (02	 - Jl) *o INZOIOCCP	 P	 t	 (°Z	 ° i)	 * INZO11C0C.....lIN_AZ
	 IP.T	 R POLATjON	 GcTWEEI^ P: t"Cl * T,l	 AT .HEIGaiL.Z_i
	
ANC	 P2-,-02,T2 INZGI2CCC	 AT HEIGHT Z2 TO OUTPUT VALUES OF P.D , T A-	 = 2GHT Z INZ'0130CR.: Tt!st y INZ'u14C0^r.0 INZt?15GG
v
N
^yL`IRS,.	 I	 ..:,:_ r....	 .m: ,...s..^:	 w.a	 ...„,....s.^._..',^.:.._....:.x...,.:i^a^.,m.:...ay...cue,,..S.,ti4^,.uaw.yr.....eri/-°._	 .._^,...,r,.za,-_:;..,;a.^:... 	 'vzi	 -^•=it,.rn 	 „., _..^ ^^ v_	 ^^ill	 iWY^aia^rs:'."" —	 ^-4;:..^,.. _ . ,^rv,	 -	 --	 .w..m...,, -tee._...
ILL-- 	 -
`U`wU'UTIN
	 I^ATE` =2 (PI .O1.Tit IN20010CC.
	
rJTc
	 T.WELN	 c 1.D t .T1




	 AT	 _	 VJ20020C
C HEIGHT ZE TO OUTPUT VALUZj OF P 9 097 A3 NcIGMT Z IN200300
C.....CH=CKS
	 FOR T1.J1•T2,72 D ROOUCT	 = i;.	 FO :? GA's CONSTANT INTERPOLATI0 NIN2st34C0C,HK=T1*Di*Tc*02 I42C3=nCIF	 (CH IC)	 109IU95 IN20366C5
IF	 (ZI
	
-	 Z2)	 2:i	 2u IN2; u7CC
Ii P = P1 I1142008CG
C =	 01 - INZU090C
C S_TS	 P sC.T	 =	 :3 1 1.01•T1	 IF	 Z1 = 7 2 IN2C10CC
T = T1 IN2011CC
P^-T lJ;N IN2 120C
20 IF (Pj*0j*T:* D2*02*T2.L_r .0.)GO TO 30 IN2LOOC
A=ALOE(,:)2/01)/(Z2 -Z1) - IN20140C
C LINFA<	 !NTCR^30LATION ON LOG 0 IN2015CO
DZ=	 III *=XD(A*(Z`-	 Zlfl IN201600
A=(Z - Z 1	 (Z2-Z11 I'N2000C
C LrNr AR	 INT :7RPOLATION ON T IN2CIeC'0
=-T11
P i=P1/(0l*Ti j IN2020CE
P2_^, 2/tn2*TZ1 IN2C2100
C LI*JEAN?	 INTE RPOLATION ON GAS	 CONSTANT R IN2022CC
F=1	 2-P11*AfP1 IN2023CO
C PRESSUR= FROM PERFECT GAS LAW IN2024C0
p = OZ_	 * 6	 *	 TZ IN2G250C
0 = OZ IN2u26CC







T =, . IN 2032CCRc-TURNE
END IN203300
/	 ,	 ^,	 4 f
SOPOUTIN 7 	V'TE?4
	
(	 CL:AT,	 CL_O-N -p	 IZ, -,	 P,	 D,	 T, IN4C;:01CC
T	 F * . Dom. .T49	 JPX,	 0°Y.	 JTX,._ 9TYgQPXX.O-YY9DPXY) I443 32CC
C.. ... IhTEFFO,LATES	 1--TWEEN
	
49 APRAYS	 0 (I,IH),0(I,IH),T(I.IH)	 AT GRID IN4603CC
C	 _ LOCATICNS	 LATITUIO_	 GLAT(i)	 LONGITUD= GLON(I). IN400400
C CLAT90LJN =	 CURP-7 NT LATiTUDE,LCNGIT l )DE IN4005CC
C I7.	 = HEIGHT	 NG = '^UMK7 R OF vD GRID POSITIONS IN4006CC
C JUTPUT	 =	 :)w,J4,T 4 ,	 A"Jr	 9-:g IVATIV=S	 J Y X,O pY,OTX,GTY IN4U071C
COMMON	 /C4/	 GLAT(16),GLON(16),NG IN403AQC
i CCMMON / CHIC / LA(4,4) , N0(2),IWSYM IN400900
' D IME NSION	 P( 16,(5)90(16926),T(15926),LAX(16) IN401JCC
IwSYM	 -	 •	 • IN4011CC
ICHK _ G IN40120C
C HEIGHT IN EX =HEIGHT + 1 IN4513CE
5 IH = I7 + 1 IN4014CC
IF	 (ICHK.GT.1)	 0 TO	 Z20 IN40ISCO
IF	 ("JG, rGT.9)	 G0	 TO	 i_C	 " IN4016CO
t	 C NG	 =	 9	 MEA`•IS	 S OLAR GRI`? IN46i7C0
DG	 C	 I=1L9i6, 1 IN40180Ck P(I.IH)	 =	 0 (99IH) IN4G190C
O(I,IH)	 =	 D(9 9 IH) IN4C2000
T (I,IH)	 =	 T(99IH) IN402100
GLAT(I)	 = GLAT(9) IN462200
C I=;,ri-15 ALL	 AT	 q 0 	 DEG IN40230C
10 GLON(I)	 = GLON( I-8) IN40240C
C LOW;"-P RIGHT	 INTER POLATION	 INDEX IN40250C
1P	 =	 !NT(CLON/45)	 +	 1 IN40260C
C LOWER LEFT INTERPOLATION INOFX IN402700
T_A	 =IB+1 IN4628CC
IF	 (IA . GT.8)	 IA	 =	 IA - 8 IN4G 29CC
v	 C POSITION CUTSIDE POLAR GRID IN4030GO
' IF	 (A8S (CLAT).LT.75.)	 GO	 TO	 20 IN4a310C
C UPPER LEFT INTERPOLATION INOEX IN4C32C0
LC = IA +e IN403300
C UPPER RIGHT INT_RRPOLATION INDEX IN4034CO
I0 =
	
I3 +	 v IN4035CO
f..0	 TO	 366 IN40360C
20 CALL G7N40 IN4037CCIWSYM IN4038CO
ICHK = ICHK + 1 IN403900
GO TO 5 IN404000
160 XLON = CLON IN404100
00	 IC5	 I	 =	 !,+ IN404201
00 i'5 J	 =	 194 IN4043CC
I'16	 =	 4 { (I-1)	 +	 J IN46440C
LAX(116)
	 =	 LA(I,J) IN4045CG
1.05 CONTINUA IN40460Ci I-F	 (CLON.GT9345) 	 XLOK	 =	 CL-ON	 - .36C.,:_ IN4047CC
C.....CHECKS FOR O OSITION WITHIN 16 POINT GPItD 110=G000. 	 200=POSITION IN404800
C IOUTSIO=	 GRID.	 _.	 _ IN4V49CC•
IF	 (CLAT.GE.GLAT(1)	 .AND.	 CLAT.LT .GLAT( 466)	 .ANO,	 XLON*LE.GLON(1) IN4J50CC
` $	 .ANO.XLCN.GT.GLON(16)) 	 GO	 TO	 110	 - IN405100
GO TO 200 IN4J52CC
110 IA	 =	 1	 +	 INT((GLON(i)	 - XLON)	 /	 5) IN4053GO
'	 C...'.IA = LOWER LE c T	 (REFERENCE)	 INTER P OLATION INDEX IN405400
IA	 =	 IA	 +	 4	 *	 INT ((CLAT	 -	 GLAT ( 1))	 /	 5) IN40550C




	 -.... ... .. ...e. ^iillw=--.. 	 ..,	 '•.e,e	 „^asA,r. 	 ..	 ^^:,^..aua.,e.:.m,..,.y^:..,. 	 .......^...s-_...bx.n ..:^1m,. .SSA_: ,sh..,. ,:^u.:::...'.xLe_- . ►..,.- 	,..r.. .. ..r..E.. ._^.
_• ; ... ,. ._	
—. r	 .T,	 ,e	 7r 71 a .4w ..-:v	 JF _ .'a-mf r ,+cr.:'^s, "'^^B..nr-+^Tr°r--».	 R	
..
I R	 =	 I 	 .	 i IN4u S7,OCC	 ICPE^ILt+-T-_ i'iT=K°JLA T LO,4	 IN)	 EX _ IV4058CC




Iii	 =	 IA	 + IN406100
IF(L 4 X(Ia i •_Z.N3ti).J = .LAX.(IA)._ t:.NB(Z1.Ok.LAXtIB).=J^.LAX(IA). LN4C62GCJi=.LAx(:C) *%P-.LA^c(IA1.0-;
	 LAX fir-).'J=..LAX(IA))iWSYM=«+*•^ IN406300GO TO 3LO IN4Z640E
20C	 -CALL GEN4C_ IN4065CC
IWSYM	 =	 ..,.. LN40bbCC
ICHK =
	 ICH K +	
-
IN406700G0 T 	 5
_
IN40 68 00221	 WFITE(6.25L 1 IN4600






C.....I)';TEKPOLZ T ION FOR	 D JSITIJN	 INSIJ_ 16
	
POINT Gill: OP POLAK- GRID IN4075GC
T 00	 CALL	 INTLL( P ilA, I9,IC,ID,F4,uLAT,GLOtV,CLAT,CLON,IH) IN40760C
CALL	 INTLL(O,IA9L3 9 IC,IO 9 G4 f GLAT,GLJN,CLATgCLON,IH) IN4C770C
CALL	 TNTLL(T,IAsIB9IC9I39 T 4,GLAT,GLON,CLAT,CLON 9 IH) IN4.07800
C...- .F_'--ATIVc LONGITUDE	 OISPLACENENT FROM REFERENCE FOSITICN
	 (IA) IN407900
OLJN	 =	 (CLON -	 GL0M(IA))/(GLON(!B)
	 - GLON(IA)) IN408CG0
C.....FELATIVE LATITUDE	 DISPLACEMENT	 FRCM REFERENCE	 P OSITIOtd(IA) IN40810C
CLAT	 =	 (CLAT	 -	 GLAT(IA))/(GLAT(IC)
	 -	 GLAT(IA)) IN4032CC0 ox= p (IP_,IH)-P(IAIIH) IN409300
C.,...Ja/ix	 FOR GEOST^JPHIC WINE ElUATIONS LN4094CG
DPX	 =	 7 P X +	 (°(IO,IH)	 - P(IC,IH)
	 - 0PX)*DLAT IN409500
c	 DTx	 = T(Ie * I •l1	 -	 T(IA.IH) IN43e6CC
ry C.....DT/CX C OR THE-4MAL WIND EQUATIONS IN4087CO
OTX	 =	 OTX +	 (T(IO.IH)	 - T(IC,ilO
	
-	 7TX)*GLAT IN4088CO
OQY	 =	 P(IC,IH)	 -	 P(IA,IH) IN4089CC
C.....D'P/DY FOR GEOSTROPHIC WINO EQUATIONS IN409OCC0 0Y	 =	 Ocy	 +	 (a(I09IH)	 -	 P(I39I4)	 -	 -3PY)*DLO:J I440910C
OTY
	 =	 T(IC•i .l)	 -	 T(IA,IH) IN4J92CO
C...+.OT/CY FOR THERMAL WIND EQUATIONS IN4093GO
OTY	 =	 DTY	 +	 (T(I0 9 1H)	 -	 T(II91H)	 -	 OTY)*OLON IN40940C
IF	 (NG.GT.9)	 G0	 TO 130 IN4G9c0C
t'FXx	 = U. IN4090CC
OFYY	 = C . IN4a0.970C
OPX Y
	= G.	 - IN4098COC ETUF N 	__-.- I44099CE
31C	 -OFXY	 =	 P(IO,IH)	 -	 °(IC 9 1 - )	 -	 P(I?,IA)	 + OYIA,141 IN41000CIF	 (MO0(I8,-.)	 ._0.0)- GO TO	 320 , IN41010C
I2 = IA IN410200









GO	 TO	 370 IN410700
32C	 I	 =	 IA	 -	 I IN410PCC
IZ = 19 IN41090C





































'?^ IF( L i /X(I I).'J_.LAX (IA ) . ORtLf,KU ).PJE,*LAX(LA).oO-R.LAX(T31-.NE
* LA)((IA).
 OR. L-1A CIO -N=.LAX(jA)) GO TO '60QFXX = P ( I2, IA) - P( 11, IH)
DPXX = GPXX + (;(1 4 9 'H1 - P(I3,IH) - C a XX) *DL AT
YF-(IC.GT .12) GJ TO 340
Ii = IA
le = IC + 4




G  TO 351
34i
	






" LAX(IA).CR.L4X(I4).NE.LAX(IA)) GO T7 760
DPYY = P(I'2.IN) - P(Ii.ZH)
DPYY = DDYY + 1 a (I4,IH) - O (I?,I41 - CPYY)*DLON
OFXX =(DPXX - 2.*OPX )*SX
DPYY =(DPYY - 2.*DPY )*SY
Pk TUR N
360 _ DFX,x = 0.
OPYY = u.
C ORY = v.IWSYM = ..*..
F_ TURN




S1;3g0_UT!N IKTLL(F-,IAYI3,IC,IC,FLLgGLAT -GLON,CL dT,C`LOK,IH)
	 INLG010CC..... TP. 'T- FPOL."-',S FUN;CTIUN (APPAY) F FFCA VALUcS OF 	 GLAT AND GLON AT	 INLJJ200C	 INDEX VALU-_S IA, 199 IC, IC TO CJT G UT VALU= FLL AT HEIGHT IH
	 INL00300
C	 iNO F JSIT15N CLAT, CLOR'
	 INLO04OGCIM7NSIJN F(lo,2b),GLAT(:c),GLON(16)
	 INL505CO
C.'....tN0RNALIZ 	 LONGITUOE CIS OLACFM=NT	 INLOObCC
i'	 If(F(I4. T^' )"F(ii,IH)^`F(IC,I^)xF(I1,Z^+)} 20910,20
	 IINLCu7CC






















1	 +(F(IC,I N )-F(I Q ,IH)-F(IO,IH)+F(19,IH))*X • Y	 INLCI50Ck^T!^GN




_ kiTG:a4	 (LALO"!) INPGOICG
C INP002CG
C SL33UUTINE TG I,4TEY :)0LAT	 VALUES INPG030C
C INFu04CG
CIMFNSION	 XLL (4)•YLL(4)•XC(4),Y	 f4J INPC;i5C0
C INFO'J6CC	 ;
`
CG; v GV/j^,T/7 (^^ 3•,) .IG (:) ."JXY (21 .	 LA (4) sOL-1(4) INFC37@CC INPC93CO0FG=A0= ;;.1415 V	 0. INPOU960
L.ALC=IAPS (LAL.JN) INP610GO
Li=LGLJl+'ilu0 INPO11Cf	 f
L'=HALO-L? +`: LuC O INPLLM
XL = L1/IG. INP013tCYL=L2/1.i. INP0140C
IF	 (IG(5)-2)	 .^ ;,,2u.iJ TNPCiSGC
10 IF	 (IG(5)-3)	 ^0936950 INPCI6CG
INP27CC
'LNT=zFCLAT-	 FROM	 Nf'•C GFID
C INP01800
c^^^' CO`^TIKI1^ INPL200C
00	 2 ;^­ 	 L=1926 INF02100
00 72 J =i94 INP022CO22 IF	 0(L•J)-LT.J.G1)	 GO TO	 2S INP02300
no 24 K=1.8 INP02400r I=( K-lY?E*L INP025CC
F u(I,SI=(1.-JXYt211^(( i. -OXY(1)1	 D(I,1)^:7X'f(1)	 D(I•Z)) INP0266C+ OXY(?)	 (((i. - OXIf( 111 	 0(193)1+UXY	 1)*J) 1	 411 INP027CC
24 + C014TI NJE INPC 2800
25 CC.- NTINUE	 o INP029CO
z	 ° PC T^Jr	 - NC
`
_ INP03000
C IrjTtFPOL1+T= FROM _LOUATION FL& SO....LTHE p K HEN.ISPHE?E GRID INPp3[CG
C 30 CONTINUA INP0340C
00	 '_2 J = 1.2 INPG3506
XLL(J)=OLA(J) INPG360C
YLL(J)=OLC(J)	 ^_.. INP03700






I F	 (IG(5).E0.3)	 Y=-Y	 -_ INPC42VO
OCR
	1^e	 L = 1.2^ b INPC43i G
00 -56 J = 194 INPO44GG




Z=(K- 1)^ZF y L INPO470Cj
J(L•5)=D(I.11 ^X•(D(I, 2)-J'1I,111 ^Y (JCI-)--J(I•:1)+XY^` INPO4800
2' (J(I.4)-D(=.3 ► -D(I,21+D(I.i)) I-NPO4900
37 CONTINUE INP65aOG
39 CONTINUE INP05100
cT^JP • 1 INP0526C
C _. INP05300
C INTERPOLATE FROM ACROSS GRIDS IN0054CC




.. __.,': ^ ..:...5_4w:.'"'?" ."."'.'3^!L.C:L"'tS'7":;:u^z, •'• 	 ,-.._. . "'..T.^"^-' ..1"'^: a0.^res:•.^s.^-src:xr.: . ...v	 i.:^^1tlCtr=.'netu 3::9L^Z^:^-..^.^rr[•°^s'•" - 	 amf:•cse^`aT.fl^xvirccssxss.<vx
IF	 GO TO	 ^--5 INPv57CC
IC(	 )?a INF0500C
Gu	 TO	 3:1 INP05900
5 -1 CONdTINUc INPu6006
IF	 (IG(5). N=.333)	 GO	 TO	 6L INP061CC
OLJ(,)_(CLOlc)+`)LO(3))/2. INP062CC
Dc	 52	 I=1,20_ INPC63CC
52 D(194)=D(Is31 INP0640C
DLA (4) =OLF (5) I'NP065CC
DLD(4)=OLC( 2 ) INP0660C
bC CONTINUO INPC67CG
cc 62
	 1 =1,4 INP068CC
XLL(I)=DL+-(I) INP069G0
YLL(I)= rLC(i) INP6700C
IF	 ( ( YL. u T .,^7.).ANCs.(YLL(I).LT.C.01)) 	 YLL(I) =360• INPE710E








' 65 YC(I) =XLL(I)-XLL(1)	 - INP0790C
TH2=3.14159/4 INP09000
TH3=3.14159/4 INPC910C
IF	 (A3S(XC(2)).-'	 ;T.O.,1)	 TH2=ATAN(YC_(?)/XC_(2)) INP0820C
IF	 (A9S(YC(7)).GT.'L.Ji) 	 TH3=ATAN(XC(?)/YC(3)) INP083CO
ZF	 (XC(21.LT.u.)	 TH2 = 3.i4159+TH2 INP08400
IF	 (XC(3).LT:.:i.)	 TH;;=3.14159+TH3 INPC95GE
v ONN=CQS(TH2+TN3) INPu96C0
IF	 (AES(CNN).GTeUe0G1)	 GO	 TO	 66	 _ _ INP0870C
ITH=ITHt1 INPU88CC
' IF	 (ITH.ER.2)	 GO	 TO 66 INP089CE
XLL(3)=XLL(4) INP09OCC
YLL(3)=YLL(4) INP091CC







7'A=SQPT(XC(2 )**2+YC (2)*-*21 INPC966C
IF (ITH.092)	 GO TO 69 INP097CC
Z=SQRT(X* s L+Y*"2) INP0980C
E=D. INP099E C
Z4=0. INP10JCCGig TO 7. INPiGICC
69 CONTINUA INP10200Erg':=S0RT(XC(3)**2+YC(3)**2) INP10300Z'L=(YC(4)*COS(TH3)-YC(4)*SIN(TH31)/ JNI^ INP104CO
F4= (Y(4)*CJS(TH2)-XC(4)*SIN(TH :)	 /0, NNf: INPI051C .Z=(A*CJS(TH7)-Y*SIN(TH3)) /ONN INP106CC
E-(Y *COS(THZ) -X*SIN(TH2))/ONN INP1070C
INP108EC
C=00 LNPl u 9 G 6
INP11000
C INP1120071 CUATINUc
I{w.	 e.'	 maxiN+lOYhi^ifi^N.f^+iawnf rrSRX=_"'-' 	 ._fiRkbstY1u'aaisjd.13i1 =.•. 	—^='	 •..9::..::LY4hA 3i %^"- "'"$.iAIY7Y16L ' .1 	,,3e3a'^ sa..Ldwu..luea..,A5tli2 	 - -	 e	 .a.	 .^.	 ..i-	 -
DC 	 L=1,2 -INPI13ce
DC°	 J=1+4 I:NP114CC
SQ IF	 (D(L9J).LT.O._0,_)	 GO	 TG	 70	 _ INF1150C
Dr, E7	 K = i• INP11EC0
r I I^VP11700
a
4 = D(i.i 1 INP11860
I F	 (ZA.GT.L.-I1)	 =(O(T,21—D(I.1))/ZA INPI1900
` F	 (= 13.GT.C.01)	 C=(J(I.3)_—D(Igi) )/E9 INP12s00
I F 	( t CBS(Z v) INP1210C
^' 1	 ('U,=(n(I.v)-A-B*Zw-C	 am	 )/(Z+'^E4)	 __.	 _ INP122CO
D(I.5)= A+c"Z_+C	 =+0D* 7_"= INP123Gi;
E7 CONTINUL INP12400
70 CCVTINUE	 __ _	 INP1250C











^.	 ,	 •	 y.
S(f9 = JUT:J,E	 I 1 t*i%U V(UN.V-c,H,P4I•SU^I,SJ ;4) INVOOICC
C.. '.. F i' i;;S	 ANCOM. WIND STAnDaKD_ . OEVIATICN	 AT	 HEIGHT H	 {kmlo	 LATITUD___ INVi.02CC__
C PHT	 (. 7GREES) , 	 FROM U ri AND V; APUAYS	 _ INVu03CC
CiM_hSION	 U-t?^,10),JP(?5,1C1 INVC34CE
C.....I - LOAER HEIGHT INGYX INVO0510
IF	 (H.LT, 93 0 )
	 I	 =	 ?	 +	 INT (H) 	/	 5 INVi 06CC
F	 (N. G_.^5.)	 Z=19 +(1 ► iT(HI-?u) /^	 _	 _ - It^VL;7CC
IF	 (I.GT.251
	
I	 =	 25 INVO08CO
C UPPER HEIGHT INIEX INV40960
IP=I+. INVOLOCC
IF,(I°.GT.z5)	 I :^=25 IWVGIICC
C LOWER LATITUD- INOEY INV;1200
J= INT( a HI+lit+.) /2G INVG13rc
C UPPER LA T ITUDE	 INDEX INV O 1 4CE
JP=J+i i
IF-(JP.G T .,G)	 J o=1C INVOlECL




UP = _R	 LATITUDE FOR UR AND VR ARRAY	 VALUES INVO19CC
PHIc=-110.;2G. - J D INVO2000 j
IF	 (I.GT.19)	 GO	 TO 10 INVO21CC
C LUwEP HEIGHT FOR UP 4ND VP ARRAY VALUES INVC22CE
INVO23CO
GO TO 20 INVG24CC
±J Z.=2^.^`(I-151 INVO250C
2=0 IF	 (IP.GT.19)	 GO	 TO	 ?C INVO26CO
C LOPE'R HEIGHT FOR UK AND VR ARRAY Va.LU:7S INV627GC
i)GO TO 401 INVO29CC
c a'	 ZZ	 =	 29.	 (10	 -	 15) INVO300C
w	 C IrTERPOLATE ON LATITUDE AT LCWER HEIGHT INVO310E
u' LO	 CALL	 INTER W( UR(1,J),VR(I,J), PHIL,U P (I,J P ),.VR(I•JP1_,PHI7ZsUl_tV1r_ INV632CC
^'PI)	 y INVO3306
C INTERPOLATE ON LATITUDE AT UPPER HEIGHT INVO3400
CALL	 I:4TERW(URIIP•J)•VR(Ia•J)•PHI..UR(IP•JD),VR(lP,JP1•oHIZ•U2,V2•INVC35t'0
1 oHI) INVO360C
C INTERPOLATE ON HEIGHT INVO370C





Z.	 &CC MPG t,/ 10 T	 M.-I/l DT — M!,- ^-, TEM2,-I I G,NII CJP,00, JA000200
NSAM ;^ 9RPIo	 R019	 RT14 -301-i - S1 4 p	 STI• RU1•
	
RVI•	 SUls'SV19JAC0Q3QQA.
T	 t'"1.	 ICA t 	 1YR9	 Hlo	 PHIIRgTHET 4R91t39RItho P HIRsTHr—_TRg FlBoFlGB•AP ,g JAM40e
JACCJSCC
COM PI GN/C0! 1JAC/XLAT,X LONG, SDA . SHA q OY, Y	 T,FM JAC:06CO0lM`- P:Sl0N	 ALP44(6) 9 EI (6) 9 '1( o') 9
	
9(7)qDIT(6) JACCO70C







JAC 1 2 0AV=6.^2:4 257E23 JAC61 3 00
OV=,78110 JACGI40C
cc2 = .20955 JAC0450t,
IIA : .Ci93u3	
-	 - JACL16COOH=-	 =	 ' * 28- 9E-3 JAC01700FKZ- 8.3 4^' 432 JACCIOGG
c
rEm c E P ATU IR E'	 AT	 Z	 1,E-5 -KM9	 Ffl.	 9
JACU J 900JACC	 OCC
c JAC62 1COTX=444o - eP7+sj2 7 8'*T	 —392.829?*7— X0(—oC- 121Z57*T) JAC O 2 200A2=2.*(f- T X)/3.I4i592b5 JACO2300
C JACO2400c JACO25CCr, 'r T(6)=(. JACO 2 6COtA!l ACO 2 700ACO2800C JACO29CO
C TEMPS R44TUPE
	
FOR 90—Z-1-2,59 - Zl -o, —IZ- JACO3060C Ti=!s9*(TX-183e)/,35e JACO3 1 00JACO3200T4=—' -*(TX-183*-2**T1*35*/3e)/(359**4) JACO3300T7= :T1/(3e # 359**21+4o*T4*35e/3& JA I CO34CCTZ=TX+Tl*(Z-125*1+T3*(Z-1'59)**3+T4*(Z-125*)**4 JACO3500Ir	 (7-16 5 e)	 4394 394t JACQ360C-C JACO3 700
C
MEAN POLECULAR WEIGHT FOR 9@ Z	 ^Q o	I A,CO300 Q
c J A CO390v43 ZZ = Z — Cl JAC04000
-3(4F p 	 )+9(2)*Z2+13 (3)*Z2**2+9(4)*Z2**3+?(5)*Z2**4+?(6)972*05 JAC0410CJACC42rCJAC043CC
70 CONTINUE JAC04400
C JAC04500c INT ►GQATICN O F EQ. 5	 FOR DENSITY 9ETWEEN 90_Z_105 JAC04600
c JAC04700A=9L. o JAC0480C
JAC04900JACj5jCC





C SF-k14,	 3IM c 3JN,3	 -'ULE	 QUAORATURE
	 -	 r,.F.KUNCIR JAC0_5700C DE= It-ITIONS	 - JACO580CC A = LOW_R LIMIT OF	 INTEGRATIO N JACC59OGC 0 = ,U a Rta LIMIT OF
	
INTEGR:iTIGN










C _ 'MAxIMUM NRJM 5-EK	 OF	 INT=GYATION3 JAC06360








S ONE = (J-A1•(FA+F0) /c. JAC070C
.7JAC	
6
71 N= '4+1 00
IF	 (N-'')	 72,72975 JAC1720CJAC^7i0G7% NINT?	 NINT JAC073CO
{ STWO- JAC0740GDEL
	
(D-A)/FLOAT(N1NT) JACC750u{ 00	 73	 I=1,NINT,2
_ JAC^T60Ck=A+DE L*FLOA T ti) JAC07700FX = 3(1)+Q t 2)	 (X-^D)+@(3)*tX.-aD1+^*2+
	 (4)*(X^! O.f+FS3+015:-)^'-(X-A^J**4- JAC078001+Pt5)^(X-DO) • 5	 +9 (T)*tX-D'^)**6 JAC0790CFX= FX*9.80665/((1,+X/6.356766E+3-)**2) JAC0800CFX=FX/( T X+Ti*(X-125.)+T3 + (X-125.)** I 	 +T4*(X -125.)**4) 0
73 STWO=STWO+FX JAC08200CUR = SONS+4o*O L*STWO JAC08300-
IF	 (c PS + AES(CUR)-ABS(CUR-PREV))
	 74975975 JACC340C74 PR V=CUG JAC09500
-v SCN_=l'SON_+C(P) 14. JAC08600
{ ^ 75 GO TO 71R=CUR/a' JACu-TOCg
IF	 (Z-105.)	 4-+976.44 JAC090CJAC890G44 IF	 (0-1u5.)	 76955976 JAC09000C JAC0910CC DENSITY	 FOR	 y:;_Z_105 JAC 9200
JAC0930076 DE NS = 3.46E - `3*' 83.*EM*EXP( -R/FK)/(TZ*28.87- 8)	 - JAC09400GL=GLOG10tDEN3) JAC095COPAIR=AV*0;:KS1=m JAC09600Ari=ALOGiO(ON•_M•PAR/2d.96) JAC09700CL-440;10 (QA +
 =M+^PAR/20.96) JAC09800ANEE=ALOGIC (1N1-- *EM{ DAR/26. rJ6)	
_ JAC099CG
-	 + *	 -D	 ^	 -c	 ^AO AlOG1C(2.	 AR	 (1.	 _M/c_.9o)) JAClOGGO
ACE=ALOG10(DAR*(EM*(1.+002)/28.,)6-1.)1 JAC10100AN=-0. JAC10200O L TUPN A CJ	 ..GO10C JACID400TE MPERATU =:E	 AND MEAN MOLECULAP	 WEIGHT AT Z= C5 KM JAC105GC
LJ 7;=it^5. JAC106oCJAC10700TZ3= TX+ T 1^ (Z?-125.1+T?+^ (Z7-125 )^`*^ f7 .+ (Z3-1Zc-) as4 JAC1086CZM3=E (	 l+DC2)^'	 S.+9t 31 +
	25.+8(4)*	 125.+9t5)*
	 5.'`'4.+E)(6){---S..a" 5• -JAC109GC1+,c-(7)*	 c,*a,6, JAC110000'=1G51 JAC11100CO TO 76 JAC11200
1
`L	 .4531	 ^^ ^;+..!:44aLCa .;:1ds.WUt w.^sir:,:::v3.F..s.nz?LNaw.:^ ..ua M.	 -	 ......:^`^....0 „v., :.t^._.._.^.:.,^.. ,..i.ua. -^yy..._iu...-, ..,..^......,,....-. ,......^.. ^uu..._. ........ .....^ur^...,,.:c_^ 	.,ss's,:.a.r^:,...wsa,r...^try....^.^	 ,..	 ,
C G=vSTY	 LT	 Z=4	 KM
4"
JAC114OG4	 ^
JacslSOt55 !:tP41= ?.+E^-9*	 83.*Z`!3*c- XP(- ^/FK) /(TZ:*?8.9TR) JACIlEOC
r	 =AV*DENT ^zM3 JAC11.70C01(l) =DN*ZM3* 0Ak/28:96 JACIIPOCCi(	 1=^a^* (Z`1:i'*l^. +rD2)/ 2^.3^,-1.)	 _ JAC119CC
0i(=)=2." P AP* (i.
	
'--MZ/28,96) JAClZ0CC--p _DI (r) = QA*ZM3* O A P:/28. 96 JAC12lQ0
DI(5)=QHE*ZM3*PA v /28.95 JAC122QClF(Z-125.')	 5695699Z. JAC123CE56 CO NTINUE JAC12400C, I JAC125^^i1C IIJTcGFATICN	 OF _!^.	 6	 FOR LIENS ITYA_HO_V_E_ .105--K-H-. JAC12E011
JAC127CO
H	 =1	 5.	 --- JAC1280C
FA1 = 9.8LE65/(tlo+A1/6.356766F+3)**21 JAC129CO
FAi=FA	 /(TX+Ti*(A^°125.)+*J*(AI--25.f**3+T4*(Ai-.&2.5.)**4) JAC130CC'
01 = Z JAC131G0




_JAC135GE50 FD1 =F01 /tTX +A2*ATAN(Tl *(01-125.°*(1.+4.5E-6*(01-125.)**2
	 5)/A2_)) _JAMIEC,




c;,z IF	 ('N-M)	 82.32935 JAC14300
rn	 BE NINT = 2 * NINT JAC1440C
SZWO'=G. JAC14500
DEL=(D1-AS)/FLUAT(NINT) JAC146C000	 87	 I=11pNIUT9_ JAC14700X1-Al+DEL*FLOAT(I) JAC1480C
FXi=c	 9G665/((1.+)(1/5, 356766E+3)**2) JAC14900IF(X1-125.)	 4?9-t69 52 JAC15000
.	 L6 FX1 =FX1/(TX+T-*(X1-125.)+'T3*(X1-1?5.)**3+T4*(X1-i25.)**41 JAC15100
GO TO 87	 _ JAC1520C
52 FX1=FXi /(TX+A2*ATAN(T:*(X1-125.)*(1.+4.5E-6*(X1-125.)**2.5)/A2)) JAC153CC
82 'TWO=STWU+FX:





IF	 (E oS*AES(CUK)-A3S(CUR-OR" 	 x34935.85 JAC15r
84 FFEV=CUP JACI570G
SONS=(SONF+CUR)/4. JAC15M
GC TO	 11 JAC159CC
C5 R=CUB'/3.
_ JAC16000C D=NSITY	 AEJ'J_ 1 1 5 KM J"C16260
C JAC16100CC	 +1	 I = 1,5 JAC164CC
DIT(I.)=DI(I)*(TZ:./TZ)**(1.+ALOHA(I))*EXP(-EI(I)*R/FK) JAC1650041 CONTINUE	 _ JAC16600Dr. NS = l1 JAC1670C
00	 42	 I=1.6 JAC1680C
0- 'l 	 _Nc +- I ( I) *NT( 1) /AV JAC169G_C.
e i.2 CE Ni.
 INFJE JAC17000
C





---- JAC1730(rp^= nG r,a+4^!/(SIT(1)+n	 T(	 1+7IT(3)+(SIT(:. ► +CLTt5)+-)IT(6)) JAC1740C
C LOG CENSITY JACJ760CJAC1T60C
AC17700
D	 =A
LOG10 ( D-"-- "j JAC17800ALOG10(DITCi) i JAC17900
Ao2=ALOG.6(DIT( 5-)) JAC 8000k; AG	 =AL0Glu(DIT(3)) JAC18106AA	 =ALOGIC(OIT( 4)) JACIS200
A'L=ALOG1"(OIT(5)1 JAC1830CIF(7 -5UU * )	 -•7.49.48 JAC18400
+•7 JAC1850G4A AP=nLOGlJ (7IT(6) ) JACi9600Ar.'= tMAxi(-u.,	 argil JAC187CO
A02= A-MAXI(-G.,A02) JAC18800AO =AMAX1( -09 9
	
AO) JAC1890C
AA	 =AMAX1(-0.9	 AA) JAC19000
AHE=AMAXi(-C.,AHE.) JAC191 0
AH =AM AH) JAC1920CRETUFN JAC193COC
JAC19400
C TEMP ERATURE ANN DENSITY AT Z=500 K M___ JAC19500
C JAC1960090 S=T;+42*ATAN (TI *375. + (1-+4. 5E-6+375.**2.5)/A2) JAC19700v rI(6) =ib.**(73 . i3-39.4*ALCG10iS) + 5.,*ALOGiC ( S)*ALOGIO(S)) JAC198GO
wv'
A'1=560.	 _	 _. JAC1990C
IF(Z-500.)	 4996J9 60 JAC2000O




,JAC203LCL9 A'.	 Z. JAC20400
k EC F.Ai = 9.,30665/((1.+Ai/6.356766E+31**2) 5AC20500
FA i =FA i /(TX+A? * ATAN(T 1* (A l-1 25-)*(i. + 4. 5E-6*(A1-125.) *-*2:5) /A21) - JAC20ECc-
JAC2070CIF(Z-50t.)	 61962962 JAC208CO
E1 D = 500. JAC2090062 F0i = 9.80665/((1.+01/6.356766c +3)**2) JAC21000




SCN==(01-A1)*(FA1+FG1)/2. JAC215CC91 N=N+1 JAC21600
IF	 (^, -M) 	 92.9?,95 JAC2170C92 hINT = 2 * NIVT JAC21900
STWO=C. JAC21900Cc-All/gLOAT(NI N T) JAC22000CO	 93	 I=1,NIr4T9 2 JAC22100Xi= Al +D EL*FLOAT (I) JAC22200
F> 1 = 9.aC665 /((1. +X1/o.356766E+)**2/< JAC22300






r	 r	 i ♦ 	 w
i
9? S7^Ip=TwQ+FX' cCl. l t -BONE 	 "r;=L*:; T'WO, JAC22`eCEJAC22 6CG_	 _
TF	 ( E ?J * Ar .J(C ! J K1 -AB S(C^D - Ff^ `=V)1	 7 t+1^7.^7 JAC2270094 v=CU= JAC22306SGN==(30NE +!;'1R1 /4, JAC2296Cf(`	 Tp	 9195
F=CI!F ^?. JAC230CEJAC231C. <C
JAC2?2OGC T_MnFQATL'cc	 A; ' Z	 500	 K%l JAC23300
C JAC23400TZ=TX+A2*A7AA(T I • (Z-123. )	 Ul	 +4.5=-6
	 (r-125.1'`' 2.51 /ME) JAC235CCIF(Z- 5UC .)	 6396 &.964 JAC236OC 1
JAC2370C
JAC239DD
C DENSITY OF HYOROGEN FOR Z 50C	 K`1 JAC23900
j
C JAC24000E4	 DIT ( 6)=Fll(6)*( S / TZ)*_Xc ( - = 1(6)-*P / FK)






e.i.aswidev:...Al'5!}t.aah'°^ 	 --1^—	 HG"`	 "4IfYY	 .:_r " r"m''	 .'yva`wz.'1mdi/	 'Lf	 e....^w)^& 	 -y^®.tiwr.




	 JA.C-+(Z• P NI y ,TH=T,PH,CH•TH) JAHC310G
C	 Mi'G'Pr/ %^NJAC/X. - AT ,XLJ'JG-v 4S-0 8 ,S y A,9Y.•2	 ,r•=M JAHU32'CCI	 I	 M+	 OTEM2
	
^	 P	 ,	 o	 PC%Nt'GN/IGT- M	 /IJTL:...I..	 •IJ ^•NPSC^^ ' -,a0•XMJD, ♦ HI1,	 HI, JAHLu3G0
NSA M_,R al,	 Rn,-,	 <T_,	 SP1,	 S71 9	ST1•
	
Y U1• -RV1 • -S-U19- SV19JAHO0400
5	 F'••
	
i:^A•	 If	 Ai,	 ? H i1 P , T IH T: R, G,FI,H9CLAT,CLJN	 •F10•F1C @•AP• JANi;05CG
IHr♦, NII\• t:MOF:=.DX• HI.,Vl.il7 JAH^.06LG
C' JAP0071C
n, C JACCH CALCULATES TH£ 	 PRESSURE,	 DENSITY•	 AND TEM DERATURE AT A JAH008CC
C POINT IN S a ACE	 430V=	 Q0	 KM FO =z	 A	 PARTICULAR TIME JAH60900
C JAHJiOCCC INPUT JAN0110C
C Z = HEIGHT	 I 14 KM JAH01200
` C PHIR
	 =	 LATITUJE	 IN '-ACIANS	
_
JAH013CC
C THE'T = LC N.GITUDE	 IN DEGREES	 (0	 TO 360 J_GREES TUNING WESTWAR01 JAH014CC6 C Flo = SOLA;4	 mADIO NCIS= FLUX	 (X :^ 	- 22 WATTS/M**2) JAH015CC
'
C F1.0I	 =	 °1-DAY	 AV E RAG-' 	 F 10 JAH0160C
C AF'	 =	 GCMAGN:ETIC	 INDctXE JAHO17GC
C M	 =	 i1C'iT4	 (FOE,' Y=r = LY	 ME"N	 VfRIACLES	 M	 IS	 SET	 TO	 13) JAH018CC
C ICA' =	 DAY	 OF	 `10'JTti JAH019CCd C IYR = Y-AP JAHG2+,0C
r C IHR. =	 HOUF	 OF	 DAY	 ((JNIVt P.SAL	 TIC3' ► ) JAMU21-CO va
' C MIN = MINUTE	 (UNIVERSAL	 TIME) JAH022LC §^C XP'J'J =	 M=AN JULIAN DAY	 (SET E:^UAL TO ZERO FOR ANNUAL MEAN) JAMO23CO
C 00 = ^.AY NUMBER WITH RESPECT TO JAN 7 OF YEAR IYR JAH62400
C OUTFIT JAHL25C'C Ci
C PH	 =	 °RESSUR= IN UNITS OF NT'/M**, JAH0260C ^+ ci
' C CH = DENSITY	 IN UNITS OF KG/M**? JAH0270C
'
C TI- =	 T=MP}RAT IJ+R_	 IN	 KELVIN	 C	 GREL'S JAH0290C 9. 9 =-s
v C 00 = DAY NUMBS—R WITH R_SPECT TO JAM 1 OF YEAR IYR JAM03GOC
' C JAH03ILD




XLAT = PHIR JAH0350C
XLONG	 TH_T JAHG360C z-
IF	 (M.E0613)	 SO	 TJ 50	 _	 _	 _ JAH037CE
K C JAH03800CALCULATE	 SJLA+R	 DEC,	 AND ^4 OUR ANGLEC JAH039CO
CALL THE JAH0410E
C JAH042CCC Y3SF4i_ P TC T D PaERATURt JAH0430C
C' JAH0440C
CALL TINE JAH04500 1:





C T	 f1 r- E<ATJnE,	 MOL_ OULAR v(E	 C,iiT	 aND_7 7-,'NSI T Y	 WITHOUT- SEASONAL JAHC49CC





IF	 (M.`D.13l	 GO	 TO	 300 JAH0530L
Y0A
	 =	 365. 0 JAH0540CJI, J0Q55CC
I P I(J	 .E0.u1	 YDA	 =	 366.0 JAH056CO
^y
'	 x ,
ci	 =	 SI*.(135J.	 /	 viA) G.4;1747329'_	 +^	 (00	 r' lGG.0)) JAH05700I c 	(PRIP)	 5	 70	 30 _JAHU"580C





D=NSITY	 'JIT •i	 S=-iSONAL VARIATIONS	 - JAH063OC
JAH064GC
90 Z90	 =	 7_	 -	 90.9 JAHO656C
CLRHO	 =	 C.G_ * Z4 •	-X °(-0.045 *
	 Z91)	 ; Cl"
	 CZ
_ JAHL^E5CL
^0	 = 04	 *	 X-IOLPHOI JAHC67CG
JAH0680V




IF	 (Z	 -	 iZ:3.U)	 I^G,lUC,:S^ JaHG7iGC
i j_0 EM	 = EM	 t	 0.001 6	 * Z90	 * C1





.	 150 I F	 (Z	 -	 2I;.C-)	 2U;•25L.925^_;




 CM	 ZM + DEM * C1*G .5
JAH07700
E	 CC TEMPERATUtiE WITH SEASONAL VARIATIONS- JAH0784C^
250 IE	 (7-250.0)	 270,300,300	
_
JAH0790C
JAH0800f270 Z:.1 C , =	 Z	 -	 110 . J JAM0 8100
• 0TH = -2.291753
	 * Zili	 + r o_2154376 * Zll9*Z21G- 4.1766671E-05 *	 JAHG82CC4 (7_ llu 	**	 31 JAH0830C -01ti	 = =X P (-U.29c655	 *	 S9R T ( A BS(Zi10)))*
	
OTH JAM0840C
T 4 =	 TH +(DTH *	 Cl *	 CZ *TH)	 / 1CG90 JAHOA5G0
C	 JAHG86Ct
r	 C	 OENSITY IN METRIC UNITS AND PRESSURE CALCULATED 	 JAHG87CG
341.0 DH	 OH * 10639J
	
JAHOBBGG











SU ,3	 CUT!N	 F0T'JV	 (PS-V ,	 DS F ,	 TSP, -CLAT,	 CLCNj	 IH, -PS,
	 OS,	 TS PDTC010C3.	 UPX,	 D O Y.	 >OTX9JTY.DF'^C•D^2Y, D^xY1 POT0020C
C.....It.T=F = OLATES	 STATIONARY PERTUFlATIONS ON LATITU!l`_ AND LONGITUDE POT00300
C	 AT Ht IGHT	 IH POTOC4CC
Cll; NSIONPS P (8,1u,1?).OS F t9,10,:21,T5^t9,i0,12) POT005CC
IF	 (IH.LT.52)	 GO	 TO	 1G POTLG6CCF	 (IH.GT.R,^)
	 vJ	 TO	 2C PROT00760C	 HEIGHT	 i':Cci!	 *	 _ PDT00800
K =	 ((IH+4)/ 3) 	-	 4 POT609CC
GC TO 30 POT01060
1C	 K	 =	 (IH -2G)/17 POTu11CC




7^	 XLON = CLCN POT01400
IF	 (CLUh:.L7.lU.)	 XLON	 = 3EG,_"+ 	 LION POTGISCC
C	 LOW=P LONGITUDE	 INDEX J ! POTC160C
J	 =	 INT ((XLO"1	 +	 2u. 1 /30.) POTC17CC
C.	 ..,CLON	 -	 1 = LATIVE	 LONGITJD'	 J = VIATION =c OM CORNER REFERENCE LOCAT-IONPJT0180C
DLUN =	 6LON	 -	 3 C. *J	 + 20.) /3G. PDTGI9CC
C	 UPPE R LONGITUDE	 INDEX J a POT02000
J p = J+l PDT02100
IF	 (JP.GT.12)	 J 3 =1 POT0220C
C	 LCW=R LATITUD= INDEX	 I POTG23CC
I	 =	 INT ((CLAT	 +	 ilu.) /200 ) POT0240C
C	 UPPE? LATITUDE INDEX 	 I 0 POT025CC
I r = I+i POTG260C
IF	 (TP.FT.10)	 I°=1C POT5270C
C..	 ..CLAT - RELATIVE LATITUD= DEVIATION FRCM C RNF-R QcFERENCE LOCATION POT02800
PLA T _	 (CLAT-20.*I +	 110.1/20.	 -	 — POT029CO
C	 FP=SSURE LAT-LON	 INTERPOLATION.	 __ POT0300C
PS=PSF(K•I•J)+(-"SP(K•IP,J)-FS°(K,I,J))*DLAT+(PSP(K•I,JP')-PSP(K,I•JPDTC3I9C
1))*DLON +( PSP(K , IP,JQ) - DSP(K , I,J 3 )-PSP ( K,IP ,J) + PSP(K , I,J'))*13LAT* POT0320020LON PDT0330C
C	 OLNSITY LAT-LON	 INTERPOLA T ICN POT0340C
OS=CSF(K,L,J)+(JSP(K,I',J)-DSF(K,I,J))*OLAT+(DSP(K,I,JP)-OSP(K,I•JPDTG3500
1))'*DLON+(DSP(K,IP,JP)-OSP(K,I,JP)-DS P (K,IP,J)+DSP(K,I,J))*OLAT * POTC3600
20LON' POT03709
C	 -TEMP97RATUPE LAT-LON 	 INTEr P DLATION POT0380C
TS=TSP(K,I,J)+(TSP(K,I°•J)-TSP(K,I,J))*DLAT+(TSP(K,I,JP)-TSo(K,I,JPOT0390(,
1))*CLON+(TSP(K,I P ,J P )-TSP(K,I,JP)-TSP( K,IP,JI +TSP(K,I,J))*DLAT* POT04'CC
20LON POT041CO
C.....DPA -	 0'3 /CX	 FOP GEOSTROPHIC WINOS PDT04206
DvX	 =	 (=SF(K,I,J)	 -	 P S D (K,I,JF))	 / b. POT0430C
OPX =	 DPX	 +	 ( ( PS P (K,IP , J)	 -	 P S 2 ( K9I 0 9J o ))/6.	 - OPX)*DLAT	 - PUT04400
C.....DPY - OP/DY	 FOR GrOSTROPHIC WINDS PDT645GE
D PY=(PS P (K•IP,J)-PSP(K,I,JI)/4. POT9460C
O^-'Y	 =	 OPY	 +	 ( ( PSP(K , IP,JP)	 -	 P3-4(K , I,J1))/4.	 -	 DPY)*OLON POT04700
C..-.'..QTX	 -	 OT/OX	 FOR THERMAL WINDS
POTX	 =	 (TS(Kvlo J)	 -	 TS0(K,I,J^))
	
/	 S. POT04000
OTX	 =	 DTX	 +	 ((TS 0 (K,IP,J)	 -	 TS c (K,I'9J O I)/6.
	 -	 0'TX)*0LAT POT050C0
C...:..DTY	 -	 DT/CY	 FOR	 THERMAL WINOS POT05100
CTY	 =	 (TS G (K,IP,JI	 -	 TSP(K,i•J))	 /	 i. POTC52CC
DT'Y
	 =	 OTY	 +	 ((TSP(K,IP,JP)	 -	 TSP(K,I,J°))/4.
	 -	 OTY)*OLON POT053GO
IF	 (IP.GT.9)	 GO	 TJ	 40 POT0540C
D PXY	 =	 (PSP(K , I P ,J)	 -	 P S O (K • IP,.JP)	 -	 FS^l (K , I•J)	 +	 PSP ( K9I9JP)) /24.P9TJ55C0
-JX = J - 1 PDT05600
-•	 ^^,r^er •	 d+ _'-^ ^'+:^.:aada'^biaks.k _.^..,..-. . " ;^ k	 .,—	 .m._'... ,... ^. _.^::	 z .. ._,,:$^, _.^__._	 ^_.m-	 -	 ^^,;	 ...^	 ,:	 ,.
i
^" 1^	
` _	 ^	 ^	 ^	 + ^	 y	 '^..	 tea
IF	 (JX * LT.l)	 JX	 _ JX	 + 12 POT0570Cr
PDTC5806
DP2X'= (PSP(K.I•JX)
	 —	 3 SP(. K9IvJP))/5. POT0590CCe2h _ CO 2X 	 +	 ((PZ^iP(K,IP,JX)	 -	 PSP(K.IPgJ Q_I)/6. - OP2X) * CIAT	 POT06000
OF2Y = (PSP(K,I°,J)	 —	 PSP(KgIY•J) ► /4. POT0610G
OP ?Y = CP2Y	 +	 (( C SP(K•IPsJP)	 —	 A SP(K,IY,J P )!/4. — OOP—Y)*DION	 -POTG6200

















deaelu..._ 54,.ww^y.ay$:tl1^__.,2	 ..,w.r.wn. 	 .::l+a':... iaiaiLY&e	 ^	 , ]Ai..SmOf 	 s^/i`mBY^ y+ b,-
t^,	 ''	 r	 *	 4:
SU3,ROUTIN7 	rZi-Ta?	 - PEPSOICC
COMM ON/ IG T _M 3 /IJT= M1•IOTE 1 -;'9	 ;G•NNC0	 '-C3.•XMJD,PHI2•-lHI•NS4`ME. PERu02CG
$ 0 Li90Ll•TLIsS PL^9SOLI•3TL1rUL	 9VL1•SULl9SVL1 9 M%gIDA 9 IYR,	 - PER0630C-
1cH9 0LAT 4 P=RCJ4 G0
*	 PLCN,G,r•CH,CLAT•CLON•F iC• F 103, 4 	 , IHR,MIW,NMORE,CX,4L,VL * OZ, PER00500
ZP 9 .: PS 9 IOP c 9 L30K,I=T, P LAT,PS1,CSi,TS1,US1•VS19SPSI9SDS19 PERaJ6CC
STS1•S iJS' .SUS1,,!7S1,U^^S.,UJLI.VDL' oJOS?,UDS2,UOL2,UJL' PER007CCCOMMON /ECM"_:i/S-2•S02,ST2• P 2,029T2•U2,V2,SU2,SV2,CP9 PER008001°=2',CS?, TS2, ! 112+VS2• PcR0D9C0
2FL2'•0L2,TL 7 ,UL2,VLZ, pEROIQOC
3c	 ^ ,SCS',^T^t,^US^,SUS2, PF-ROIICC
4SPLc•SOL'_•STL2,SUL2,SVL' PER01200
CCMM CKIWINCo M/ DUM(11) 9T 	 _	 _ PER0130C
DX	 =	 R*SjRT((CLAT-PLAT)**2 	 +	 (CJS(CLAT)*(CL0N- 3L0N))**2) PER01400
C,....OX	 is 4CRIZONTAL DISTANCE 	 PETW=Etv DOSITIONS OLA"T,PLON AND CLAT•CLOPERG150G
PER01TGCFs. 
= D;G.
C	 !''S?i77CJT1L	 ^4AVELENGTH•	 KM PEPC13CC
I	 HLL=	 AH	 + RH*CH PER01900
CPHI	 =	 (90.	 - o H I1) **2 PER0200C
0HGT	 =	 C.22	 +	 C.0025A*(SQRT(ABS(CH')**?)) PER02100
IF	 (CHGT.GT.5.)	 OHGT	 = 5. PERG220C
VOi	 =	 (11.0	 - 2.IU2E-/- *CPHI)*OHGT PER023EG
VTS =	 (390 + 5.146E-4*0 0HI)*CHGT PER0240CVI'S	 =	 (5.2	 -	 ?.615L-4*7PHI) *D H GT PER0250CI	 VOL	 =	 (2C.7	 - 1.346E-?*CPH1)*CHGT PER0260C
PER028CCV tiL =	 SGT(3 1 .2	 r - ? *CPHI)	 CHGT
HLS = 2C*+	 * JIZ:5*CH* 6H PEP0290C
c	 IF(H(S.GT•4JG.).HLS	 =	 4u&. PER0300C
HL3 =	 (OX/Hi-S)**? PER0310C
p	 HLL =	 (OXIHLL)**2 PER0320C
RDS	 =	 1./FXP (SQRT( HLS	 +	 (0Z/V0S1**21) PER03300
4TS' = 1./EXP(ART(HLS +	 (OZ/VTS)**211 PER0340C
RVs	 =	 1./EXP(SQRT(HLS	 +	 (OZ/VUS)**2)) PER03500
ROL
	
= j./EXP(SORT(HLL +	 (OZ/VCL)**2)1 PER03600
RTL	 =	 1./EXP(SQrRT(HLL	 +	 (DZ/VTL)**2)1 PER037CO
PVC.	 =	 1./EXP(SORT(HLL	 +	 (OZ/VUL)**2)1 PER0380C
CALL CORLAT ( AS,IS , CS,OS g ES,FS , GS,HS• A IS,AJS • AKS,SFS	 1-,1•SPS2 , SDS PER0390C
i SOS 2 , STSI . STS2 , SUSl • SUS2 • SVS1•SVS2 • UDSI , UDSG•IOSI•VOS2 • ROS,RTS• PER04000
20VS) PER0410C
CLLL	 CORLAT(AL,3L,CL,OL,EL,rLsGLgHL94IL•AJL,AKL.SPL19SPi29SOL1 • PERC420C
1	 SOL2,STLI•ST-C9SUL1• SUL29 SVL19SVL29UOLi•UDL29VOL19VOL29 NRC43EV







CALL NORMAL (ZO• ZT) P7R0490C
USZ=F3*U3! +GS*DS2+HS*ZO PE0650G0
`	 VS2=AIS*VSI+AJS*DS2+AKS*ZT PER0510C
k	 CALL	 NOKNAL(?0.7_T) PP—RC520CCL2=AL*QL1+BL* ZJ PER653EC
!	 TL2=CL*TL1+DL*DL2+FL*ZT PER05400k.	 PL2=GL?+TL2 PER0550C
CALL	 NOGNAL(70,ZT) PER056CO
ULZ=FL+ULi+GL*DL2+ML*ZD PER05TflCVL2=AILOVL2+AJL*DL2+AKL *ZT '' PERO.Sp00PZ=PS2+QL: Pc!R059GG02=DS2+CLC
--'-PER06000T2=TSiL;TL2 PER06100U2=US?+UL2
VZ=VS2 +VL2 PE'R062CC






..... ,..-==_,: lea_;..;mJ.^. .i^e^._..rr.a...^. •.. 	 ,. u.s, rd0c-.^-....1.
-SU3KGUTIN
	 PHASc(t71sx1s02.X2•DvX) PHAG0'100prp
	 Z -870 * PHA00200
If	 (X2-x1)	 c0s10920 PHAO03CC
10	 0 = 01 PHAO34CO	 3
RETURN PHAE0500
2G	 OA	 = 01 aPHAG060Ct	 06	 = 02 PHA007C0
PE22 = PER/2. PHAO0800
IF(AGS(09-0A).LE.PER21-GO TO	 30' PHA00960
IF	 (D'A.LT.D='R2)	 QA =	 DA + ,ER PHAOIOGO
 IF	 (DB.LT.PMR2)	 Od =	 03 + PER PHAalICE
r	 30	 OA	 =	 DA	 +	 (03 -	 DA)*(X	 - X1)/(X2	 - X2) PHAO12Cu






S'U3 0 00TINE GROG-=VC..',..CGMFUTtS GBO VALUES	 H, LATITUCE PHI
C CN JULIAN DAY XMJO FROM ARRAYS OF AMPLITUDES PAOqOAQ,TAQ,_
c UAQ +VAO	 ANO PHASES' PDQ•DCC+TDQ•UDG.VDQ.
CGMM04/IOTc MO/IOTEMI9IOTLM2+IUG•NMCOP9009XMJ09PHII+PHI,











IF	 (XM/C.G T .C.ANO.IO PO.EQ.i)	 GO TO	 10










I-F	 (IH.LT .1) 	 IH=1
C UPPEQ HEICHT INDEX
Io = IH + 1
IF	 (IP.GT.17)	 Io = 17
v PHA = A9S(PHI)
















































JL	 INT(( QHA	 + 100 /20.)
c	 UPP ER LATITUDE INOEX
J'P = JL +
IF (JL.LEA) JL=1
IF (JP.GT.5) JP=S
C	 JULIAN DAY FUR JAN 0. 196E	 -
GALL INIEKZ( AQ(IH,JL1•JAO(I •JL)• Q(I •JL1,P. J,P 1 •J 1 
1GAJ ( IH,JP19TAQtIH,JPI;PHIFIPAI , JA19TA19PHAI
C	 UPPER HEIGHT
HP = 5.+5.*I3
C.....'INTER POLATES `]BO P,D•T AMPLITUDE ON LATITUDE AT UPPER HEIGHT
XMJO0 = 2439126
C TIME RELATIVE TO JAN 09 1966
TMJO = XMJO-XMJDO
C 2*0I/PEFIC0• P_RI00 =	 870	 DAYS
G3 PER = 970.
TP =' 6.[831553/PER
C LOWEF HEIGHT
HI = 5. + 5.+IH
G	 C L'CWER LATITUD
PHIJ	 -- 20.*JL -	 10.
C UPPSF LATITUDE
pHIR = 209*JP-iu.


































CALL	 INT = RZ(PA1(I29JLI, 'JAQ(IP,-1.L19TAO ( IPgJ.L19P4 1J,?AQ (IPPJP),.__
EDAQ(IF'JP)•TA'3(IP,JP),^HI G ,"r AZ
	 DA29TA2,PHA)
C,....INTEF OOLATES 080 P,O,T AMPLITUQ= ON HEIGHT AT LATITUDE PHI
CALL
	 INTERZ(,A1,DA19TA19Hi,PA29DA2,TA2,HP9aA99A9TA,H)
€	 C,	 ,.INT R°OLAT r S 1390 P,D,T,U, l/	 0HA3_ ON LATITUDE
	
AND HEIGHT




CALL	 PHASE ( D3'1(IP , JL),PHIJ , DOQ(IP t JP),PHIP , DD"[,PHA)
CALL	 PHASE(TDI(IP,JL),QHIJ,TDQ(iP,JP),°HIP,TD29PHA)
CALL	 PHAS€( 0 01,HI,PD2 9 HP 9 P 0 9 H) Q
CALL QTD 1.I,TO2,HP,TD,H jCALL	 HASF(	 H	 0
CALL
	
PHASE (L0+3(I4 9JL) 9 04IJ,LOQ ( IH,JP) 9 04I09U01,QHA)
CALL
	







C,..„ INTE R POLATES QBO WINO AMPLITUDE ON LATITUDE AT LOWER HEIGHT
CALL	 INTE = W(UAQ ( IH,JL),VAQ(IH , JL),PHIJ , UAQ(IH,JP) , VAQ(IH,JP)t
5FHIr .UA1,VAI,PHA)
C.,,.,INT _ R POLATES 080 WINO AMPLITUDES ON LATITUDE AT UPPER HEIGHT
CALL	 INTERW(UAQ(IP,JL),VAO(I09JL),PHIJ,UAQ(IP,JP),VAQ(IP,JP),
6FHIP,UA2,VA2,DHA1
C.s,,,INT *_=RPOLATES 980 WINO AMPLITUDES ON HEIGHT AT LATITUDE PHI
CALL	 INTERW(UA19VAi,HI,UA29VA29HP,UA,VA,H)
C oee * EVALUATES Q30 VALUES FROM INTERPOLATED AMPLITUDES AND PHASES









I.:. .	 '.$T41^'S	 ..,vi ^-tt®mi?t."IaNM.^a'saAMTSa:i MNFxc.'!ugeff'6Pft:"1'3 C"_''SS.-Y'tl:`F^1	 S^.zF"°^'%-=-^"--t'Y^`-.^"'iF^i_'=!^A42°:iF _
SU9ROUTIh_ PIG RIGOOICC




	RT19	 SP19	 SM9 ST1, RU1,	 RY1,	 SU1, SV1,-RIG00'30C
MNq
	 IDA,	 IYR,	 HIc PHIIR,TH = TiP,G.RI,H, DHIR,THETp ,F10,f108rAP , RIG00400
.	 IHR iMINgNMORE,OX,HL,VL,DZ,G,EPS RIG00500
C.,...- PAVITY	 G AT	 49	 LATITUDE	 W HIR	 (RADIANS) _RIG0060C
C.....RA9IUS P I 	 F ?20M CENTER OF EARTH TO H_IGHT H RIG00700C.....3	 s	 POLAR	 EARTH	 RADIUS,	 EFS	 =	 ECCENTRICITY	 ---...-_	 _____	 _.__ _____ - RIG0080C
CPHI2 = CCS(PHIR)	 ++	 2 RIG00900
C	 EARTH RACIUS RIG01000
RI	 =	 9	 /	 Sf?aT(l.	 - EPS •	 CPHI2) RIG01100
C	 C2PHI	 = CCS(Z*PHI3) RIG01200
C2PHI	 = 2.	 * OPHIE - 1. RIG01300
C	 CLPHI = COS (4* AHIK) RIGO1400
CLPHT	 =	 R.	 *	 CPHI2	 (CPHI2	 - 1.)	 + 1. RIG6150t
C.....G	 AT	 StJPFAC^ RIG01600t	 G	 = 5.3GE16	 +	 (1.	 -	 0.002E373 *	 C2PHI	 +	 0.0000059 *	 C2PHI +	 C2PHI)RIG01700
C.._..EFFECTIV_	 RADIUS
G /	 (3.0954622-3	 + C2PHI	 2.27E-6 - C4PHI	 2.E-9)
RIG01800
RIG01900
C	 G AT HEIGHT H RIG02000
'	 G	 = G	 /	 (1,	 +	 (H	 / RE))	 .*	 2 RIG02100
`.	 C..	 RADIUS	 AT	 HEIGHT H RIG02200







C.	 ...00MFUTES ;ANOOM PERTUR3ATION STANOARC OcVIATIONS P,O.J AT RTP0020CC	 HEIGHT -H	 (KM),	 LATITUDE PHI(OrEGREES)	 FROM - SIGMA ARRAYS RTP00300C	 'RgOp,AND TR RTP0040C01MENSIOh o?t20,1G1,DRt2G+10)+TR(2G,10) RTF00560
Coo ... I = LONER HEIGHT
	 IND E X RTPD3600
IF	 (H.LT.97.)
	
1	 =	 INT((H-20.1/5.) RTP00700
IF	 (H.GE. 95.) 	 I	 =	 14	 + INT((H - 84.)/20.) RTPOO80C
IF =	 I.G
RTP01000
C	 LOWER LATITUDE INDEX RTP01100
J	 =	 INT((FHI	 +	 110.)/20.) RTP01200
JP = J+1	 _ RTP01300
IF	 (JP.GT.10)	 J° = 10 RTP01400
IF	 (I.GT.14)	 GO	 TO 10 RTP01500
C	 LOWEP HEIGHT FOR PR,TR.DR	 ARRAYS RTP01600
Z.=5.*I+2e. RTP01700
r0 TO 26 RTP0180C
t0	 Z1=2G.*(I- 1Q) RTP01900
20	 IF	 (IP.GT.14)	 GO TO	 36 RTP02000
C	 UPPER HEIGHT FOR PR* OR,TR ARRAYS RTP02100
Z2=5.*I Q ^20. R,TP02200GO TO 40 RTP02300
30	 Z2=2C6*(IF-10) RTP02400
40	 PHII =-li0.+26.* J RTP02500
PHI2=-110.+20. *J P RTF0260C1
C..:...INTEhPOLATE ON LATITUDE AT LOWER HEIGHT RTP027CC
CALL	 INTERZ ( OR (L,J) , OR(I,J) , TR(I,JI,PHI l s ° RtI,J°1._,4R_(.I, JP) s	 - RTP02000
i	 TR(I,JPI,FHI2 , P1901.TI,PHI) RTP0296C
o	 C.....INTERFOLATE ON LATITUDE AT UPPER HEIGHT RTP03OCC
CALL	 INTE R Z( aR(I p ,JI,D ►R(I c',J),3R(IP,JI,PHII9PR(IP,JP),OR(IP,JP), RTP03100
1	 T,RtIP , JP),PHI29P2,02 , T2,PHI) RTPOS200
C.....IRTERPOLATION 04 HEIGHT USING LATITUDE INTERPOLATED VALUES RTP03300











r'	 t !y	 N.
SUBROUTINE	 RTRAN(N) RTK3106COMMON./-I-O-TEM-P/-IOTEMI • IOTEu2, IUG
-'RTRO020CCUMMGN/COTRAN/NJATA(19),Ii,12,I3,I4(10),I5 RTROD300C...,.ENTRY	 P+DINT FOR NTRAN READ OF STATIONARY PErTURIATI°ON DATA,
	 AND RTRL04COC	 RANDOM PFRTU.4BATION JATA IN ScTU n
-
RTR00500CALL	 NTRAR(IUG,2•N,NDATA,L.22) RTROJ6CCRE TOFF RTRE 07C'CENVY RTRANI RTROO800C.....ENTRY	 DOINT FOR NTRAN REAC OF GROVES DATA	 IN SETUP
	 - -RTRC09CG
CALL	 NTRAN(IUG,2,19,N0ATA9L,22) RTRG100Ci=NDATA( 1) RTR01100
Z%=tvOATA(2) RTRO1200
I3=NDATA(3) RTR01300I5=NC'ATA (141	 _ _	 __ RTRO1400
s	 00	 2	 I=1910 RTRO15CO1	 I4(I)= NCATA(I+3) RTRO1600RETUFN RTRO17COENTFY RTRAN2 RTRO1800C.....:EttTRY	 POIKT	 FOR NTRAN READ OFD30 PARAMETERS- IN -SETUP RTRO1900











C,.00 * COMPUTL- S VALUES PsOoT t U•V AND SH-AP OU4 9 0VH FROM INPUT ANC s C10020C
C ARPAYS IN COMMON POTCOM.	 INPUT TO SCIMOD IS SCID030C
C G = GRAVITY AT D OSITION	 RI = -, A0IUS
	 AT— HEIGHT H SCIO040C
C PHIR	 LATITUD_	 (RADIANS)	 TH='TF	 LONGITUDE
	 (RADIANS) sci005ocC F111	 F10*7 SOLAR	 FLUX	 Floa	 MEAN
	 F1097 FLUX SCIO0600
C AF	 SOLAR-GEOMAGNETIC A	 SUB P	 INDEX SCIO0700
C' MN/ID.A/IYR =	 OATA	 (IYR Z FULL	 YEAP-1900) SC100806
C IMP MIN	 = TIM P7	Hl = O REVIOUS HEIGHT scicogoo
C PHI 	 =	 ^^R : VIOUS LATITUIDE	 THETlR = PREVIOUS	 LONGITUDE scioloac
C 9P1-pR04,RT1	 = PR-z VIOUS RANDOM P ERTUPnATIONS sciolloo
C Spi'soliST! = PREVIOUS RANCOM STANDARD DEVIATIONS	 (SIGMAS) SCIO120C
C RU19RVI = PREVIOUS RANDOM WINOS sciel3oc
C SUI,SVi	 =	
' 
P REVIOU3 RANDOM WI140 SIGMAS SCIO1400COMMCN/I g TEM P /I^)T:-M 4-oIOTEM'^-',IUG t NMCOP, OD, XMJ0 9 PHI1 9 PHI, SCIO1500
•NSA M E gRP '&LoROIL• .--' T lioS P IL,SOlLvS T IL g RUIL g RVIL g SUILvSVIL 9 scrq6a0S MN,	 IDA 9 	 IYR 9 	 41 9 	 PH II P * THz- T 1RoG gR It HgaHIRtTHETR9F 4A.09FIC89AP9 SCID1700
4	 IHR,MlNvNMOR--9OX9.4LtVL,OZ98tzPStIOP09L00KsI=TtFLAT9 scrateecI R01 SoR, 0lSvRT,'59 5,UlS g RVIStSPlS9S5ls9STIS.psuis-psVisqp sciolgac
2UOS1,VOS19UDL19VDLitUDS29VOS2,UOL2, VDL? SC102000
C(JMMON/PD T CO ,4/I IJ4,MONT H ,IO PR , P G('A.8919)*TG(18919)9DG(i89i9) SC102100
-p PEP(3-p 10ip 12) SCIO22000	 90SP(8910o12)vTSP(8910 5 12)gPAU(1795) * OAQ(17 9 5)vTAQ(17 9 5) 9 SCIO23000DQ(1795)9O0Q(!795)qT0	 (1795)tPR(20919)90R(20t10)tTR(20910)90 scr024COUAQ(179519VAQ(1795)gUDQ(179519VDQ(1795)tUR(25910)gVR(25 9 10) 9	 PQ SC102500
0	 9 009TQtUQtVQtP',) AtOOAgTQAvUAtVAgIOP99 sciozeac1 O L 3 (25 * 10)vDL O (25 9 10)gTLP(25910), SC1027002ULP(259!0)sVLP(25916)ttJOL(25910)9 SC1028003VL'L(25910)vUDS(25910)gVDS(25910) scro29c0COMMON	 /C4/	 GLAT(16) GLON(16)tNGtP4D(l692619040(16926)•T4D(16926)fSCID3000
0	 S;:4(16926)tSD4(169 ,e_ 6)sST4(16q p 26)9T4=T1,T4ET sciO3100
COMMON/COMPER/S PHtSOMISTH, P RHtORH,TRHgURHtVRHgSUHgSVH t CP 9 SC103200
IPRHS90RHS t T.RHStURHS * VRHS t PRHL,ORHLvTRHLgURHL,VRHL, SC1033CC
2SPHS g SCHS q STHSeSUHStSVHSgSPHL t SDHL t STHLoSUHLoSVHL SCIO34CCCGMMCN/WINCOM/OGH,FCORY,DX590Y590FX90FY90PXX91 ) PXYgDPYYgUGH t VGH t SCID3500
9 'J I A 9 U I T I LJUnt LJV	 9 r- Q1 r"I
COMMON/CHK/PCK(49493)90CK(4949319NO(21 bc10.360uSCI03760C OMM ON/CHI C/LA(4 9 4) * NB(2), I W SY M SCID3800C	 FAC T OR FOR RADI A NS TO D E G REES SC109caFAC =	 57 * 2957795 SC104000





VPH=O. SC104900SCID50CCVo= o- sclosloc








P H=C. SCIO5700CSH=O. SCI05900
TSH =O, SCI0590C
MONTH= MN SC106000
C	 PPESENT LATITUD E-,	 DEG - SCI0610C
PHI =
	 P HI4"FAC SCI0620[
C	 PPESFNT LCPJGITUJc,	 DEG SCIu"63GG
THET = THETR*FAC SCI0640C
C	 PPEVIOUS LATITUDE,	 DEG SCI065CG
PHIL = QHIIR* FAC SCI066CC
C	 PREVIOUS LONGITUDE,	 GEG SCIO67GO
THE T 1 = TH--TiR F FAC SC1068CO
C ....FCORY = NOkTH COMPONENT CORIOLIS	 FACTOR TIMES OISTANCE FOR SCI06900
C	 5 O z G gcc S OF LATITUDE JCI07L0t
DY5	 -.+`RI/FAC SCIOTiCpp
DX5
	 =	 0Y5*COS(PHIR) SCIO7200
_FCORY	 =	 OY5*SIN(PHIRI/(12C'.'`FAC) _ SCI07300
C	 ....IN JACCHIA JR. MIXED GROVES-JACCHIA H=IGNT RANGE SC10740C8	 IF'{h.GT.9',?.0)	 GO	 TO	 14 _	 _ _	 _ SCI07500
C.....IN 4-U	 DATA	 HEIGHT RANG
IF	 (H.LE.25.0)	 GO TO	 50^ SCI07600SCI07700
C	 IN GROVES OR MIXLO GROVES 40 HEIGHT RANGE SCI078 0
GO TO 200 SCI079^0
C.....IN^ MIXED JACCHIA-GROVES RANGE•
	
NEPQ TO FAIR DATA SCIG8600
10'	 IF	 (H.LT.i-5.)	 GO	 TO	 20 SCI081oc
C.....FOLLOWING IS	 THE PUP-- JACCHIA HEIGHT RANGE SECTION SCID8200
C.....JACCHIA	 VALUES AT CURRENT POSITICN SCIO8300
CALL JACCH(H,PHIR,TH c T,PH 2 OH,TH) SCIO8400
PHIN	 PHIR + 5.	 / FAC
- SCIfI8500
o THETE	 THET	 - 5. SCI0860C
C.....JACCHI.A	 VALUES AT CURRENT PCSITICN+5 DEGREES LA S', FOR OP /DY AND SCIO870C
C	 DT/DY SCIO8800
CALL JACCH(H,PHIN,TNET,PHN9GHK,THN) SCIO8900
C..	 ..JACCHIA	 VALU E S AT CURRENT PCSITICN-S DEGREES LON, FOR DP/DX AND SCI090GG
C	 OT/OX SCI09100
CALL JACCH(H,PHIR,THET-_,PHE,OH_,THE) SCI09200
C	 DP/OY FOR GEOSTROPHIC WIND SCI09300OPY=PHf -PH SCIO9400
C	 OP/DX FOR GEOSTROPHIC WIND S-CI0950o
OPX=PHE -PH SCI0960C
C	 DT/0X FOP THERMAL WIND SHEAR ___ SCI097C0
DTX = THE - TN SCI09800
C	 OT/DY FOP THERMAL WIND SHEAR SCIQ990o
OTY = THN - TH SCI10000
CALL WIND SCI10100




UH = UGH	 _ SCI1060C
VH = VGH SCI107C0
HB = H	 + 7. SCI10900CG = 7."PH/(2**DH*TH) SCII0900






'+UGH = -CF*(UH*DTX/e3X5 + VH"CTY/OY5)/(G_+ CP{DTZ + U.H *DUH+VH +DVH) SCII13EE
C	 GO TO RANDOM PERTURBATIONS SECTION SCL114pp``
GO TO 800 SCII15GG
C,-,.,	 FOLLCWING	 IS	 THL	 rIX_D JACCHIA-GROV_S HEIGHT RAVG_
	 SECTION SCI11600
C	 LOWER HEIGHT	 I,43EX SCIli700
201	IHA	 =	 5*(INT(H)/5) SCL1190C
C	 JGP,ER HEIGHT INDEX SCI119['0
IH5 = IHA + 5 SCII2000
C	 LOWER HEIGHT FOR INTER OOLATION SCI12100
HA	 =	 IHA*1. SCI1220C
' C	 UPOIEP HEIGHT	 FO?	 INTER°OLATION SCI123CC
HE	 '=	 IHQ+1. SCI12400
C,,.,.JACCHIA	 VALUES AT LOWER HEIGHT,
	 CURRENT LAT-LON_ SCI1250C
CALL JACCH(4A9PHIR,THET,PJA,0JA,TJA) SCI126CO
PHIN = PHIt + 5.	 / FAC SCIL2700
THETE
	 =	 THET	 - 5. SCI1280C
C.	 ...JACCHIA	 VALUz.S AT LOWER HEIGHT,	 CURB :-:' NT 	 LAT-LON+5 DEGREES SCI12g&G
C	 LAT,	 FCR OP/ •]Y	 AND DT/0Y SCI13000CALL	 JACCH(HA,PHIN,THPT,PJN,OJN,TJN) SCI1310C
C,,.,.JACCHIA VALUES AT LONER HEIGHT,
	 CURRENT LAT-LON -5 DEGREES SCI13200C	 LON,	 FCRDP/JX, AND DT/DX SCI13300
CALL	 JACCH(HA,PHIR,THETE,PJ - 9 0J - ,TJ,) SCII34CE
C	 JACCHIA DP/DY AT LOWER. HEIGHT SC113500
-OPXJA= D JE-PJA SCI13600
" C 	 JACCHIA C P /DY AT LOWER HEIGHT SCIL3700
OFYJA= p JN-PJA 'SCI13800
C	 JACCHIA	 CT/OX AT LOWER HEIGHT SCI13900
CTXJA = TJE - TJA SCI14000
C	 JACCHIA CT/DY AT LOWER HEIGHT SCI14100
'	 c OTYJA = TJN - TJA SCII4200C,..,.JACCHIA	 VALUES AT UPPER HEIGHT, CURR=NT LAT-LON SCI14300CALL	 JACCH(99 P 1IR,THET,PJB,CJ9,TJB1
	 _ SCL14400 
PHIN = PHIR + 5.
	
/ FAC SCI14500
TH"TF =TH=TG-5 SCI14600C,..,.JACCHIA VALUES AT UPPER HEIGHT,
	 CURRENT LAT/LON+5 DEGREES SCI1470C
C	 LAT,	 FOR D a /DY AND OT/OY
C'CLL JACCH(H3,PHIN,THET,PJN,0JN 9 TJN) SCI1480Co
C,•...JACCHIA VALUES AT UPPER HEIGHTS CURREN T LAT-LON-5 DEGREES SCI15000
C	 LCN,	 FCR 0 = /DX AND DT/DX SCI151CG
CALL	 JACCH(HB.PHIrR,THETE, p JEsDJE,TJ_) SCI152CG
C	 JACCHIA DF/OX FOR GEOSTROPHIC WINDS SCII5300
CFXJD = PJE - PJq SCI1540C
C	 -JACCHIA CP/DY FOR GEOSTOFHIC WINOS SCI15500OFYJP = PJN - PJg SCI15600
C	 JACCHIA OT /OX FOR THERMAL WIND SHEAR SCIL57CO
DTXJE = TJE - TJB SCIL586C
C	 JACCHIA OT/DY FOR THERMAL 	 WINC SHEAR SCI15900
DTYJE = TJN - TJE3 56I16006
C,,..,GROVES AT LOWER HEIGHT, TO BE FAIRE? WITH JACCHTA SCI1610G
`
CALL GTERF(IH4tP4i,PGA,,DGA, TGA,PG,OG,TG 9 0PYGA,DTY6A,OF2YGA) SCII620CC,....GFiOVES AT UPPER	 HEIGHT,
	 TO	 EE	 FAIP.EO	 WITH JACCHIA
	 - SCI16300
CALL	 GTERP( IH3, oHI, PG(3,OG?,TGB, OG9OG,TG,OPYGS,OTYG9 9 OP2YG9) SCI164CC
C,....FAIRED RESULTS AT LOWER HEIGHT SCIL650C
CALL FAIR(PGA90GA,TGA9 0JA,DJA,TJA,IHA, 01+0i,T1, 	 OPYGA, SCIL6600$ DPXJA,C F YJA,OPXAtOPYA, OTYGA,DTXJA,DTYJA,CTXA,OTYA) SCI16700










CALL	 FAIR( aG39OG99TG39 ?JB90J3,TJ29IH3, a2,029T2,
	
CPYG3, SC116960
TO PXJ2-, JPYJa, OPX 3, 0 p 3:	 0TYG3, CTXJ9, DTYJ9', OTX9, 0-TYB) SC 117000
C.....HEIGhT	 INTER aOLATION	 ON FAIRED	 P,D,T SCL1710C
CALL	 INT=R2(P'i, 31,T19 H A, P2,D2',T29Heg 0 H* 0H,TH,H) SCII7200
C.	 .	 .HEIGHT INTER OJLATION	 ON FAIRCO	 DF/'JX,C o /DY SCI17300
CALL	 I4TE RW(DPXA,O°YA,HA,OPXB,DPYB,H3,OPX,D DY,H) SCI1740C
C.....H:.ISHT	 INTcR :3 0LATiON	 ON FAIRED	 DT/GX,CT/DY SCI175CC
CALL	 INTERW(DTXA,OTYA,HA 9 0TXB 9 0TYB,H3,DTX,OTY,H) SCIL7600
C.	 ...EASTWARD COMPON-E NT OF GEOSTROFHIC WING SCI177C0
CALL WINC SCI17800




VH	 = VGH	 _	 _ SCI1840C
CF	 =	 7.*PH/(2.*DH*FH) SCII8500
DTZ	 =	 (T2	 —	 Ti) /50609 SCI1860LC......VERTICA L 	 P r AN	 WINO	 _ SCiiMo
WGH = -CP*(UH*DTX/7X5 + VH*OTY/DY5)/(G + CP*OTZ + UH*0UH + VH*9VH)SCI18800
C	 GO TO RANDOM PaRTURBATIONS SECTION SCI18900
GG	 TO	 900 SC119000
C-..-.THE	 FOLLCWING S:-CTION	 IS FOP GROVES CF MIXED GROVES 4C HEIGHTS SCI1910C
C	 UDDER HEIGHT L	 :E: SCI19200







C.....G40VES	 AT UPocR	 HEIGHT SC119700
v	 CALL GTcRr(IHG3,FHI,PG9,0G3,TG9, 0G,DG,TG 0*YG3 9 0TYG3 9 0P2YGB)
C. -	 -.upoE R 	 STATIONARY PERTURBATION H EIGHT_ _ 4a SC11990CSCI19900
IF	 (H.LT. 40.0) 	50	 TO	 Z10 SCl20000
C.....UPP=R	 STATIONARY	 PERTURBATION HEIGHT = 90 SCl201C0
IF	 (H. aT.84-,,)	 GO	 TO	 220 SCl20200
C.....UFPEF	 STATIONARY PERTURBATION HEIGHT	 = 52960961976 9 OR 84 SCl20300
IHSB?	 =	 8*((INT(H)	 +	 4)/8)	 +	 4 SCl204CO
C.....UPPER	 STATIONARY PERTURBATION HEIGHT = 52 SCl20500
IF	 (IHS?.LT,52.,,)	 IHS9	 =	 52 SCl20600
GC	 TO	 2 7 3 SCl20700
Z10	 IHSB	 =	 10*(INT(H)/10)	 +	 16 SCl2080C
GO TO 230 SCl2090C
22L	 IHSB	 = 90 SCi21000
C	 UPPEP STATIONARY PERTURBATION HEIGHT
230'	 HS3	 =	 IHS2*1. SCT211GO 1
C.....STATIONARY	 °ERTURBATIONS AT UFPER HEIGHT S0121301
CALL	 POTUV( c SP,OSP,TSP,PHI.THET,IHSB,PSB4OS9,TS9.OPX'SB.DPYSB, SCl214C0
T	 GTXS5 9 CTYS:,GP2XSB 4 OP2YSR,CPXYS9) SCl2150C
C	 MIXED GROV E S 4D SECTION
IF	 (N.LT.30.0	 GO TO	 300 SC121700
C	 LOWtn	 H EIGHT	 INDEX aIHGA	 =	 IHG9	 - 5 SCl2190C
C	 LO W =f HEIGHT	 1NOEX SCl22OCC )
HGA
	 =	 IHGA *1. SCl22100
C.....GROVES	 AT	 LOWE'R HEIGHT SCl222CO
CALL	 GTER c (I.HGA, P HI, P GA90GA,TGvPG,f7G,TG,D PYGA,OTYGA,C'P2YGA.)._
	 _ SCl22300
Co* ... LOWER 	 STATIONARY PERTURBATION HEIGHT = 30 SC122400
1
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&,..	 .....xar-IIIL 1MrAiCle 	 .-._. x1.la,.:..:.._.v:W'L.x,.:::u +wu.unr ,.,	 l^urinai....a.asra._yww^. "^= —	 -- ._..:au:^..u.._.	 ..^. _.. ^•..+--..^:_...,.wr.:: 	 r^;.:..s.,_..:.ta.....r..,..^..<aY...!... 	 -- .«.,..x_^._x......._.. _^..w _.^.W.®..r;.kii..;.3rw.._ _^:..s^:.a.^-a.^^:,s^i....
IF	 (H.LT.4u.J)	 G	 TO	 240 SCl2250
C	 ..LCW=F	 STATIONARY	 PERTURBATION H_IGHT-= 52,b0,69,76. 	 OR 84 SCl22600
IHSI	 =	 P*(IINT(H)
	 +	 41/91	 -	 4 SCl22700
C,ss.-.LOW:-k	 STATIOIAR'f 	PERTURBATIONS HEIGHT	 =	 40 SCl22800
IF	 (IHSA.LT .40,v)	 IHSA	 =	 40 SCl22900
GO	 TO	 250 SCl23000
24U	 IHSA	 = 3C SCl23100
C	 LOWER STATIONARY PERTURBATION HEIGHT SCl23200
25C	 HSA	 =	 THSA*i. SC12330C
C.....STATIONAPY	 P=RTJRBATIONS	 AT LOW=k. HEIGHT SCl23400
CALL
	
GJTUV( 0 3 0 ,DS P ,TSF.PHI,TH-T,IHSA,FSA,USA,TSA,DPXSA90PYSA 9 SCl2350C
T'DTXSA,DTYSA,DP_XSA,OF2YSA,OPXYSA) SCl236CO
CsssssGFOVtS	 VALUES HEIGHT	 INTEPPOLATIONS SCl237(3C
Csss ' 	CALL	 I'JT:: R2( 3 13A,DGA,TGA,HCA,PG9,CGE,TG9,HG3,PGH,DGH,TGH,H) SCL23800..STATICNA-'Y 	 P:-^VJR3ATION HEIGHT	 INT- KPCLATION -SCIZ390C
CtLL
	
TNT=?Z( :)3A,7SA,TSA,HSA.PS9 9 CSE,TS9 9 HS8 9 0 SH90SH,TSH,H) SCl240C0
C	 QUASI-91=NNIAL	 VALUES SCl241CO
C^ L L 30G c'rN SCl242CE
Cs .... H`-IGHT 	 INTE R POLATION	 O F GROVES	 OF/DY,	 OT/DY,	 AND	 02P/OY2 SCi24?CG l
CALL	 I r J T EPZ(D OYSA,DTYGA,DF2YGA,HGA,J O YGB4OTYGB,DP2YG8,HGB,DPYG, SCl24400
! i	 0TYG,0P2YG,H1 SCl24500
Co .... HLIGHT	 INTERPOLATION OF STATIONARY °ERTURBATION DP/OX ANC DP/0Y SCl24666
CALL	 IN1'E'RW(DPX3A,DPYSA,HSA,DPXSB,DPYSB,HSB,DPXS,DPYS,H) SCl24700
Css...HEIGHT	 INTERPOLATION OF STATIONARY PERTURBATION DT/OX AND DT/OY SCl24!00
CALL	 IhITEGW(DTXSA,OTYSA,HSA90TX399DTYSB,HSB90TXS 9 0TYS,H) SCl24900
C.ssssHFIGHT	 INTER POLATION OF STATIONARY PERTURBATION D2P/0X2,02P/0Y2 9 SCl2500C
C	 AND 92P'/OXDY SCl25100
CALL	 INTrRZ(D p 2XSA,DPZYSA,DPXYSA,HSA,C O 2XS r3,0 91 ?YS A 9 0PXYSB,HSB, SCl252CO
I	 D02XS,^7P2YS,OpXYS, H) SCl25300
v C	 ....UN PckTUP6CD	 (MONTHLY VALUES	 FOR OUTPUT SCl254CC
TGN	 =	 TGH *	 ( I s	 + TSH) SCi25500
DGH = OGH *	 DSH)(1.	 + SCl2570C
C	 TOTAL DT/OX SCl25800
DTX =	 OTXS *	 TGH SCl25900
C	 TOTAL	 9T/0Y SCl26000
OTY	 = TGH +DTYS + 0TYG*(1s
	
+ TSH + DTYS1 SCl26100
C	 TOTAL DF/OX SCl26200DPX,	 =	 33XS *	 PGH SCl263CO
C	 TOTAL	 OP/C y SCl2640C
=	




=	 PGH*(2.*O PXS -	 OP2XS) SCl26700
k' DPYY = PGH*(2,*D PYS - OP2YS)	 +	 l2s*OFYG - OPM1*(1. +PSH+OPYS) SCl26800
E $	 -	 (CPYG - OP4YG) *OP2YS SCl2,6900
C	 D2P/PXD Y SC12700C
` DPXY	 =	 (PGH	 + OPYG)*OPXYS	 + OPYG*CPXS SCl271CO
CALL WINO	 _ SCl27200
a Csss.sUNP=PTUPPF—D VALJ_S PLUS n30 PERTURBATIONS SCl2736CPH	 =	 (1.	 +	 0 )1	 *	 OGH SCl274CE
DH =	 CGH	 Y	 (Is
	 +	 DO) SCl2?500f Tk
	
(_ .	 +	 TO)	 *	 TGH SCIVE100
C , 	GEOSTROOHIC WINQ PLUS OBO WIND PERTURBATIONS SCl27700
UH=UGH+UD SCl2780C
VH=VG H+V SC127900
r CP =	 1.* 0 GH/(2.*3GH*TGH) SCl28000
e ^'tai•,,, *^Nti .




_	 ,^.s:^eur^:°^!ride:;^:-cak^r^!*r1^!rr^ ^nrr ^._^ .
--V,	 a^::s+rn^.^»w,•«mMra++.w^	 :.. :"^-7,aa/-;+*yy
All	 f	 4f	 *	 y	 •
CTZ	 =	 (TG9*(1.!+TS9)	 =	 TGA J► -(	 ,+TSA1 )._/5C;,G. SCl241Ot
C..	 ..VERTICAL r_AN WINO SCl2820CWGH=-C D * (L5H*OTX/OX5+VGH*DTY/DY5) / (G+CP*OTZ+VGH*DUH ♦VGH*DVH)- SCl28300
C	 GO	 TO RN ►`,OOM PcRTUp 9ATIONS	 SECTION SCl2940C
r	 GC	 TO	 9CG SC,x2@SOC
C.....THE	 FOLLOWING	 IS	 THE	 MIXEC	 GROVES 40 SECTION SC128ECEC..!.•.GciJ _P4Tc 	 GRID OF	 40	 PFOFILLS	 IF	 PPEVIC I IS	 HEIGHT	 GE 30 SCl28703^'t	 IF	 (H1.GE.30..0R.L00K.EQ.l) 	 CALL	 GEN4C	 _. SCl2A90 0
INCK = 24 SCl28900
00	 310	 KNO	 =	 193 SCl2900C
IKND =
	
IHCK + KNO SCl2910CIF	 (IKNO* GT.[6) IKND=26	 _ SCl29200
00	 310	 IND	 =	 1 9 4	 ___ SCl29300
00	 310	 JNO	 =	 194 SCl29400
PCK(IN0,JN0,KND1	 = P4D(4*(I'RD--1)+JN0.IKND)- SCl295CE





C.....LAT-LON INTER°OLATION OF 40 DATA AT 25 KM
CALL	 INT_94(	 PHI9TNET:)259	 P4090409T40 9 F440V4 . T4A9
SCl29900
SCI3000C
I	 DPX499PY49 JTX4,OTY49DPXXA * DPYYA,OPXYA) SCI36100
C	 GROVES PLUS STATIONARY PERTURBATIONS SCI30200
PB	 =	 PGR*(1.	 +	 PSR) SCI30300
C	 P,e.T	
_ SCI3040C
DES	=	 OG4*(1.	 + DSB) SC130500-
TS =	 TGD*(1.	 +	 TSB) SC1306EO
GPXR = PG9*oDx3R SCI30700
OPYa =	 FG9*OPY33 + CPYGB *(i. 	+ PS8 + D aYS'R) SCI308CE
DPXXB	 =	 ,O GB* (2.*DPXSB	 - OF'2XSB)	 _ SCI3090C
OQYYP = 6GB*(2.*OPYSB - CF2YSB1 	 +	 (2.*D PYG3 - OP2YGS)* SCI3100C
(19
	
+	 PSB + DPYSB)	 -	 (DFYG3	 - OP2YGe)*DP2YS9 SCI3110C
OD	 DPXY8 =	 (0G9	 + OPYGB)*OQXYS9	 + OPYG3*CPXSB SCII12CC
OTXD = TG9*DTXS9 SCI31300
OTY9 = TGP*OTYS9 + OTYGB*(1. 	 + TS° + GTYSB) SCIS140P
C.	 ..-,HEIGHT	 INTERPOLATION	 BETWEEN 40 AT 25 AND GROVES AT UPPER HEIGHT SCI=1500
C	 DFIOX AND OP/DY SCI81600
CALL
	
INTERW(DPX49OPY49?5.90 0 XB90PY99HS899PX•DFY•H1 SCI31700
C.....HEIGHT INTE PPJLATION BETWEEN 40 AT 25 AND GROVES AT UPPER HEIGHT SCI31800
I`	 C	 F,D,T SCI31906
CALL	 INT=R2( 0 4A9D4A9 T4A• 25.,P8,5b',T9,HG13• 0 GH2OGH,TGH,H) SC232000
C.....HEIGHT INT c RPOLATION BETWEEN 40 AT	 25 AND GROVES AT UPPER HEIGHT SCI32100
C	 DT/OX	 ANO OT/DY SCI322CO
CALL
	
INTERW(DTX4,0TY4925o•OTX890TYB HSB * DTX,OTY,H) SCI32300
C..'...HEIGHT	 INTERPOLATION	 B E TWEEN 40 AT 2: KM AND GROVES AT ;.U PPER SCI32400
C	 HEIGHT 02F/DX2,	 D[P/OY2 9 	AND D2P / DXOY SCI32500
CALL	 INT=RZ(OPXXA 9 0PYYA,DFXYA925990 P XXB4OPYY99 0PXY'B•HG8,DPXX, SCI3260C
I	 UPYY,D°XY,H) SCI3270C
IF	 (IOPO.PO,Z)	 GO TO	 350 SCI32800
C	 QUASI	 31ENNIAL PERTURBATIONS SCIT29CC
CALL 03CGt`N SCI33000
C	 ADD 090 OERTURBATIONS TO P,O, T SCI3310C
750	 PH=FGH*(1.+ c l) SCI3320C
OH=CGH + (1.+DO) SCI3332CO
TH= TGH *(1.+TQ) SCI33400
CALL WING SC13350C
C	 A-00 090 WIND PERTUR?ATIONS SCL3360C
rOH=UGH+UD
_SCI337GCVH=VGH+VD SCI338GCCF = 7.*PGH/(2.*OGH*TGH) SCI3390COTZ =	 (T3	 -	 T4A)rr.u0u.*(HG3	 -	 25.))
`
SCI340[CC.....VEETIGAL MEAN WINO SC11410CWGH= -CP* (l'GH* -)TX/DX5 +V GH*CTY/OY5) / (G+C D*OTZ+UGH*0(H+VGH*DVH) SCI342CCC	 GC TO RANCOM 0c4 TURBATIONS SECTION
TO	 800 SCI34300
5CG	 I F	(H. GE.0901	 G3	 TO	 510 SCI345COIF	 (H.LT.-Q.,15)	 GO	 TO	 505 SCI34E00C	 IF -15	 M--7 T--: P	 L.E
	 4	 LT	 0	 .	 H	 IS	 SET	 TO 0 SCI3470C
GO T o^^10 SCI3480C
C	 NO	 MOR E 	CC;lP IJTATICNS	 TO BE
	 MACE
	 IF	 HEIGHT LT
	
-'5 N SCI3500 GG5;'_'5
	 NMOR	 = SCI351SC^CTtIPy
C.....GE t,4ERATE	 GRIO OF 40	 PROFIL=S	 I:F	 PREVICUS HEIGHT GE
	 30
SCI3520C
SCI35300 {51G	 IF	 (hi# GE'.30..09.L00K.ED.1)







CC	 521	 KNC=1,3 SCI36000SC136100IKNr; = I4CK + KNO SCI362C0IF	 (IKN09LT.1)IKND =
	 1 SCI363CCIF	 (?KNG.GT.25)iKND
	 = 26
	 _ SCI3640CDO Ali	 InD=1+4 SCI365COv	 CO ")It	 JNC	 =	 194 SCl2 660hPCK(IN0•JRD,KND)=P4D(4+(IND-1)+JN09IKN! 11 SCI366CO
^o	 CCK(IN09JN09KND)=040(4*(IND-1)+JNCtIKND! SCI36800 1511
	 CONTINUE SCI36900CALL	 C4FC.K










	 I	 P	 1. SCI3780GC.....LAT-LON INTERPOLATION OF 40 VALUES AT UPPER HEIGHT SCI37900515 CALL	 IN T _R4(	 PHI,THET,IHBj	 04D90409T409P3 9 C8,TB, SCI-18000I CPX439QPY4B,GTX4dtDTY4890PXXB90PYY99CPXYB) SCI38100IF(THA.Er.O.AND.PB*00*TR.LE 9 3.)GO TO




SCI3840t rC.....LOO C TO	 FINC LOWEST VALIO HEIGHT SCI3.95C0NE=HB+ 1. SCI38600GO TO 515 SCI38700540	 IF(IHA.GT.i,)CALL
	 INTER4(	 PHI,TH"ET,IHA,	 P40*0409T40, SCI38800F	 1PA,DA,TA, 0PX4AA^DOY4A•OTX4A9DTY4A,OPXXA,OPYYA.9OPXY.A) SC13896CIF(INSYN.EQ. *	 )IWSX	 =	 IWSYM SCI39000LF ( IHA.EC.4 . OR.(OA*DA*TA .LE.O. ANC.IHA.LT.IO.AND.P©*D9*TB.GT.O.)) SCI191001GO TO 550 SCI39200
wd.:
G0 TO 603_ SCI3930c- -_C..
	 ..LAT-LON	 INTER P OLATION <)F 40 VALUES
	 AT LOWER HEIGHT55C GALL INTER4i(	 PHI.T4E'T.v.	 P4090409T409 SCI394CESCIS950
.PA,OI„TA90PX449OPY4H ,JTX4A,OTY4A9DPXXA,DPYYA90PXYA) SCI39600I F (IwSYM.EO."*")IWSX
	 = IWSYM	 _ SCI39700IF(TA-rB)560,570,56C SC13980C560	 TZ =(TA- TB)/Al-OG(TA/T9) SCI39960GC TO
	 575 SCI4000057G TZ=TA SC140100C ...COMPUTES HEIGHT OF SURFACE SCI40200575 HA=HB+0.2Q705•TZ•ALOG(P8/=A)/G SC1403COIF(i-.GT,H4-904)	 GO TO
	 600 SCI404G0SC140500ey=i.. SCI4CE00TH=O. SCI40700aGH=G• SCI40e0CSCI4990CTr-H=O, SC141300
GL	 TO	 900 SC14110CC.....HEIGHT	 INTERPOLAT-ION OF_P,D..,T SCI412005CJ CALL
	 IN TER2(PA * DA, TA,HA, P B,D8,T3,HB,PGH 9 DGH # TGH,H) SCI41300
C.....HtIGHT INTER POLATION OF OP /DX
	 AND 0O/OY -	 - SCI41400CALL	 INTERW(GPX4A9OPY4A,HA,DPX4B 9 CPY48,H9 9 0QX,OPY,H) SCI41500C...,.HcIGHT	 INTERPOLATION OF OT/OX AND OT/LA Y SCL41600CALL
	
INTERW(JTX4A, DTY4A,HA,OTX4B,CTY4E,HB 9 0TX 9 0TY,H) SCI41700C...,.HEIGHT	 INTER POLATION	 OF 02P/OX29
	 02P/DY29	 AND 02P/OXDY SC1 -,,1800CALL	 I N TE<Z( naX.XA,DPYYA,OFXYA,HA, OPXXE,DPYY3,DPXY3,H9,DPXX,DPYY, -
-SC1419CtICFXY,H) SCI42000C	 CHANGE OF NOTATION FOR OUTPUT SCI42100o, PH = PGH
'
SCI4220CDH = OGH SCI42iG0
CD	 TH 
_ 
TGH SCI4240CIF(PH*DH + TH.L=,u.)	 GO TO	 400 SCI42500CALL WING SCI42600C	 CHANGE OF NOTATION FOR OUTPUT SCI42?0CUGH SC'a4280CVO4 	 = SCI429COCP = 7.*QGH/(2. *OGH*'TGH) SCI4340COTZ	 =	 (T8
	 -	 TA)/(1000. ; (H9	 - HA)) SC143LOCC...	 VER T ICAL MEAN WINO SCI43200WGH = -CP+ (UGH + DTX /OX5 + VGM + DTY/DY3) /(G ♦ CP*DTZ+UM*DUM+VH*DVH) SC143300C	 OBO=t
	
IF H LT iu SCI4340CIF	 (H.LT.10.)	 GJ	 TO	 800 SCI43500IF	 (IUPO.EQ.2)	 'O TO	 650 SC143600C	 COMFUTES OU.ASI BIENNIAL PERTURBATIONS SCI43700CALL IBOGEN
- SCI43800C	 ADDS 080 C ERTUR9ATIONS TO P,D,T SC4390C650	 PH=VGH•(1. +PQ)OH= CGH+ (1.+0D( SCI44100TH=TGrt+t1.+T) SCI,4420CC	 ADDS '130 WINO PERTUR3ATIONS TO U,V SC144300UH=UGH+UD SC144400VH=VGH+VC SCI4450CC....THE FOLLOWING IS THE
	 RANDOM PERTURBATIONS SECTION SCI44600C.....NO RANDOM; OE RTUR3ATIONS IF	 IOP+R GT	 2 SC14470C800	 IF	 (ICPF.GT,1)	 GJ TO	 930 SCI4480C
C...,..INT=P-P-O-LATES RANCOM- WINO t'AGhIT'Jr_STC HSIGHT H•
	 LATITUDE
	 O H1 SCI449CC
CALL	 !'!TRUV (URt VR,H	 PHI,SIJH,SVil) SCI4506CCALL	 !NTRUV ( PLP, DL 0 9H9 0HI, °LPH,DLFH) SCI451 00
CALL
	 INTRUV(TLP,OLP•N,°HI,TLPH,DLFH) SCI4520C
CALL	 INTRLV(IILP,VLP9H. o4I9ULPH.VL°H) SCI453CC
CALL	 INTRUV(UDL,VDL,H, 3 HI,l)DL?,VCL21 SCL45400
CALL	 INTRUV(UUS,VOS,H, =HI.UDS2,'I0SZ) SCI4550C
SlJ4L=SORT(UL PH*ABS(SUH)) SCI45600
SUNS=SORT((1.-ULPH)*4BS(SUH)) SCI45700
SVHL=SlRT (VLPH *43S (S VH)) SCI4580C s
SVHS=SQR T ((I.-VLP4$*AEs(sv	 )) scI459ce
SUH =	 SOPT(AdS(SUHI) SCI46000
SVH = SORT(AJS(SVH) ► SCI461CG
C.....IF H L t'	 >_:	 US E 	40	 DATA RANDGM	 0 90.T	 SIGMAS SCI46200
IR	 (H.1=.("5.)
	
GO	 TO	 910 SCI463CO
C....•INT_FPOLATc	 PR,DR,TR	 ARRAYS TO GET P ,C,T	 SIGMAS AT HEIGHT H, SCI4640C
C	 LATITUCE	 PHI SCI46500
CALL	 nT-P P (H,'HI,PR,OR,TR,SFH,SDH,STH) SCI466CE
GO	 TO	 820 SCI467CO
C..	 ..LAT-LCN	 INTERS Ot.ATION ON P,C,T SIGMAS AT LOWER. HEIGHT SCI46E0081C CALL	 INTER4(
	
PHI,THET,IHA,	 SP49SO49ST49PA, 0A9TA • SCI46900
t	 O°X.C P Y,OTX,OTY,DPXX,DPYY,OPXY) SCI47000
Co oo ** LET -LON INTER POLATION ON P,C,T SIGMAA AT UPPER HEIGHT SCI47100
CALL
	
INT E P4(	 OHI,THET,IHB,	 SP4,SO49ST49P8,0B9TB, SCI47200
F,	 G°X9O 0v,OTX,3TY,0PXX 9 0 0YY,CPXY) SCI47300
C•....HEiGHT	 INTERPOLATION OF SIGMAS SCI4740D
CALL	 INTERZ( P 4,DU,TA 9 HA, r R.93,T$,	 HL,SPH,SOH,STH,H) SCI41500
1F( 3H*DH*TH.LE.G.)	 GO TO	 d25 SCI4760C
C•• t	








ST4L=SORT(TL DH*a8S( STH1) SCI483CC
STHS=SORT((2,-TLPH)*ABS(STH)) SCI48400
SPH =	 SORT(ABS(SPH)) SCI49500
SCH =	 SORT(ARS(SOH)) SC1 48600
STH =	 SCRT(AB5(STH)) SCI48706
C.....COMFIl T= S H OPIZONTAL OIXPLAC E MENT CX 9-ETWEEN- O REVIOU5--AND CURRENT - SCI408C0
C	 POSITION, 4ORIZOMTAL SCALE HL,
	 ANO VERTICAL SCALE VL SCI4890C
C......CO4FUT_S F^RTURBATION VALUES PR4,DPH,T PH,URH ANO VRH SC149000
CALL P E P TR3 SC1491CO
C	 ACJ_ iANCCM PERTURBATIONS TO PH2OH,TH







C	 ADDS RAN00M WINDS TO UH,VH SCI4966C)JH=UH+UPH	 _ SCI497CC
VH=VH+VR.H ,.
C.,...SETS' PREVIOUS RANDOM PERTURBATION IN F,O,T TO CURRENT SCI49900
C	 PEPTUKEATIONS,	 FGR NEXT	 CYCLE
	 -	 - SCI50000
825 RP1S = PRHS SCI5010C 3
PD1S= ORHS
RTiS= T?HS SCI5SCI5 3
3


















C....	 SETS PREVIOUS MAGNITUDES FO CURRENT VALUES,










C.....SFTS PREVIOUS WIND PE Q TUR?ATION VALUES TO CURRENT VALUESs SCI51400
C	 FOR NtXT	 CYCLE	 _.	 _ SCIS15CO
F( l




P REVIOUS WINO PERTURBATION 1NAGNIT ! lO ; S TO, CU+RR. ENT VALUES, SCI52000
C	 FOP NEXT CYCLE SCI52iCO
SUIS = SUNS SCI522CC
SV:S=SVHS SCI523C0
SUIL = SUHL SCI524DO
ViL=SVHL SC152500
C.....SETS PREVIOUS HEIGHT TO CURRENT HEIGHT, FOR NEXT CYCLE SCI526CC
830 H1	 = H	 _	 _ SCI5270C
C.....SETS PREVIOUS LATITUDE TO CURRENT LATITUDE• FOR NEXT CYCLE! SCI52ECO
F ►+Iit = D NIR SCI52900
C.....SETS PREVIOUS LONGITUDE	 TO CURRENT LONGITUOE,
	 FOR NEXT CYCLE SCI530&0
TH=T1?=THFTQ SCIS3100
C	 SETS	 r 40WE	 TO COMPUTHE MORE	 OATH Or• NEXT CYCLE SCI5320C




















	 0GH 0= 13C.*(PGH-PS)/ PS SC154500
OGHc=100.*(CGH-0S)/OS
TGH D=100. * (TGH- TS) /TS SCI546CCPHP 1G0. *( pH - 2S)/PS SCi548CC
OH,p=iuG.*(OH-OS)/OS SCI54900
Tf4'P=1Cn.*(TH —TSI/TS SCI55000
C	 CONVERTS QB0	 P,D,T TO PERCENT _	 _ SCI5510C
880	 PC=1C0.*PO SCI552CO
Dr=2LG.* DO SCI553CC
C	 CONVERTSTRANOOM P,O,T TO PERCENT SCI555GO







QRHS =100.*DRHS	 __	 _ SCI560t0




SCI562GOOR'HL= 100.*DRHL SCI5630CTFHL= 100.*TkHL SCI564{CSFHS =
	 100. *S PHS SCI565EOSDHS =	 10C.*SDHS SCI566CCSTHS
	 =	 10G. *STNS SCI56TCGSPHL = 100**SOHL SCI56800SOHL =	 100. *SDHL SCI5690CSTHL
	 =	 1CC.*STHL SCI5700CC	 CONVE?TS W140 SHEAR TO M/S/KM SCI5710C0UH =
	
DUH =	 1000. scI5720^OVH = OVH * 1000. SCi5730CC	 CONVERTS V_RTICAL WIND TC CM/ S SC157400WGH	 =	 WG^,*160. sCI575CGPCA-FOA•100. SC157EOCOC-A=CDA*IDC. SC157710T0A =T0A *100. SCI578ECSPH=SpH*IGO. SCI579CnSGH= SDH*100. SCI58000STH =STH * 100. SCI581t'GPSH=PSH* 100. SCI58200CSH=DSH*100. SCI58300TSH=TSH *100. SCI58400IF	 (IOPP.AE. OI SCI595CC
*	 WRITE(IOFP,951)
	
H, PH I,THET,PGHP, ID-GH-P -,TGH ,UGH,VGH,SPH,SOH,STH
	- SCI5860Ci SUH, SVH, PGH, 0GH q IET, MN S_CZ58700951	 FORMAT(F 5 . i9 F 6.29 F 7929 2F5.193F5.0,5F5.192=10.3 9 T5 9 I3) SCI56800WRITE(69907)	 H , PH IrTHE T ,PGHtOGH,TGH,UGH,IWSYM,VGH,PH 2 OH,TH,UH, SCI58900
* lWSVMv VH,DUH, SCI59000
o>	 7VH,WGH,IET,PGHP,OGHF,TGHP,'HP,OHP,THD,PSH2OSH,TSH,P0,00,TQ,Uq, SCI59100w	 S V Q, PQA,DOA , TQA , UA ,V A , AR H S,CR H S,TR H S,URHS,VRHS,SPHS,SGHS,STHS, SCI592001SUHS, SVHS,PRHL, DRHLr TR4L9URHL, VRHL,SPHL,SOHL, STHL,SUHL,SVHL, SCI593002PFH90RH,TRH,UpH,VRH,SPH,SDH,STH,SUH,SVH SCI59400QOC	 FORMAT( i X , F 6 . 2,2F7 . 2;2(2E9..,2F6.O,A1, = 5.0),2F5.1,23X,F6.2/IX, SCI59500Q	 I5.14X,?(2(	 F9.i,"	 ) 9 P6.1,"	 "011X)IIuX9
3?F5.1910X9" S P",/10





	 SIGS",/ SCI5980021 SCI5990031G2X,3F5.192F:;o.69" SIGL ",/ SCI6000C41t2X,3F5.1,2F5.w'," RANT",/
-SCZ6010651C2X.3F5,:,2F5.0." SIGT",/1 SCI60200RETURN	 _	 _ SCI6030CEND SCI6J400
iF 0
SU3ROUTINE SELEC4 ScL00100




SUBROUTINt- TO SELECT POINTS FOR INTERPOLATION SEL`CQ,l00c, C St-L00Z,G
' COMMON /ICT=`1 0 /	 SCtiCN1,SC=CN2 SIL60300
COMMON /POINT/	 I PT(3695),LL(16),0XX(16.2) SEL0040C
COMMON	 /ORDER/	 IPTN(1b,5),IREAD(65.3) SELCO5CC
C SELGO600
DIME NSICN	 IC( 4), IL(2),JL(2)9LIML(SiloLIMU(51) SELOOM
c SELOO800
DATA	 LIML/1591 49 13,12,11, 10.9989796, 5, 4, 3,2,23*i 929 3,495969798999SEL009CC
11C,11,12,13914915/	 SEL0100CDATA	 LIN I!/33934,35936937,3	 939,40* 1#1942.43 944945946923* 47 4 46 9 45 9 SEL011CC









DO i J = 19 5
$EL02000
SEL02100IPT(I,J) = 0 SEL02200
C SEL023CO
C MAJOR LOO K FOR POINTS SEL02460
Cv DO iCC	 II=19N o SEL026GO
c SEL02700
V LA=ABS(XL(II))*10.+.5 SEL0280C





(XL(II).LT.C.)	 LL (II) = — LL (II1	 -' SEL03100
IF	 (XL(II)-15.1)	 15	 3600
.5	 IF	 (XL(II))	 5u940,4a SEL0330{SEL0140 c^




.. 30	 IPT(1295) =2 }
EL=(350-YL(Il`)*DEGRAD SEL03SOO
` PHI=XL (II) *O-GRAO SEL04000 ,_a
R=31.204359 52*(SIN(P14 — PHI/2	 )-/COS-(PI4-PHI/2,)1 SEL04100 _, Mr
e YX=R*COS(EL)+24. SEL04200YY=R*SIN(EL) +26. SEL0430C
€ T=XX SEL04400
' J=YY SEL0450C 4k
D'X=XX — Z	 _	 _ SELD4600
EY=YY — J SEL04700
"XY(II9i) = DX SEL04800
OXY(II92)=0Y SEL049CO
IF (XL(II1 9 GT.17918)	 GO-TD -31-" SEL05000
IF	 ((J.LT.1).,3R.(J.GTw51)) 	 GO	 TO 70 SEL05100






IF	 ((49S(uX).GT..if.Ok.tA^S(DY ► .GT..i11	 32 SELi,53CCGO TO S L0540C
' Ir P=1	 _	 _ SEL055CO
' GC TO 3 5 SEL05600
3? CONTINUA SELC570C
IF	 (XL(II).GT.17.18)	 GO TO	 34_ SEL058CC
IF	 (((I.(—i)).AfIO.((J.GE.15).4ND.(J.L=.37)1) SEL059GO
,. 1 .:ORe(JoGTo50))	 GO	 TO	 70	 _	 _ SELD6000
IF	 ((I+1.GT,LIMU (J+1)).OR .(I.LT.LIML(J+1)))	 SO TO	 80 SEL06100
.' IF	 ((I.EQ.LIMU(J)).OM.(I.EQ * LIML(J)))	 GO	 TO	 9G SEL0620C
.;4 L° = j, SEL063GO
` IC(2)=(I+1)*1D00 +J S_L06406
IC(3)=I*ICGu + J+1 SELD650C
IC(4)=(I+1)*1000+J+1 SEL066CC
?5 CONTINUE SEL0670C
CALL	 NTRAN(SCRCH2.10.22) SEL06800GC	 7 8 	 I pG=1.1977 SEL06"CALL	 NT P AN(SCRCH2.2,1,IJ,L922) SEL07860
DO	 -3r	 K=1,I P SEL071001 IF(IC(K).EQ.IJ)
	 IPT(II•K)=IPG SEL07200
GO TO 1CO SEL073CO
C SEL07EQUATORIAL GRID SEL0T500C
`	 C 40 IPT ( II.5) = 1	 _ SEL07700
L1=XL( II) SEL67800L2=YL(II) SEL07900
IL(!)=L1/5 SEL08000
ILIc)=IL (11+1 SEL08100c . JL(1)=t12i5) +1 SEL0920C
v+ JL(2 )=JL(l)-1 SEL08300
00 45 K1= 192 SEL08400
00 45 K2 =1,2 SELDS500I^ 6( ABO( 4L (II) — IL (Ki)*-51.GT . 0.11.0^2- o-CAB-S (YL(II ) —JL(K2)*519GT 0.1)SEL08600l SELD873CIF	 (JL (K2) ..:x.72)	 JL (K2) =0	 _ SELOO800IPT (II, i) =JL (K2) *4+IL (Ki) +;1 SEL08900GO TO
	 JC0 SEL0900045 CONTINUE
_ SEL0910G
k IF	 (JL(i).EQ.T2)	 JL(i)=0 SEL0920C
E IPT(II91l=JL(1)*4 +IL( 1)+1 SEL093COIPT(1192)=JL(2) *v +IL(1)+1 c
IPT (iI.3) =JL (1) *4+IL'( 2) +1 S_SELD9L 95G05GOIPT(II.4)=JL(2)*4+IL(2)+ 1 SEL09600
GO TO 100 SEL09700C SEL09800




s' L I= XL(II/ S^L1020GEL2=YL(II) SE110300
a IF	 (ABS(XL(1I)). LT.55 . 0) 	 GO	 TO	 51 SEL1040CIPT(II 91)=1
	- SELL0500
IF	 (A9S(XL(II)+90.).LT. 0 * ll) 	 GO	 TO 100 SEL10600
51 CONTINUE SEL1070C
IL(1) = tLi/ 5i-1 SEL109C0
^,,...	 _ r	 _	 ...
	











--tf'.	 _ ..	 , xr..,"yr,-•>e^•sew.+.--w"ei^;..'aa2 a: —tea.,
JL(1) =_(L 2/5)+ SEL109.00
LLc?1 = Il Ci1 +1 SEL11000




00 52	 K2=192 SEL113CO
IF	 c(A9S lXL(lI )-IL(K1) *5).GT . C,,i).0R.(ABS(YL(ri1-JL(K2) * 5).GT.3 . 1)SEL:14G0
1	 I	 G7	 TO	 57	
_
- SEL1150e
.IF	 (JL(K2).E0.72)	 JL(K2)=C SEL11EOC
IPT(II , 11 =JL ( K2)*17- IL(K-)+1 SEL12700
IF	 (IL ( K). N = oA 	GO TO	 100 SELL180C
IPT(II,l) = JL(K^)*4+1 SELL19EG
IPT(II95) =i SEL12000
CO TO 100 SEL1210C
52 CONTINUE SEL12200
IF	 (JL(1).,E9.72)	 JL(11=C SELL230C
IF	 (IPT ( II,i).=j . 1)	 GO TO	 54 SEL12400
IPT(II,1)=JL(1)*17-IL( 1)+1 SEL1250C
IPT (II, 2) =JL (2) * 17-IL ( 1) +i SEL1260C
F	 (IL(ZI)	 55953955 SEL1270053	 IFT ( I I, 3) =JL (1) *4+1 SEL1.2800
I CT (I I , 4) =JL (2) * 4+1 SEL1290CI,PT (I I , 5) =11 3 3	 - SELL 30 0 C
GO TO 100 SELL310C54	 I'PT ( II,2) = JL ( 1)*17-IL ( 2)+1 SEL132CO








I FT(IL,3)=JL(1)*17-IL ( 2)+1 SEL13700




SEL14100C 70 CONTINUE SEL1430C
C TWO NMC•	 TWO EQUATORIAL SEL14400
I FT(II,5) = 2211 SEL14500
L=YL(II) SEL14600
IPT(IItD =((L/5)+2)*4 SEL147CC
IPT(II , 2) = IPT ! II9iI - 4 SELL4800
IF(L.GE9355)	 I 0T(II 9 1)=4 SEL14900
C
IF	 (J.LT.i)	 J=1 SEL1510C
{ IF	 (J.GT.511	 J=51 SEL152CG-
IF	 (I.LT . LIML ( JI)	 I=LIML(i) SELLS30C
IF	 (I . GT.LIMU ( J))	 I=LIMU(J) SEL15400
iC(1) = I*1000+J SEL1550C
IF	 ((J.LT.15).O?.(J.GT.37))	 GO TO 72 SELIS60C
IC(2)=I*1COG+J+1 SEL15700
E GO TO 76 SEL1580C
72 IF	 ((J*NE.1)*ANO.(J.NE*51)) 	 GO	 TO	 74 SEL15900
IF	 (I.EO.LIlU(J))	 GO	 TO	 73 SEL16000
IC(2)=(I+1)*1000+J SEL161CC
GO TO 76 SEL162CO
73 IC(2)=(I-1)*IjO3+J SEL1630C
GO TO 76 SELL6400
974 IF- (I
	 = O. LIM	 (J) 1	 GO TO 75 SF L165C0IC(2) =LIMO (J+.l *1^ 00 +J+1 Scl16EL'0_
. GO	 TO	 75. SFL1670075 1C(21% =4-INL(J+1)*;.,OG+J+1 StL16e0C
C76 JCALL	 ATRAN(SCRSH2,10,22) SSL170CC00	 77	 T 93 G = 191377 SEL171GC
CALL	 NTRAN(SCRCH292919IJ 9 L922) SEL1720C
00 77 K=192 SEL1730077 IF(IC(K).:Q.IJ)	 IPT(II,K+2)=IPG SEL1740C
GO To	 i00 SEL1750C
80 CONTINUc s X17700
C TH?rF	 NMC, ON =
 EQUATORIAL SEL178CC
IPT(II,5)=22.1? SEL17900
ICt?l	 =	 0 SEL18000
L=YL(II) SEL18100
I'PTtII,21=((L/51+1 1*4 SEL1820C
IF	 (L.GE.355)	 IPT(II92)= 4 SEL18300
IF	 (I.FQ.LIML(J1)	 GO	 TO	 84 SEL1840C
IF	 (J.GT.37)	 GO TO 82 SEL18500
IC(1)=I*IL00+J SEL18600IC(3) =I*1:00+J+ 1 SEL1870C
IC(4)=(I+1)*1000+ J+i SELL8800
`
GO TO 18 SEL1890082 IC(1)= (I+1) *1003 +J SEL19000
IC(3)=L* 1000+J SEL191COIC(4) =I*iGL0 +J+1 SEL19200




GO TO 89 ScL198C0!i5 IC(21 = (I+1) *1300+3+1 SEL19900
IC(3)=(I+1)*1J0j+ J SEL20060IC(L) =I*100?+J SEL20100C SEL20200
as CALL NTRAN(SCR CH 2910.22) SEL203Ct!F Do ,19	 IPG =i,1977 SEL20400
CALL	 NTRAk(SCRCH2.2919IJ9L922) SFL20506
_00	 89	 K=194 S_L20
IF(IC(K)9EQ.G)	 GO TO	 89 SEL20 700 CIF(IC'(K).EQ.IJ)	 IPT(II,K)=IPG SEL2080089 GONtINUE SEL20900C SEL210001C0 CONTINUE SEL21100
DO 150	 I= 1,26 SEL2120000	 150	 J=195
150






ti	 +	 `	 * A
SUBROUTINE- SFTU = SET00100
CO j4 t'ON/CCTPA'4 /NDATA(19)9IC9MI,IH,IX(10) sIEX SET002C0
DIMENSION I D (5),I0(5),IT(E),IDAY(12)98UFFER(641 SET00300
CO`fMON/ICTEM D /IOTEM1 9 IOTEM2,iUG, NMCOP, DD, XMJO, PHIl,PHI• SET0040C ry
.NSAMt,RP1L, P OIL,RTIL,S A IL,SCIL,STIL,RUIL,RVIL,SU L,SV11.	 - SET035C0
f	 MN,	 IDD,	 IY?,	 141,	 PHIIR,THETAIR,CUMS(21),R P iS,ROIS SET00606
1,RTIS,KI)iS,RV1S,SPIS,SDIS,S lS,SUI.S.SVIS9 1)DSI+VOS19 SET0070C2UOL1,VOLI,UDS2,VOS2,UOL2,VDL2 SET00809
COMMON/POTC04/IU4,MONT4,IOPR,PG(18919),TG(18919),DG(18 9 19) SET00900
.	 ,PSP(9.1C.12) SET01000
1,DSFta,10,121,TS p (8,16,12)	 =40(1795)90AQ(1795),TAQ(17,5)9PD9(l7,5)SETUL100
2	 DOG ( 17, 5),TDQ(51, nR(23, 10),	 i1, ,OR(209101,TR(20910)tUAQ(17,5) - - SET01200
3	 9VAQ(1795),UDQ( 17, 5),VDQ(17,5),UR(25910),VR(25910)9 SET0130C
* FQ,OQjTQ,UQ,VQ,PQA,OQA, SET01400
.-	 TQA,UA,VA,IOPO,PLP(25,1C), [JLP(25,i01, TL C' (259101 SET015CO
1,UL O (25,10),VL P (25,101,UDL(25,10),VOL(25,10),UDS(25,10) SET016010
?,VDS(25910) SET017CC
CATA	 IDAY/093i95999i91209.519181,2129243927393049_7 34/ SET01800
XMJO = G. SET01900IF	 (MN.GT.121	 GO	 TO	 2 SET02000
IDA	 =	 IDAY(MN)	 +	 IOD SET02100
CO = IDA SET022COIF	 fHOO(IYR941.E0.0.Ar1D.MN.GT .2)	 IDA	 = IDA	 +	 1 SET02300
XMJD =	 24398569	 + 365.	 *	 (IYR -	 63.1	 + IDA	 + INT((IYR. -	 65.1 - SET02400$	 /	 4.) SET025CO
C.....SECONC DATA CARD REAOS,	 FRE; FIELC,	 THE FOLLOWING DATA SET0260C
C	 IUG = UNIT NUMBER FOR GROVES DATA TA O E SET02700
C	 IUR = UNIT NUMB =R FOR FANOCM SIGMA 7ATA SET02800
C	 (IF	 IUR=IUG UNIT IUG WILL BE READ) SET029CO
v C'	 1bQ = UNIT NUMBER FOR QBO CATA SET03000
C	 (IF IUQ=IUG DATA ON TAP = ON UNIT IUG WILL BE READ) SET03100
:c) C	 IU4 = UNIT FOR 4-0 INPUT P,D,T 0-25KM DATA SET03200
C	 IOPR = RANDOM OUTPUT OPTION SET03300C.9.9.10P,R=1 RANDO4 OUTPUT 	 IOPR=? NO RANDOM OUTPUT SET034CCC	 IOPQ = Q90 OUTPUT OPTION SET03500
C.....IOPQ=i QBO OUTPUT 	 IOPQ=2 NO QBO OUTPUT SET03600
C	 NRI = STARTING RANDOM NUMBER SET03700
C	 NNCOP = NMC GRID DATA R=AO OPTION SET03800
C..,..hMCOP=O	 READS NMC GRID DATA FROM UNIT IUG,	 OTHERWISE READS FORM
_SET03900
C	 CARDS SET04000
C.•,..iOTEPI=UNIT FOR 4-0 P, D, T DATA	 (SCRATCH FILE. DOES NOT NEED TO SET0410C
C	 BE ASSIGNED)
C.....IOT = M2 = UNIT FOR NMC GFID FOINTS	 (SCRATCH FILE, DOES NOT NEED TO SET04300
C	 eE ASSIGNED) SET044CC
2	 REA0(5910)	 IUG9IUR,IU09IU49IOPR,IO P09NR19NMCOP,IOTEMI,IOTEM2 SET04500
1^	 FORMAT( ) SET04600
WRITE(699000)	 IUG,IUR,IUQ,IU49IOPR,IOP19NRI,NMCOP,IOTEMi,IOTEM2 SET04700$	 ,XMJD SET04800IF	 (IOPR.LT.i.OR * lOPR.GT.2)	 GO TO	 656 SET04900
IF	 (I0PQ.LT.I.OR.IOPQ.GT92)	 GO TO	 666 SETG5000MONTH=MN SET05100IF'	 (IOPR.EQ.2)	 GO	 TO	 7 SET05200R=<AND(NRi) SET053COP = PAND(0) SET05400P = PANO(0) SET05500C.....THlRO 9ATA CARD RcAOS FREE
	 FIELO•
	
T4E FOLLOWING DATA SET05600
C	 RP.IL,RF_S =_ INITIAL _RANDOM PR SSURC F£+TtIR9AIIONS, 	 PERCENT SET05700
C	 FOIL,RGIS =	 INITIAL RANDOM DENSITY PE?TUR9ATION• PERCENT SET05`E00
C	 RT1LrRT1S = INITIAL RANDOM TEMPERATURE PERTURSATION, PERCENT SET65900
C	 RUIL,RUIS =	 INITIAL EASTWARD	 WINC c_RTUFBATION,	 M/S SET0600C
C	 RVIL,RV.S =	 INITIAL NORTHWAPO WIND FERTURBATION, 	 M/S SET061CO
C	 (	 S M =ANS SHALL SCALE,	 L MEANS LARG= SCALE,	 TOTAL PERTURBATIONS SET062ECC	 AP-- SUM	 OF	 L; RG_	 AND SMALL	 FARTS) SET06300
R^AO(5,10)	 R PIL,RP1S,ROIL,RDIS,RTIL * gTiS,RU1L,RUiS,RVIL ,RVIS SET0640C
R p1 =RPiL+ F P1S SETCE500
RC1 =8025+RJ1L SETCEE00
PT1=R T iS+RTIL SET0670C
,.	 RU1=RUlL+9U1S	 - SET06800
QV1 =EVIL+PVIS SET0690C
AVOIDS TAPE SEARCH IF CURRENT MONTH IS SAME AS PREVIOUS MONTH SET07000
7	 IF	 (NSAME.EQ.1)	 GO TO -621 SET07100
CALL GETNMC SET0720C
C:.	 ..LOADS NNC GRID 7ATA FROM INPUT UNIT TC SCRATCHFILE UNIT IOTEM2 SET07300
IF	 (MONTH.LT.l z.)	 GO	 TO 1Z SET07400
M1=1:3 SET0750C
MZ=1.3 SET07600
co	 .;9MONTH =13 IS ANNUAL AVERAGE CASE SET07700
GO TO 13 SET07800
1	 PI= MONTH SET07900
\ M2=MGNTH + 6 SET080CC
C.....SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE DATA IS 6 MONTHS DISPLACED FOR GROVES, .SET08100
C	 STATICKARY P E RTURBATIONS, AND RANDOM -P"ERTURBATIONS SET08200
IF	 (M2.GT.12)	 M2 =M2 - 12 SET0830C13	 00 ICO	 I = 1 9 234 SET08400
15 !CALL RTRANI SET0850C
o	 C.,,..'PEAOS GROVES PRESSURE DATA SET08600





IF	 (MI.EQ.M2)	 GO TO 40 SET08900
-GO TO 10^ SET09000
2n KS =2 SET09100
GO TO 50 SET0920040 KS=-1 SET093G0
50	 IH=(IH- 20)/5 SET09400
TENX=10.*"IEX SET095CO
DO 6G J=1910 SET09600
K=10+KS*(J-1) SET09700
60	 PG(IH,K)	 =	 IX(J)*TENX SET09800





115 CALL RTRAN1 SET10200






IF	 (MI .EO.M1)	 GO TO	 130 SET1050C
IF	 (MI.EO.MZ )	 GO	 TO	 t40 SETIOECC
_GC TO	 200 SET10700
130 KS= 1 SETLO800
GO TO 150 SET10900
140 KS=-1 SET110GC
150	 IF=(IH-20)/5 SET111CC




C0 160	 J = 1910 SET11.300_
K=10+KS"(J--1) S£T1140!'l6t^	 OG(IH,KI
	 =	 IX(J) + TENX SET11500
C.....CONVERSIGN
	 TO REAL ANO STORAG_ .
 I'N	 A-PLAY - C -O,ypL=Tc- SET11600
200 CONTINUE SET1170C




C...	 .RFAOS GROVES TE,M PE7RATURE CATA SET12006
IF	 (IC.NE."T")	 GO TO	 666 SET1210C	 a
IF(MI.EC.Ml)	 GO	 TO	 2 30 SET122CO
IF	 (fw I * E0.MC)	 GO	 TO	 240 SET1230C
GC TO 330 SET12400
230 KS=1 SET12500
GC TO 250 SET12600
240 KS=-1 SET127CC
250	 IH=(IH-20)/5 SET1280CTENX=10. **IEX SET12900
00 2E^ J = 1.10 SET13000
K=iO+KS*(J-1) SET1310C
260	 TG(IH,K)	 =	 I X (J) +T EN X SET132CO r
C.....CONVERSION TO REAL AND STORAGEIN ARRAY COMPLETE SET13300
303 CONTINUE SET13400
IF	 (MONTH.LT.i3)	 GO TO 308 SET13500
C.....ANNUAL MEAN CASE - BOTH HEMISFHEQES E OUAL SET1360C
^0	 304	 I = 1.i8 SET13700




,c TG(I .J)=TG(19J20) SET14208
304 CONTINUO SET14300 3C I 00 36'	 I=1.1248 SET14400	 #
310. FORMAT	 (1X9A19I29I39I59245L494X)-,5I4) 	
- SET14500
CALL	 RTRAN(19) SET14600
C..—...F'EAOS STATIONARY PERTURBATIONS DATA 	 (TO BE STORED IN PSP, OSP 9
 ANOSET14700




IH .=N0ATA (3) SET15100
LON =NOATA(4)	 _ SET15200






IF	 (IC.NE ."S")	 GO TO 686 SET15700
IF	 (MI.EO.M1)	 GO	 TO	 32 SET15800
IF	 (MI.E©.M2)	 GO	 TO	 334 SET15900
GO TO X60 SET16000
32M KS=1 SET16100
GG TO 340 SET16200
330 'KS=-1 SET1630C34C	 ISH=2 +(ZH -44)/8	 _ SET16406
L = (LON+20)/30 SET16500
Ir(IH.LT.52)	 ISH	 =	 (IH-20)/10 SET16600
IF'	 tIH.GT.84)	 ISH=8 SET16700
i












































` PSP(ISH,KL)	 =	 IP(J)/1OOG.OSP(I'SH,K,L)	 =	 ID(J) /1000.
350
	 TS P (ISH,K,L)	 =	 IT(J) /1000.
C.....CONVERSION TO REAL AND STORAGE IN ARRAYS COMOLETE
36C
	 CONTINUE
IF	 (MONTH.LT.13)	 GO	 TO	 360
C.•,..AVNUAL MEAN CASE - BOTH HEMISPHERES EQUAL








C	 MOVES PAST 2ND EOF ON UNIT	 IUG -
368	 CALL	 NTPAN(IUG9391122)
IF(ICPR.E0.2)	 GO TO 440
C...-..IOPR=1 READS RANDOM SIGMAS,	 IOPR=2 ZEROS RANDOM SIGMAS
373 DO 430
	 I=19260
IF	 (IUR.EQ.IUG)	 GO TO 375
READ	 (IUR9380)	 IC,MI,IH,IF,ID,IT
C...'..USES FORTRAN READ ON UNIT IUR IF IUR NE0 IUG
80	 FORMAT	 (iX9Ai9I29I4.3(iX,5I4))
f GO TO 385
375 CALL	 RTRAN(19)
C.....USES NTRAN READ ON UNIT I'UG IF IUR = IUG
IC=NDATA(1)








?85 IF	 (IC.NE ."R"1	 GO TO	 666
20	 FORMAT	 (1X,A19Ili9I4•iX9ilI5)
C	 M1 = NORTHERN HEMISPHERE MONTH
IF	 (MI.EQ.M1)	 GO	 TO	 390
C	 SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE MONTH
IF	 (MI.EO.M2)	 GO TO 4GO





` 410	 IF (IH.LT.951	 IHFt=(IH-20)/5
C	 IHR = HEIGHT INDEX
IF	 (IH.GE.95)	 IHR	 =	 14 +	 (IH	 -	 9;G1	 / 20
CO 420
	 J=19 K	 =	 5	 ♦ KS	 '	 (J	 +	 (KS - 11	 /	 Z)C.....K'= LATITUDE	 INDEX 1-5 = LAT	 -9G	 TO -139	 6-10 = LAT +10 TO +90PR(IHR9K)
	 =(I°(J1 /1000.f++'2( OF(IHRvK)	 =(I0(J)/1000.)•*2
42G	 TP(IHR,K)	 =(IT(J)/:000.)**2
`, 4:0 CONTINUE
IF	 (hION H.LT.13)	 GO TO 46? SET22500'
C.....AltNU%1 MQAN LASE - BOTH H_MISPI ERES =CUAL SET226c0
00	 4:!5	 1=1120 SET22700
Dc	 435	 .1 - 1 9 5 SE12280CJiG =1! - J SE'T22900
0P(I,J)=PP.(Z,JlU ) SE123000D*,(19J)=^R(I, )101	 _	 _ S:T231e0
TF.(I,JI=T P (I,J10) SET2320C
475 CONTINUE SET233CC
GO TO 460 SET234CO
44G	 CC 450	 I= 192J SET23500
DO	 45^ J=1914 SET23600
PR(1 9 J)
	 = G, SET23700
rF tl•J)
	 =	 0. SET2380C
F 450	 T,R( I•J)	 =	 0. SET2390CC....,FANCOM SIGMAS ARE ZEROED 	 IF IC oR=2 SET24006
00	 455	 I = 1,e-5 SET24100
00 455
	 J = 1910 SET2420C
UP(I,JI= O. S=T243GC
455	 Vh ( I,J)	 =	 J.	 _
GO TO 500 SET24500
4EC
	
00 490	 I=49325 S_T24600
IF (IUR.EO.IUG)
	
GO TO 462 SET24700
PEAO(IUP9465)	 IC.NI•IH*IP,IO SET24800
C.	 ...REA7S RANCOM WINO STANDARD DEVIAT _I.ON.S. WITH FORTRAN READ FROM SET24900
C	 UNIT IUR IF IUR NEO IUG SET25000
455	 FORMAT(1X,A2,I29I4,2(1X95I4)1 SET25100	 +
GO TO 407 SET2520C
4E2 CALL	 RTRAN( 13) SET253Q0
C... •.USES	 NTRAN	 R E AD	 FROM	 UNIT	 IUG	 IF	 IUR_	 ____ -_	 -	 --IUG. SET25400
v IC=NOATA(i) SET255GO	
{
MI=NCATA( 2) SET25609	 ta IH=NDATA(?) SET257CC00 461 K =195	 — SET2580^++0o
h IP(K)=NCATA(3+K) SET25900
461	 I0(K)=NCATA(9•K) SET26000
467 IF	 (IC.NE ."RW")	 GO TO 666 SET2610C
C	 NORTHERN HEMISPH=R= MONTH SET2620C
IF	 (MI.EC.Mi)	 GO	 TO	 470 SET26300
C-	 SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE MONTH SET2640C
IF	 (MI.EC.M2)	 GO	 TO 475 SET26500GO TO 410 SET2660C
470 KS=1 SET2670C
GO TO 480 SET26800
475 KS= —i SET26900
480	 IF	 ( IH* LT . 95)	 IHR ='1+IH /5 SET2.700G
C	 Ht IG1iT	 INDEX SET2710C
I F	 (IH.GE.95)	 IHR = 19+(F4-80- 1 /20 SET27200
no 4e5 J = 195 SET273CO
C	 LATITUDE INDEX SET274CC
K=5+KS*(J+(<S-1)/2) SET27500UP(IHF,K)= (I"(J)**2) *l. SET27600
485	 VF'(IHR,K)=(I0 (J)* *2)*1. SET27700
490 CONTINUE SET27800






	 ECUAL----. _ SET206CO


























































	 ON	 'J.JI T	IUG
500 CALL	 NT4An(IIJG,h,l,c2)
IF(IG P P._r.2)	 GO	 TO	 9CJ
799 CO	 840	 I=1,25
IF(IUK.=	 -IUG)	 GO	 TO	 800
PEA7(IUK.'1 A;;)	 I09MIsIH,IP,I09IT
I C.,.-.11ScS FORTKAN	 READ ON UNIT	 IUR	 IF	 IUR NEI IUGGO	 TO	 920
80C CALL	 RTRAN(19)
C...	 .USES	 KTR L N READ	 ON UNIT	 IUG	 IF	 IU; E- 0 IUG
IC=NDATA(1)
tl T =NDATA (?)
IH=NDATA(l)




84"0 IF ( IH.GT . 90)	 IH = 70+(IH/4)
P4=1+(IH/5)





PLP(I,6 - J)= I P (J)/1006-






; 00	 865	 I=1925










fP{K) =NDATA (3+K)F 850 :0(K) =NDATA ( 8+K)
4 5S _IF(IH.GT. a O)	 IH=7%+(IH/v)___
IH=1+(IH/5)
IF(I.NE.IH.OR.IC.NE. " PW")	 GO TO 666
00	 ab , 	J=195
ULP Q	 J+5) = I-( J) /1GG%.
ULP(I,6-J1=I 0 ( J) /1000.




IF(IUG.EQ.IIJG)	 GO	 TO	 870
C CIU=. "6'3) 1 .M,TH,I P ,ID SET3370C
668 F4?MAT(±X.A2,12+1-092(1X9575)) SET338CG
CU TG	 880 SET3390C





IF? - NPAT4 (3) SET343CC
CC 875	 K = 195 SrT3440C
l P(K)=KCATA(3+K)	 _ S_T345GC
875 IC'(<)=ND1TA( A +K) SET34600
18C IF(IH.GT.90)	 IH=74+( I4/..) 	 _ S_T34700
IN=1+(ZH /h1 SET3480CIF(IH,N;7 ,I.OK.IC.NE."CS")GO	 TC-66F.- SET3490CD .r	 le5
	 J=1 9 5 SET35000
JG	 cI,J+S)=tI^(^1/luOG.) SET3510E
U r_5 (I,6 — J)= (I0(J) /1buG.) SET152CCVL^S (I. J+51 = (ID c J 1 /iL 0C .) SET3530C
8F^ V[^(I,6 —J1 = (T^(J1/iGOG.I SET35460
Be? C:G I JTINU SET3550C
D0	 898	 I=1,Z5 SET35600
IF(IUR.EQ.IUG)	 GO	 TO	 890 SET35700




99Q CALL	 RTRAN(13) SET3600L
IC= NOATA ( 1) SET36100
MI=NDATA( 2) SET3620C
TH=NDATA(') SET363GO
CC	 192	 K=195 SET364CC
IF(K)=°NDATA(3+K) SET36500
192 iC(K) =NICATA ( 3+K) SET3660G
39L TF(IH.GT.9C)	 IH=	 70+(14/ 4) SET3670C
IH=1+(IH/ 5) SET3680C
IF(IH.N ;7 .1.0R.IC. NE. "CL")	 GO	 TO	 EEE _
	 ..' SET369G0
Do	 e96 J = 1,5 SET37000 ;!.
+	 ) _ (	 ) /	 C0)LDL(I.J	 5	 I	 (J	 1GG SET37100
UOL(I,6—J)=(I=(J)/1000.) SET3720C
VOL (I,J+5l=(ID( J)/1000.) SET37300
396 VOL (I,6—J)=(19(J)/1000.) SET3740C a
i9A CONTINUE SET3750C
CC T O 910 SET3760C
900 DO	 9C5	 1=1925 S£T377CC
00	 9L5 J=1910 SET37900
PLa(I,J) =.. S£T3790C
OLP(I. J)=0. SET38000
TLP(I, J) =O. SET38100
f'LQtI.J)=0. SET3820C






C.....MGV-S FAST	 N1i(T EOF ON TAP_ SET3890C
91C CALL	 NTRAN(iOG9P,1, 22) S£T390CC
IF	 (10 a 0.FQ.2)	 GO	 TO	 600 SET3910C
C.....IO:)'; =l P= A DS 1 90 PANAMETE G S,	 I0 0 0=2 ZEROS THESE, -7 A^-AMETEFS SET3920C
i
Nov...
=1? D 	 0 I=1 S=T393-06iF	 (I li is ; C.I SET3941G
pl-CA I (I l1^	 5cu	 IG,iH.IX S+IT395OC
C' ... ..^'C r. LS ..ITH	 FJ?T=:.h FRul UNI'	 IUI	 IF IL's	 NEE	 IUG S=T39EGCG'J r ^ N A T. (SX•A2,I^,5(I+•I511	 -	 -._ SET?97GC
^i	 TO	 577 SET3'900(
5c5 L f LL	 ;T;-AN) SET399CC
C..,..rEACS WITH NTKAN FROM UNIT	 IJG IF IU
	 _ IUG SET40000527 IF	 lIC.rE...,,	 ..)	 GO	 TO	 666 SET401CO
IH	 =	 (IN-5)/ 5 SET4020C
00	 ,.70	 J=:,5 SET401CC
C.....CONVERT FFO"9	 INTEGEP crP MIL - Q30	 DRESSU PE AM OLITUOE SET404CEPA;](IH•J)	 =	 I,((Z•J-11/1]	 0.	 --- SET4050C
C,- .... QPO PRSS3UR;: 	 PHASE(DAYS PAST JAN 0,	 1966) SET4060C
5!0 P l)J	 •(IHJ)	 =	 IX(2*J)*1. SET407CE0t,	 I	 =	 its SET40eCC
PAO(1,I)	 =	 u. SET4090053? C'l:Ll :1AS^l^J`]( ?.I1, '_S.,PC'](a.I)s=.•F7t1•I1•iC.)	 _ S=T4IUCG




	 TO	 535 ScT4120C
RE'Arl	 (ZU6.527)	 IC•IH, IX SET413CO
GG TO 577 SET414LG
735 CALL RTRAN2 SET4150C537 IF	 UC,t.E."90")	 GO TO 656 SET4160C
IH=(IH-51/5 SET417CO
' 00	 543	 J = i,5 SET4!00C
C...CON yC tT F?ON INT LG=R PER MIL	 - r)90 OENSITY A-N OLITUDE SET4190C
rAQf?H.J)	 =	 IX(2*J-i)/10G:. SET42000	 k
C.....OPO C^^NSITY	 PHASE	 (GAYS PAST	 JAN C.	 1166) SET4210C4G D_Q(IN,J1 =IX (Z +'J)''1. SET4220C
v 00	 5 L 1	 I	 =	 195 S£T423CC
v' 0 A Q (I .I)	 =	 U . SET424CC
541 GALL	 3 HASE(7 S£T4250G
00 ;5C	 I=1.16 SET4260C
IF	 (IUD.EO.IUG)	 Gi	 TO	 545 SET4270C
P E AO	 (Iti'1,520)	 C,IH•IX SET42eOC
Go TO 547	 _ S_T42900
545 CALL RTRAR2 SET4300C
547 IF	 (IC.NE ."OT")	 GO TO	 566 SET431COIP	 =	 (IH-	 5)/3 SET4320C
00 5c6	 J=195 SET433C0




T..^-n(IH•J1	 =	 Ix(C`•J-1)/ l-:c SET435COC.....Qeo T=MPE P ATU7E PHASE SET43EG0
550 TO)(IH•J)	 =	 IX(Z •J)*1. SET437CC0C	 55`.
	
I	 =	 1.5	 --- --- _ ---.
= Ti r)(1,I)	 0.J	 C SET.4a310055	 CALL	 SET44000
DO 5EE I=..:E>	 _ _	 SET44100
ZF (IUD. = C.1 S) S0 TO 555	 SET442CG
C..,,.PiAr.S WITH FJ?TmAN IF IUO N:=O I9G	 SET4 43CO
^^EAD(IUO,52!; 1 I'^,iN, A.
	 SET4440C
GC TO 557	 SET445CC
555 C LL FTRAN2	 SET446CC
C,....REAOS WITH ^;T ?A`J IF IU'] = I(1G	 SET4470C
557 IF (IC*NE."`lU") ;;O TO 666	 SET44800
LWL
t
I—flH- 5)/500	 560 J=195 SET441GC
C	 ....tASTWARD 61 140 U90 AM OLITUOF - CONVEPTEO TO_M/S SET45000SET451COtl4Q(IH,J)
	 =	 lx(2	 + J
	 - 11	 /	 10. SET4520CC.....FASTWARO
	 WIND Q30	 PHASE	 (.CAPS PAST
	 .JAk 'D,	 196 6 1	 - SET4530C
`
560	 UQQ(IH,J)=IX(L*J)*1. SET4540GDC 56l
	
I	 =	 ' ,5
'0UA q (1,I)	 _	 . SET4550CSET45600561	 CALL	 F4ASF (U D )(29I)915.,UDO(39Z)92C.9UDq(19I),10.) SET457GO00	 57C	 i= 1,16
IF	 (IIJG * c.O.IYG)	 GO	 TO	 565 SET4590SET45.CCPEAO(I IJ09520)	 IC.IH,IX SET460GCGO TO 567
565	 C ALL	 RT; 'aN'7 SET4610CSET46200567	 IF	 (IC. r.:: .'()V")
	 GO	 TO	 666 SET4 630CIH=(IH-	 5)/ 5 SET46400CC	 7 7C
	 J=195 SET46500C.....NC JT -WARC 4IN3 )93 AMPLITUD
	
- COKV-PTCC TO M/S S	 T4EEGL'VAd(IH,J)
	 =	 IX(2	 • J
	 - 11	 / lu. SET4670CC.....RCRTHWARC WIND	 130 OHASE
	




I	 1.5VA'^(1,Z1	 =	 0. SET47000
' 571
	 C4LL	 F4ASE(VDO(29I)91599V00(39If920.,VDO(1gI1,10.) SET47100SEJ4720Ci Gr T o 	 620
6G0	 OG 610	 I=1916 SET4730GSET4740C
E C0 6lu	 J=195











l	 =	 0. SET47800
x ODQ(I, J) 	 =	 0. SET479COSET4800GTOQ(I,J)	 =	 0. SET481COUAQ(I, J)=C. SET4820CUDO(I,J)=0. SET483CEw VAq(I,J)=G. SET48400VDO(T..)1 =0. SET485H61C CONTINUc SET48600C.....ZEROS 030 PARAMETERS
	 IF IOPO = 2 SET487CC
' C	 REWINDS TAP= UNIT IUG SET488C062C	 CALL	 NTPAN(IUG910922) SET489GO622
	
F=H1
IF(Hi.LT.25.)	 R=25, SET490GOSET49100CALL RTERP(R	 ,PA!1,PR,DR,TR.SP1,S0193T1) SET49200CALL INTRUV(PLP,DLP,HI,PHII,PLPI90LP1) SET493GG
' CALL	 INTRUV(TLP9DLP, HI,PHIIjTLPI 9 R)SFlL=SQRT (PLP1*48S (SP1)1+`1D00. SET49400
SPIS=SORT((1.-PLP1)*ABS(SP1)1*100. SET4950CSET496COeML=SOP,T (JL P i *a ?S (SOiI) *100. SET49701SDIS=SORT((i.-DLPi)*ABS(SD1))*,9C. SET498COSTIL= SQRT('TL"1*A°S(ST1))*ion. SET 49900STi S=SOKT((1.-TLP1)*ABS(ST1))*100. SET49900CALL INTRUVVJR,VR,H19PHI1,SU1,SV11
	 SETS0100CALL I4TRUV(ULP,VLP,H19PNI19UL°i,VLfll)
	 SEi50200SUiL=SORT ( + !L p i*A 9S (SUi l)
	 SET503COSUlS=S9RT((1.-ULP1)*A6S(SUll)
	 SETSO400
^_	 — h.._..ri,'am	 S.	 ^sw.....ii.t. .e ...+
	
.. ..
	 .........	 ;	 .^	 ...,,......	 w..., ,....^_..w.. .. u^...._.`... ,.-,...., ...m., iw.an.w Yit
	 ,,...4 ,.riFiW"^:Ar^^ .#.l^?avi'5_ .'.it^.a^'41iF+'ivtYF •newww"+'a'rGt
.. v	 ..: ^
	 ,:.^..	 .•_. _:	 ..^...'.,:....	 :..rs.y . .ni	 ^ x	 .	 -:.	 •-..^.+...,.,^w,..^.m...^., 	 .u^.,^r.^ ..	 .^...^, v	 :...^..._.^:^e:aas..+-".:—..	 .......: mom.
:71 f
SViL=S-Q-i0J__(_v LP.*A BS(S VI)) SET50500	 _ 1l.
SVl5=SOF,T((..— VL 0l)*ABS(SV11) SET5060C








626 W P ITE(6,9rGi)	 RP1L,;RDIL,RTiL,SP1L,SDiL,STiL,RU1L,PViL,SUIL,SViL, SET51300







RFIL= ;Z'iL /100. 	 ___	 _ SET51900
R0iL=F1L/100. SPT52000
F_TiL = RT1L/1^ n . SET5210C












WRI T F ( 6967G ) SET53500
RETURN S_T53600
666 WRITE(69700)	 IUG,IURsIUQtIOPR,IOPQti4R1.NMCOP,IOT=M1 * IOTiM29 SET53700$ FOR
MAT 
(" EQRj^+
	 h^SETUPPINPUT T ,%t700 FOR A(" c	 1X,5I?.I10,4I3aA2,I3,I4,/,ilI4, SET5390G
SET54000RSTOP
I4• /• 	 10.11
63C FORM.AT(27X,"UNPERTUR.BED (MONTHLY MEAN)",11X,"MEAN PLUS PERTURBATIOSET54200
INS",9X•"THERMAL",/•23x,2(34("-")92X),3X,"WIND",6X,"QERTURPATION VASET543CO
2LUES"9/," H=IGHT	 LAT	 WEST	 PRESS,	 DENS.	 T=-MV	 GEOSTROPHoSET5440C
?	 RRcS.	 [)-=NS*	 TEMP	 TOTAL	 SHEAR"9/92X92'(KM)"•liX,"LOSET54500 q
4N",4X,"(NT/	 (KG/	 (DEG	 WIND	 (M/SI	 (NT/	 (KG/	 (0EG SET54600SWING	 (M/S)	 (M/S/KM)	 ",28("-") , /•" TLh -	 ( DEG)	 (DFG)",2("	 M* *SET5470C	 1
62)	 M**3)	 KEL—	 "s 10("—")),2X,8("—")," 	 P	 G	 T	 U	 V SET548GO
7	 W"/"	 (SEC)",35x,"VIN) 	 E- W 	N—S",2uX,"VIN)	 E—W	 N — S	 E— W NSET54SOC	 o
R
— S	 (	 )	 (_)	 (	 )	 M/S	 M/S	 CM/S"/) SET55000
9000 FORM -AT("	 GROWLS INFUT UNIT	 = 4l ,I2,T43,"RANDOM INPUT UNIT	 -- 84 9I29 SE-T55100
1T 79' 2 090 INPUT UNIT = ",I29 /," 	 4-0 IN PUT UNIT = 6g9I2vT439"RANOOM SET552CO
2OPTION = ",I2,T83,"030 OPTION = "9I2,19" 	 FIRST RAK90M NUMBER = ",SET55300
2L59 SET55400
3/."	 NMC READ OPTION	 = ",I29T439" 4 — C F,D,T DATA	 SCRATCH UNIT = ",




9001 FORMAT("	 INITIAL P,0,T = 2'93(F6.29 	 "1,7609"SIGMA P,O,T = ", SST55800
13(F'6.29"	 ") , /,"	 INITIAL U,V	 _	 ".Z(F7.29"	 M/S	 "),TEO,"SIGMA SET559C0
",2Tf7.2," M/S	 "),	 7X9A5,iX,"SCALE"/) SET56000
6LvY ter.••,.-•s`arroa'si 'r+,.Ht!>d.0	 'tea.	 ^pp`la:. .u:_-	 .a..	 ..•	 ,.	 iu.°.f^aa...aW .t^.:,Ja'."l+.i.i«.dJ^YS. . t.,v6.	 ...vy..:., ..a...,	 #il:., ,JUi ........_.. 4^..,.... ra..,. aro..,	 .	 ,t.. ,u.a;ur.,	 i...vae.us,w..,u,Ire.._,yir;cwBlFaei` ,..:aLC..' v...	 -`-,.;.siiiif:.rx..0	 _ ..:...`ri;:..
900' FGRMAT(//"	 +	 PERCENT DEVIATIONS F'RCM 1962 US STANDARD SET56100
1 ` ,"ATMOS QHE^cE A?PEAR.	 B=LOW PRESSUKE, t NSLTY	 AND -,TEMP RATURE ", SET56200
2 "VALUES	 + ""//1 SET56300
9002	 FORMATC'	 INITIAL UC'LsVDL=	 92 F6.2r"	 "1,	 - SET56400






SUBROUTINE	 SORT4(NP) SOR001COC SOR002CCC SORT3 P OINTS FOR SEQUENTIAL TAPE READING
-SOR0030C
c SORD04CCC ASSIGK-z	 POINT NUM2ERS BY OROLR ON TAP E ,	 NOT BY GRID SOR005CO
SOR0060CCOMPON	 IORO'-:'t^l	 IPT	 (16q5)vIRTA9(65q3) SOR0070C
c SORD080000	 1	 I=i965 SOR0090C00 1 J=1 9 3 SORG100Ci IRE.A0(IqJ)=0 SOROilOO00 9	 I=ItNo SOR01200IF(IPT(Iq5) * LT&l)	 GO	 TO	 10 SORG1300IF(I. PT(1 9 5)	 Elel)	 GO	 TO	 9 SOR01400IF(IPT(I.5).EQ.2)
	
r.^O	 TO	 2 SORO1500IF(I`PT(Iq5).E0o3)	 GO	 TO	 4 SOR01600IF(IPT(195)--: leil3 1 )'O	 To	 6 SOR017COIF(IPT(I,S)-!: rj.221i)	 GO	 TO	 7 SORGIOCC
lF(IP`T(Iq5) * EQ * 221Z)GO	 TO	 8 SORG1900IF	 (lPT(I,5).EQ * 333)	 GO	 TO	 4 SOR02OOrGO TO 10 SORD21002 00	 3 J=194 SOR02200IF(IFT(IgJ) * LT * I)	 GO	 TO	 3 SOR0230C
3
IPT(I-pJ)=IP`T(ItJ)+283
CONTINUE OR02400IOR02500GO TO 9 SORD26CC4 DO 5 J = 1#4 SOR0270CIF(IPT(I,J) * LT * I)	 GO	 TO 5 SOR0280CIPT(IgJ)=IPT(IgJ)+226"- SORD29005 CONTINUE SOR03000GO TO 9 SORD310C6 IF(IPT(Iti).GToOlIPT(I,11=IPT(Ivl)+2265 SOR03200IF(IPT(192).GT * O)IPT(I,2) = IPT(I.21+22 rc:^7 SORD330CGO TO 9 SOR034ce7 IF(IPT119-3).GT,O)IPT(193)=IPT(193)+2eLa SORT3500IF(IPT(1#4),GT * ,3)IPT(194)=IPT(194)+288 SO*f<'03600GO TO q SOR037008 IF(IPT(Itl)oGT * O)IPT(Igi)=IPT(Ivi)+238 SOR03800IF(I C'T(193).GT * U)IPT(I-p!)=IPT(Ig -,4 )+'->-Q 8 SOR039CO
'&'F(IPT(194)oGT * D)IPT(194)=IPT(1 9 4)+288 SOR0400C9 CCNTINUE SOR04100C SOR042CO
C REORCEPS POINT NUMBERS FOR REAC SOR04300
c SORD44CO10 IR=: 3 SOR0450000 13 K = 19NP SORD460C00 13 L =-194 SOR047COMP=IPT(KoLl
IF(MP.LT * i)	 GO	 TO	 i.! SOR0480CSOR0490Vli II=K SOF050rcJJ=L SORD5100DC 12 I=i,ND SOR0520000 12 J = i94 SOR0530CIF	 (IPT(19J).LT.1)
	














IREAG(IR.3)=1 3T(II.JJ) SOR06500IFT (II.JJ) =IPT(II,JJ) +9000 SOR066CC
	 -
MP=IPT( KgL) SOR067CO
IF(MP.GT.349U)	 GO	 TO	 13 SOR0680C
GO TO 11 SOR06900
13 CONTINUc SOR0700014	 K cTIJ ant SOR07100
ENO SOR07200
W'"
St13ROUTIN	 STJATM(29T,'3 9D) STOCOICLOIMcNSION	 ZS(S5),TMS(35), WM 	(-35),PS(j5) STDO02CC
DATA	 (ZSII),I=1.35)/x.,	 11.0199	 2C.063 *	32.162.
	
1'7.359 ST000300
*	 52.4299	 E1.591,	 79.9449	 90.,	 95.9	 106-,	 105.,	 110.,	 1159 9 ST000400
*	 126.,	 1 1 5-9	 15^► -,	 155.9	 160••	 iE5.,	 170.,	 18C.,	 19099	 210., ST0605CO












*	 252.65	 e80 * 659	 181'.67,	 0.,	 216.65,	 G.	 260* 65,	 0.9	 360.659
0.,	 b.,C-•	 90.	 59,	 v-,	 1110.65,	 1210.55,	 3350.659	 0-9	 1550.659
ST000800
STOu090C
*	 G.,	 1830.65,	 U..	 21ou-65,	 u.+	 0420.859	 0-,	 25909659	 0., ST001000
2700.65/ STDO1100
DATA	 (WMS(I)•I=19351/20.96449 	 28.96449	 28.96449	 29.96449	 28.96449 STOu12C0
*	 2d.96449	 28.96 * 4 9	28.3644.	 28. 96449	 28.34.	 28.899	 28.759	 28.569 STGOiJO0
*	 2d.3?,	 2 4 .079	 27.379	 26.92.	 26.799	 2E-669	 26.529	 26.459	 26.159 STDO1400 a
*	 25.85,	 25.279	 24.69,	 23.679	 22.E69	 21.249	 19.949	 18.82.	 17.94, ST001500
*	 17.299	 16.949	 16.509	 16.17/ ST001600
7AT"	 ( a S(Il,Z =1,35)/1013.25,	 226.32.	 54.7487.	 3960614.	 1.169059 STDO1700
.58001759	 . 1 92099 9 	 1.0377E-29	 1.6433 0 - 3 9 	0.,	 ?.0075E-4•
	
0.9 STDC100C
*	 .3544E -7, 	0.,	 2.5217 = -59	 0.9	 3-Ct 617E-6.	 0-•	 3 .0943E-6,	 u.,7 STDO190C R
* 2.7926E-F,	 0 -9	 1.6852E-69	 ;sv 6.96J4E-79	 099	 1.W8E-79	 0. 9 ST002000
+ LoL304E-89	 G..	 1.0957E-89	 0. 9	3.4502E-9,	 0.9	 1.1919E-9/ ST002100
IF(Z.LT.O.)	 GO	 TO	 81 ST062200




PGM=6356 -^ E0. ST002800
IF(Z.("E.9C.)	 GO	 TO	 E, ST0029GO
00	 3	 I =1•°
Z.A'JG.Z.LT.ZS(I +i)) 	GO	 TO	 5_IF(ZS(I).LE-
ST003000
ST0031&C
-'	 1 CONTINUE ST003200
5	 ZL=INT(ZS(I))*1. STOOZ300
ZU=INT(ZS(I+1))* i-
ZLM=ZL*t0c6. STDO34COZ(IM=ZU{ 100'0. ST003600
IF(I.EO -a) 	Z^)=83.743 ST003700
NM=wmU ST003800
H'T=(RO*Z)	 (	 0+Z) STD13900
HM=HT*7000. ST004000G=( TMS 1I+1) -TMS (I)) / (Zl1-ZL) ST004100
GM-'G*.GGI ST0042CO
IF(r,.L T .O..OR,G.GT.O,)	 GO	 To	 12	 _ ST00430C
P=PS'(I)*_XP(-(GJ*WMO*(NM-ZLM))/(RS*TMS(II))*200. ST00440C
GO	 TO i3	 __ ST004560
12	 P=PS ( I$*((TMS ( I)/(TM3 ( I)+G*(HT-ZL)) ) **((GO*WMO )/( RS*GM)))*.10i)._ ST064600
13	 T=TMS(I)+G*(HT-ZL) ST0047CO
GO TO 25 ST004800
E	 00	 7	 I=99339 2 ST004900









u^,.p.0	 h 1+^N4 :, yp11+, , 





j .	 r.r	 —►^	 ,,.	 . ^f . _	 ,^	 .-..,«^o-^.^... ;nn+„w+K^..r eW--.«,.	 ^,',P.-^^,w^ , *+°-.ski+ap^+ '^ aa^a+,;". «.e}'•'




A2=-29*(2.*WMSt - + 1) — AMS ( 1 21-A01i ( S-'U-ZL )** P-	 )
_ • ST000610
06200Al = (WMS ( I+2)-AO — A2*((ZU —ZL )**2.)1/(ZU-ZL)
	
- ST006300WN=A0+41*(Z - ZL) tA2* t(Z - ZL)+` *2.1 STD664COG=(TMS(I+21-TMS(I)l/(ZS(I+2)-ZS(I)1 STDO6500GM=G*.001 ST006600TK=ZLM- (TkS (I) /GM)
=(WMOS*GO*RO`4*ROM) /CRS *GMI ST0068C
A=((ROM+ZM)*(ZLM-TKI/((ZM-TK)*(ROM+ZLMI)) ST006900B=tS/((TK+ROM)**2.)1 ST007000P=PS(I)*(( ( PUM+ZM )*( ZLM-TK )/(( ZM-TK) * (ROM + ZLMI))**(S/((-TK+ROM) - -STD071001**2.))	 *EXP(( -S*CZLM - ZM1)/((TK+ROM)*(ZM+ROM)*(ZLM+ROM)))*160. ST0072COTN=TMS(I)+G*(Z-ZS(I)) STDO7300T=(WM/WMC)*TM STD0740025 0=(WM*?)/(RS*T)
	
_




x .,^aer...^	 .-..^t...^..as. 'r.:lwua.s^L..-..:...._ 	 —	 _• . ^ •: •••..	 ,'JIVl^+J^ii:^^Jia._	 Kris„!w.a.ii.iYd,..a_.Y...u..:^. slwe..e..^
- ^=max	 .,^,	 ^
>r-
SU3RC'JTINT TINF	 TINu010C
C0M1'0N/-I-GTiEri °7IJTEMI9I0T£ -M?,IUG9N MCO 3 90091NJ"D+"PH -1-1+-aH -I•	 TIND-020`C
NSAME.PPl, R019 4T1• SF19 S-11, ST,., RU19 RV19 SU1. SV11TIN00300
$ M;,4, IDS, IYR, 4 , PHIIR,TH=T12,G-,RIeHgc)HIR,THETP,F10,F10E•GI, 	 TIN00400
1HR,MIh,N`10RE,0x,HL9VL,DZ 1IN00700
CO OMO'J/CONJAC/XLAT,XLONG,SOA,SHA,DY,R, T E,EM TIN0060C
C TIN00700
C S_UROUTINE TI14F CALCULATES THE EXOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE ACCORDING TO JATIN0080C
C SAO	 NO.	 313	 919709 TIN00900
TIN61Qt0
C LIST TIN01100
C F10	 = SOLAR RADIO NOISE FLUX	 (XE-22 WATTS/M • *2) TIN012C0
C F109= 81-DAY AVERAGr_	 Flu TIN01JEC
C GI	 = GECMAGN^TIC ACTIVITY IN0EX,AP TINC140C
C LAT = G=OGRAP4IC LATITUDE AT	 PERIGEE	 (IN RAO) TIN01500
C SGA	 = SOLAR DECLINATION ANGLE	 (IN RAO) TIN016CO
C SNA = SOLAR HJUR ANGLE TIN017CE
C CY	 =	 D/Y	 (DAY	 NUMBER/TROFICAL YEAR)? i TINCIOCC




C CONSTANTS -- C=SOLAR ACTIVITY VARIATION. BETA•ETC. 	 = DIURNAL VARIATITINO2100
C O=GEOMAGNETIC VARIATION. t- =SIMIANNUAL VAR.I.ATLON.	 TLNO2200
TIND230C
Cl	 =	 393.0 TINO2400
C2	 =	 3.32 TINO2500
C.7
	=







v; PFTA= -37.0*CON TINO3000
GAMMA= 43.0*CON TINO310C
w P	 =	 6.0*EON TINO32LO
XM	 =	 295 TING3300
Xt!N	 3.0 TINO340C
C TING3E0G'-D'	 ?a,0
02 =	 C.03 TING3700
G?	 =	 1.n TINO3800
D4	 ''=	 1300 0 TINO3960




E	 =	 0.2D6 TING440C
E4 = a60.*CON TIN04500
E5 = 226.5+CON TIN046CO
720 * *CON TIN04700
E
-
7 = 247.6 • CON TIN04800
EA	 =	 0.11.5 TIN04900
E9 =	 G.5 TIN05000
ESC = F4 TIN05100
E22 = 342. *CON TING520C
61.2=	 2.16 TING530C
TIN05500C SOLA P 'ACTIVITY	 VARIATION
TIN056CC
I
TC'= Cl + CC"FLG8 + C3* (F 0 • F10P)
C QIUFNAL VARIATION
C
ETA	 = ^.5*A8S(XLAT - SCA)
THETA = 0.5*A3S(XLAT + SCA)
TA U 	= BHA + 3ETA + P*SIN(SHA + GA MMA)
TPI =2 *0I
IF(TAU) 21C.2309230
210 IF(TAU+ P I) 226,250925C
220 TAt1=TAU+TFI
GO TO 210






A =( COS (TAU/2.))*+xAN
B.1 = 1. 0 + R *A1132 =(A2-A1)/91









'	 G3 = 095{(1.0 + SiN( El0*OY + c11) )'
G3	 G3**E12
TAU1 = DY + r9* (G3 - E91
G1 = E2 + E3 ; (SIN(E4*TAU1 + r5))
G2	 SIN(E6*TAU1+ E7)
TS = £1 + F1G8*G1*G2
C
C E XOSPt, EPIC TEMPERATURE
C














































SU8RUUTI_NS.--TM_ TME0QlCC-_COMMCN/CCNJAC/XLAT,X LONG, EDA,SHA,OY, R,T,EM TME002G0







IYR,	 Hi,	 PHIIR,THETIR,G,PI•H•PHIR,THETR,Fi0,F169,AP, TME005CC




C Mt.'=MCNTH.	 IOA-=JAY.	 IY?=HEAR.	 HR	 = HOUR.	 MIN	 = MINUTE TME01300 1C XLAT = LATITUDE	 (IN PUT —GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE.) TME01100
C XLGNG= LONG ITUJE(INPUT-GEOCENTRIC LONGITUDE.
	
OUT PUT	 — 180	 TO +'180')TME012CC
C OUTFUT	 — -TME01300
C SOA	 =	 SOLARDECLINATION ANGLE	 (IN PAD) TME01400
C SHA	 = SOLAR HOJR ANGLE	 (IN RAO) TME0150C
C CU	 = DAY NUMBER rROM IJAN= TME01600
C DY	 =	 OD/TRO P I^,AL YEAR	 _ _ TME00CC
C TME018OC
C SET'	 CUNSTANTS	 _
0 kTME02 0
YEAR
	 = 365.2422	 _ TME0220C
YF,=IYR TME02300
6 DY = DO/YEAR TME02400
C
^
_ 7 0	 FMJO	 =	 XMJD	 - 2 * 35839. _
TME0250V
C CC,FUTE GRE_NWICH M=AN TIME	 IN -MINUTES GMT TME02700
C XHR =IHR TME029G^
V= *XHRGMT
	




C COMPUTE GREENWICH MEAN POSITION — GP 	 (IN DEG) TME03300
C TME03400
XJ =	 (XMJD	 —	 2415u20.C)/(36525.0) TME0350C
! A2=99.690^8?3 TME03606
A2	 = 36000.76954 TME0370C
A3	 =	 OoGO036708 TME63800
A4	 =	 C.250634"7 TME03900
GP = Ai + A2*XJ + A3*XJ*XJ + A4 4GMT TME04000
N =
	
G°/760.	 __	 _ TME04100
XK = N TME0420C
GP = G' - XN*36U. TME04300
C' TME04400
C COMPUTE RIGHT ASCENSION POINT — RAP (IN DFG) TME04500
C _	 _ TME04606
C 1ST CONVERT GEOCENTRIC LONGITUDE TO DEG LONGITUDE — WEST NEG 'T EASTME04700C _
TME04800 <,:
IFACT	 =	 XLONG/1901. TME0490C
XFACT =	 IFACT TME05000
XLONG = 360.	 * XFACT	 - XLONG TME05100
C RAP = GP + XLONG TME0530C
N	 ='PA D /32 63. TME054CO
X ► 3	 =	 N TME0550C
-A o = ;q F — V "*360 M^-.	 — 	 T E05600

































































XLS	 Y1 + 92*SIN(Y )	 9TPI = 6.2e319
N = XLS/TDI
X  = N
XLS	 XLS - XN *TPI
C
C COMPUTE SCLAP DECLINATION ANGLE - -SOA (IN RAM
C
9L = (TpI/360.)*23.45
C SDA = ASTN(SIN(XL3)*SIN(B43)
C COMPUTE RIGHT ASCEAS10N OF SUN - RAS AIN RAO)	 -PI12 TO +P 1/2
C
PAS = ASIN(TAN(SOA1/TAN(94))







d	 IF(TEtOP - PI2) 13av lSV,100
100 IF(TFNP - PI) 105,10.5.110
105 RAS	 PI - RAS
GO TO 130
i1C IF(TEMP - P13^; ) 11591159120
_115 RAS = a I + RAS
G0 TO 130
12C RAS = tFI - RAs
1?C IF (RAS) 13591479140
lz5 FAS = -PAS
140 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE SOLAR HOUR ANGLE	 SHA (IN DEG)
C	



















Y. W^'	 ;ys.'fi/`.vNgLL4^ ^ '*
SUBROUTINE WIND WINOOICO
COMMON	 /WINCOM/RHOFCORY,D'X5'•C ►Y5• P X, pY y PXX,PXY, PYY,U,V,	 T,TX,TY, WINOOZOO
s	 GU.DV.= WIN6030C
COMMON	 /ICT;M°/DUMIII,19PHI90UM2(:7),G, q =i,DUMZ(17),FLAT WIN00400
COMMOr(/CHIC/OUM (13), IW,SYM WIN005GO
IF	 (OHO.GT.C.aANU.A$S( PHI IoGT909 )	 GO	 TO	 20 WIN006CO
u	 =	 0. WI ND0700
. AWINOO..GO
RCTURN- WIN0090C
20	 FGOKX	 FCORY-DX5/DY 5 WIN01000
U = - PY/(FCORY*RHO) WSNO1100
V =	 PX/(FCORX*RH01 WIN0120C
DU _ -(G* TY)/(FCORY*T) WIN013CO
OV =	 (G*TX)/(FCORX*TI WINO140C
IF	 (ABS(F N I).GE.FLAT. 0 +2.H.G= :. 94.) 	 RET URN WZN015CC
UG = U WIN01600
VG = V WIN0170C
DLIG = DU WIN01e0G
OVG = OV	 _ WIN01900
WINO2100
L=F	 FCORY/DY5 WINO200
TX = TX/OX5 WINO2260
TY = TY/DYS WINO2300
Px = ox /0X5 WINO2400
PY = O Y /CY5 WIND2500
PXX = PXX/DX5**2 WINO260C
PYY = DYY/DY5**2 WING270C f
PXY
	 =	 PXY/(OX5*^Y5) WINO2eOC
ALX	 =	 AL*((TX/T)	 -	 (PX(fD)) WINO29U0
v ALY	 =	 AL*((TY/T) 	 ( OY/p l) WINO3000-
FZ = F*F WINO310Cono GZX'	 =	 AL* O X WIND32CO
GZY = AL* F Y WINO3300
GZ'XX	 = AL*PXX +	 29*PX*ALX WINO34CO
GZYY	 *PYY + 29*PY*ALY_AL WINO350C






C =	 (GZXX — GZYY)/F WINO3800
E = F2	 + C*C	 + +.*A*A + 2.*(GZXX 	 + GZYY) WINC390C





^F	 (P H I.LT.O.)	 0	 = —1. WIN0440C
8' = -F	 + C*SQRT(81 WIN04500
C	 =	 ((C	 +	 9)/2.)	 +	 F WIN046006 = C - B -	 2.*F WIN04700
0_= -A*A	 - B*C WIN04800U =	 (A+GZX	 +	 B*GZY)/0 WIN04900
V =	 (-A*GZY
	
+ C*GZXI/ D WIND506C
C	 =	 G/(T*G) WIN051CO
DU	 =	 0*(A*TX	 +	 B*TY! WIN05200
nV =	 0*(-A*TY + C*TX) WIN053CE
WCHK = H*H WING54CO
IF	 (H.LT.-10.)	 WCHK =	 900. WIN05560
SP = U*U ♦ V*V WI Hill 560C







_...-..... 	 .gin .
S P G = 3G"UG + VG*VG	 WIN057CC
IF (SP.GT_.S?G) GO TO 64
	 WIN058CC
P'cTURN	 WIN05900
60	 U	 UG	 WIN0600C
V = V 	 WING6100
CG = '7 1JG	 WIN06-ECC
OV = UVG	 WIN063CC
IF (SP.GT'.WCHK1 IWSYrt 	 WIN06400








SUMMARY OF PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS
(Program Operating_Environment)
1.	 Hardware
a. Computer - Univac 1108 (implemented at Georgia Tech on the CDC
4
Cyber 74 System)
b. Core Requirements - Approximately 45K on the Georgia Tech CDC.
The CDC System routines require more core than the Univac rou-
tine so there is no comparison between the system.	 It will be
necessary to segment the program.	 See Section 5.1.
c. Magnetic Tapes - All tapes are 7 tracks. 	 Tapes required are:}
1 program tape (if the program is stored in UNIVAC COPOUT tape
.
a l ) to 1 4 " 4CDD	^from	 data tapes, dependingcono thenumber of
months to be used under control of one run card (see
Section 4.1 and Appendix B.
d. Card Punch - not required unless optional card output is desired.
e. Plotter - none required
f. Drum or Disk - 2 temporary drum or disk files are required. 	 No
r permanent drum or disk files are created by a program run unless
optional non-print output is generated as a permanent disk or
?,- drum file.
g. Other Hardware - none
i
h, 2.	 Software
` a. Operating System - UNIVAC EXEC 8 (Georgia Tech version is CDC NOS 1.1)
. b. Language - FORTRAN IV ( UNIVAC FORTRAN V)
~ c. Type of Run - Batch
d. Library Subroutines - NTRAN and FLD are UNIVAC subroutines.
	 NTRAN
4 reads 36 bit binary integer word records. 	 FLO manipulates word
bits and is used to break up 4-D data tape 36 bit words into two
18 bit integer words.
e. Program Overlays - (Optional) - see Section 5.1
3.	 Program Specifications
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3.	 PrOgram'Specifications(cont°d.)
b. Program Segments - See Sections 5.2 - 5.4
c Program Subroutines - See Section 5.1
d. Listing - See Appendix D.
a	 e. Flow Charts - See Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
f. Sample Input - See Appendix C.
g. Sample Output - See Appendix C.
h. Diagnostic Messages • See Section 4.5
